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J immy Carter tallied the necessary delegates to win the Democratic
party nomination in the final round of primaries, but the national

media has proclaimed this "the beginning of the end" for the Presi
dent. Not only did Carter lose five out of eight of the last primaries,
but the miserable turnout among Democrats and the large block of
uncommitted voters proves that a Carter candidacy would lose big
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So the drive is on for an open convention and a Carter resignation
well understood that Kennedy, seen at best as the lesser of two evils, is
not the man for the job.
This week's Special Report, "An open Democratic convention:
Will the nation win?" analyzes the reasons for the collapse of the
Carter candidacy. We also detail the possibilities for an open conven
tion and the emergence of a dark horse candidate capable of taking
the White House.
We document who's calling for an open convention and why. It
has to do with the fact that the depression is on, and the blue collar
and urban machine voters essential for a Democratic Party victory
know it and know who's responsible. Even key factions of the same
elites that pushed through the Carter candidacy in '76 fear things have
gotten too far out of control. Europe's total rejection of Carter's cold

war policies and the realization that the U.S. military capability has
been systematically destroyed have caused certain shocks throughout
the nation's power centers.

Another shock hit the nation on May 31, just days before the final

round of primaries, when Democratic Party contender Lyndon La

Rouche addressed the population in a half hour nationwide television
broadcast. We reprint parts of the broadcast in which LaRouche calls
for an open convention and puts himself forward as the only candidate
capable of making the U.S. a first rate industrial power again.
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Editorial
The China card menace
Wining and dining the defense chief of the of China
this week, the Carter administration concluded an
open military alliance with a government that has
repeatedly declared nuclear war "inevitable. " The
administration's flaunting of the China card is not
only morally hideous-Peking is responsible for
the murder of three million Cambodians-it is
strategically insane.
Within a period of weeks or less, pre-emptive
action by the Soviet Union could force the U. S. to
initiate nuclear holocaust in China's defense-or
suffer the greatest strategic humiliation in history.
The Kremlin-backing up its words with an
occupation of Afghanistan that places armored
divisions in position to strike Sinkiang-will never
tolerate a Chinese military build-up under Ameri
can-NATO sponsorship. They have informed the
world's governments they will strike against China
1T';'itarily before seeing Peking's nuclear weapons
capability augmented.
Yet, after this week's consultations with Chi
nese Defense Minister Geng Biao, Assistant Secre
tary of State Richard Holbrooke announced the
end of "evenhanded" dealings with China and the
U. S. S.R. in favor of a plan to strengthen China
economically and militarily. This will mean "the
sale of carefully selected items of dual use technol
ogy and defensive military support equipment. "
This includes radar technology applicable to mis
sile guidance, and other aids to Chinese "nucleari
zation ."
Chinese Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping then de
clared: "We hope in China that not only the U. S.
but Japan and Western Europe and the Third
World countries unite to cope with Soviet hege
monism . . . The main danger of war comes from
the Soviet Union."
Western Europe, however, spent the past week
in full diplomatic mobilization, deepening com
munications channels and signing major economic
agreements with the Soviet Union, and preparing
for the June 22 OECD summit in Venice, where the
French are expected to introduce a motion for a
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new gold-backed monetary system. They are also
promising to undertake their own Mideast peace
initiative.
Europe has demanded that Carter not pursue
the 'China card'. But in past months, China and the
U. S. have collaborated in destabilizing the Gandhi
government of India by provoking rebellion in the
strategic state of Assam, and in increasing flows of
funds and arms to the "Islamic fundamentalist, "
opium-grower rebels in Afghanistan. And in the
past week came U. S. arms sales directly to China
for the first time .
Administration policy has been accurately com
pared to Nazi "Blitzkrieg" tactics. By building an
alliance between a freshly armed China, a rearmed
Japan, and the Koreas against the Soviets in Asia,
the administration seeks to drain Soviet troops into
deployments on the Sino- Soviet border. It is pro
posed that in this fashion, the U. S. will gain supe
riority, without the modernization of American
economic and military capabilities that would rep
resent an actual strategic advantage in depth. The
"China card" is a Malthusian's military policy and
like the "Blitzkrieg, " it is a potentially very bloody
bluff.
Our European "allies" have reached the limits
of their toleration. The Kremlin certainly has.
"The issue is, de facto, that Washington will
give the material base for the aggressive policy of
China, " writes a Soviet military analyst in Red Star
this week. Only a few months ago, Soviet President
Brezhnev warned visiting French emissaries, if the
U. S. augments Chinese nuclear capability, then
"our missiles will rain down on Peking, and Wash
ington will have 30 minutes" to decide between a
policy-change, or total war.
In drastically foreshortening the timetable on
its "China card" this past week, the administration
may have committed us to an unwinnable game
against a stronger power. If Soviet missiles rain
down on Peking, or if Soviet armored divisions
sweep into China's Western desert regions, the best
we might hope for is a strategic humilitation .
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Good, but only half a policy

The West German-Soviet
drive for energy growth
by Richard Freeman

At the upcoming summit in Venice of heads of state June
22-2 3 , the governments of France and West Germany
will walk in with very compelling evidence of the need to
junk the prevailing rigged agenda and discuss the reor
ganization of the world economy. This will have to
involve both the establishment of a gold-based monetary
system, and the replacement of the central authority of
the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
One very reliable source confirmed June 4 that
French President Giscard has formulated such a policy
and is working it out in secrecy with his top policy
advisers. Giscard's potential thrust was signaled in a
speech delivered by French Premier Raymond Barre
before the meeting of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) in Paris June 4,
where Barre stated that the world is in the midst of a
danger unparalleled since World War II and that the
principal cause is the collapse of the global monetary
system, which needs reform.
At the same time, Bonn astounded the world when
West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt instructed his
ministers this week to agree to a vast expansion of
German- Soviet trade as the German- Soviet Economic
Commission met in Bonn May 29 and 30 to hammer out
the framework for long-term energy and industrial co
operation involving both two-way and three-way proj
ects whose details a high-level West German- Soviet im
plementation group immediately began pinning down.
But the question hanging over particularly Schmidt's
initiative is whether these deals and promises will be
6
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enough. The world monetary system does indeed hang
by a fragile thread, which could be snapped at any
moment by a City of London-triggered maturation of
the Third World debt crisis, forcing defaults, cancella
tions and advanced sector bank failures. Indeed, such
possibilities were the subject of the three day Internation
al Montary Conference held in New Orleans, where Bank
of America president A.W. Clausen held out the estab
lishment of a "safety net" to protect against advanced
country bank failures.
The German-Soviet
economic commission
The very meeting of the German- Soviet Commission
on Economic and Scientific-Technological Cooperation,
against the background of the manufactured atmosphere
of East-West tensions, sent shivers up the spines of the
Carter administration's policy controllers. The presti
gious Council on Foreign Relations' policy organ, the
New York Times, which advertises that it prints "all the
news that's fit to print, " buried its reportage on the
Commission meeting in its May 3 1 edition at the bottom
of a back page.
The BRD- Soviet Economic Commission was created
as the outcome of the historic May 1 97 8 meeting between
Schmidt and Soviet Preident Leonid Brezhnev, which
resulted in the signing of a 2 5-year trade and develop
ment treaty between the two leaders' countries. This
preceded by one month the Bremen, West Germany
EIR
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meeting that created the gold-based European Monetary
System (EM S). Each May, the Commission meets to
"talk turkey."
At this year's meeting, at which the ranking figures
were West German Economics Minister, Count Otto von
Lambsdorff and Soviet Deputy Prime Minister and Pol
itburo member N.A. Tikhonov, the next several years of
the accord were fleshed out. The scope of the plan is so
large and the intended cooperation so close that Moscow
announced that it will base its 1 98 1 -8 5 five-year plan on
the calculation of heavy inputs from the West German
economy.
The wide scope of development projects, ranging
from metallurgy and metal processing, to chemical pro
duction, mineral development and exchange of patents,
licenses, specialists and know-how, contained a few stun
ning surprises.The Germans agreed to supply the Soviets
with oil-drilling equipment, which used to be exclusively
an American market controlled by such firms as Dresser
and Sedco. President Carter last year embargoed this
equipment because it was allegedly "militarily sensitive."
Soviet electricity supplies to the Federal Republic are
also included in the energy development core of the
agreement.
J oint projects in
Third World countries
The accords also proposed to create "expert groups
in the area of banking" which will not only work on
speeding up and improving means of payment between
the two countries, but also on correcting what has been a
persistent Soviet balance of trade deficit with West Ger
many. The solution to the latter problem was proposed
to be joint German- Soviet projects in third countries,
with Turkey, a natural East-West partner, cited as a
prime example.
The level of trade between West Germany provides
background for what this latest accord means. In the first
quarter of 1 980, West German exports to the Soviet
Union rose by 23.8 percent, while its exports to a collaps
ing U.S. economy did not significantly change. As a
result, for the first time ever, during the first quarter,
West German exports to the East Bloc outstripped its
exports to the United States.
It is for this reason that the heavily export-oriented
West German economy, increasingly reliant on high
technology goods, registered economic growth at a six
percent per annum rate in the first quarter, versus one
percent for the United States, and scored a solid 3 percent
productivity gain versus a 2. 3 percent drop in the United
States.
But there is more to the trade and cooperation deal
than simply its economics. Capturing the essence of the
thinking of many prominent Germans that the U.S.
EIR
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The communique
The May 31 communique of the Soviet- West
German Commission on Economic and Scientific
Technological Cooperation was summarized in the
June 1,1980 issue of Pravda. In part, the summary
reads:
The session reviewed the process of implemen
tation of several important agreements and con
tracts. Successful implementation is occurring of
their long-term agreements on the delivery by the
Soviet Union of natural gas and its purchase in the
Federal Republic of Germany of wide-diameter
pipe, as well as equipment for manufacturing gas
pipelines; on the construction in the U.S.S.R. of a
number of chemical plants; on the equipping of the
Oskolsk electrometallurgical combine. Talks are
under way on a number of other major projects of
mutual interest. The two sides expect that the Elev
enth Five Year Plan for the development of the
U.S.S.R. national economy and the conjunctural
position of the economy of the Federal Republic of
Germany will create additional opportunities for
cooperation.
The two discussed the possibilities for coopera
tion in the energy field, particularly in developing
offshore fossil fuel deposits, coal hydrogenization
and gasification, electroenergy and the production
of power equipment, in conservation of energy and
raw materials, and other areas. . . .
The commission noted the growing contribu
tion of specialized expert groups and experts' meet
ings and cooperation. It was decided to create
expert groups in the areas of bank financing, co
operation in machine-building for food and light
industry, and to hold experts' meetings on cooper
ation in the paper industry, pump and compressor
equipment, and industrial pipe. . . .
It was agreed to hold the Tenth Session of the
commission during the first half of 1 981, in
Moscow.
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policy of confrontation must be sharply rejected, Otto
Wolff von Amerongen, the leader of the German Cham
ber of Commerce and Industry, who usually speaks for
an industry consensus, stated June 3, "At a certain time,
it was better to go to Washington than to Moscow; it is
now perhaps more important to travel to Moscow." Von
Amerongen made this statement in Erivan, a Soviet city
near the Caspian sea, where he and a group of top level
German business leaders were meeting with their Soviet
counterparts.
Von Amerongen then outlined four areas of expand
ed German- Soviet joint work: 1 ) improve the payments
system between East and West; 2) improve the transport
system; 3) improve joint electricity supply; and 4) coal
gasification.These are the same general areas tha Soviet
leader Brezhnev has specified as suitable topics for dis
cussion for the convening of a European conference on
Energy and Transportation.
Commenting on the accord, German Chancellor
Schmidt told an editorial conference of the leading Ger
man daily, the Siiddeutsche Zeitung, that "in view of the
tense world situation, the good level of East-West con
tacts in Europe provides a sign of optimism."
There has been a heavyhanded U.S. State Depart
ment and American press attempt to force Schmidt to
abandon this policy, including a scurrilous attack on
Schmidt published by Business Week. Schmidt's press
secretary Hans Bolling responded to these pressures May
29, stating that: "The deeply rooted friendship between

'We seek optimal results
from large-scale projects'
First Deputy Prime Minister of the U. S. S. R. and
Politburo member N.A. Tikhonov represented the Sovi
et Union at the trade talks in Bonn. He was interviewed
in Izvestia June 1.
Referring to the main direction of business coop
eration between the U.S.S.R.and the Federal Repub
lic of Germany, N.A. Tikhonov noted that the most
optimal mutually beneficial results come from the
joint implementation of large-scale projects, compen
sation deals, cooperation in production, and joint
development of new types of equipment and advanced
technology.
In other words, the question today is to carry out,
in addition to regular trade, major contracts based on
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Germans and Americans is founded on partnership, but
not on submission to a hierarchical alliance order."

Is it enough?
The Schmidt policy offensive for increased East-West
trade will certainly allow for Germany to diverge eco
nomically from the United States. While the U.S. is
going through a collapse far worse than 1 974-75 , Ger
many continues to register economic growth.
But for how long? And what happens to the rest of
the world in the meantime? New lending, even to Ger
many's favorite Third World customers, dropped sharply
in the first quarter of this year. Despite its worsening
current account deficit, the Third World could barely
keep up with financing its old debt. Such a situation
cannot last for long without wrecking the world econo
my, including Germany's heavy export trade. Thus
Schmidt's East-West trade policy, while a major contri
bution to world growth and West German stability, is
insufficient and as such, only "half an economic policy."
Yet, for Giscard to push through his world monetary
reforms which will address the larger issues, he will need
Schmidt's full support.It is this combination that will be
needed to force through any positive moves at the June
22- 2 3 Venice summit of heads of state.
As one old wizard of German banking told EIR this
week, "The current world monetary system cannot last.
Its reform is mandatory. Schmidt and Giscard can do it."

the principle of economic cooperation in a number of
branches of the economies of both countries and
designed for the long term. Th effectiveness and mu
tual benefit of such forms of cooperation is confirmed
by a multitude of concrete examples, from our pipe
credit-gas deals and the construction of the Oskolsk
electrometallurgical combine to the joint implemen
tation of projects in the third countries.
There are reserves for further development of eco
nomic cooperation between our two countries, said
the head of the Soviet delegation, and they are large
ones. An example is the extraction of raw materials,
which West Germany acutely needs. For a highly
developed industrial power, the BRD has extremely
limited fuel and raw materials resources. It is nearly
1 00 percent import-dependent for many important
raw materials.Cooperation in extraction and refining
of raw materials promises substantial benefits to both
countries....
Cooperation in building industrial plants is no less
promising.
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DomesticCredit

byLydia Schulman

The bottomless recession
EIR's prediction of a 15 percent drop in output is coming
true, but how far down things could go from here blows wires
in our computer.

L ast week's economic news pro

sually high incidence of permanent
duced a striking set of all-time plant closings, or permanent plant
records, including a 4.8 percent closings represented as temporary.
drop during April in the index of At least 30 blast furnaces are al
leading indicators, the steepest ready down, many never to reopen.
since the index was first formulated Four auto plants are also shut
in 1 948. The news also carried re down permanently along with doz
ports of a 3 2 percent drop in the ens of smaller foundries and other
current month of auto production, production facilities essential to
the worst year since 1 962; and a their industries.
It is important to emphasize
total $ 5 . 6 billion runoff in com
mercial and industrial loans since that this is not a conventional
Fed credit controls came on line recession, but a phase-change of
March 1 6, also the steepest abso the sort that occurs when a shock
is introduced into a supercooled
lute drop on the record.
On balance, EIR's prediction gas under pressure. Most gases can
last October of a 1 5 percent drop remain in gaseous state below their
in industrial output by the end of condensa tion temper a ture for
third-quarter 1 980 appears within some time, but will liquefy as soon
the range of events. What is more as a shock is introduced-a phys
fundamental, as EIR emphasized ical analogy to economics made by
in its May survey, "Will the United Dr. Steven Bardwell in a May con
States Economy Survive? " is the tribution to EIR.
There is an identical phenom
basic underlying change at work
reshaping the American economy enon in economics. An economy
such as the United States which
for the worse.
Even with 7 percent unemploy has failed to meet the replacement
ment as of April (and higher as of costs of maintaining productive
May) , there remain basic shortages capacity can continue for an ex
of skilled labor throughout the tended period at stable or even
economy, even in those st ates rising levels of output, albeit with
worst hit by industrial closings, lower productivity and greater sus
according to state unemployment ceptibility to inflation. However,
data. EIR has emphasized that the the minimum level of capacity uti
current collapse is not merely cycl lization, required to meet fixed
ical but structural, i.e., provoked costs which have increased due to
by falling real productivity rates additional downtime and higher
due to chronic underinvestment in energy prices, increases. For ex
both plant and equipment and in ample, a modern specialty steel
the development of skilled labor.
facility can be operated profitably
This is borne out by the unu- at 40 percent capacity, while a 50-
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year-old steel mill takes a loss at
80 percent of capacity.
When Volcker introduced the
March 1 6 credit controls, forcing
even large corporations to mind
their liquidity, the economy fell
through a hole on the chart to a
lower level of capacity utilization.
To what extent capacity reductions
have already taken place is not
clear. However, it is apparent that
a "phase change" of the type EIR
predicted in its April and May
surveys of the American economy
is in full swing.
The type of measures available
to conventional econometrics are
not sufficiently precise to grasp an
economic situation of this type,
and most estimates of the econo
my's chances for recovery are en
tirely conjectural for this reason.
Temporarily, the rush is on to
eliminate costs and preserve liquid
ity, as it was in the late fall of
1 974; however, the method this
time is less reducing inventories,
which are not high by historic
standards, than reducing capacity.
This builds a mass of bottlenecks
into an economy already suffering
from suhstantial bottlenecks both
on the labor and capital side; the
result is a much higher threshhold
level of profit expectations and in
flation before recovery can begin.
The conclusion of the LaRouche
Riemann model analysis EIR pub
lished last month is that the econ
omy is moving rapidly towards a
point where a conventional recov
ery is physically impossible. If that
point is passed, the U.S. economy
and American political and busi
ness leaders will find themselves in
the ironic, and tragic predicament
that this nation's chances of re
trieving its former economic power
will depend upon foreign aid.
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International Credit

by Peter Rush

Third World syndications shrink
Bankers are dickering over safety nets and IMF guarantees,
not growth strategies.

The reason

Third World coun
tries fear for their financial surviv
al, and international bankers are
intent on expansion of petrodollar
recycling, was evident in the latest
figures on syndicated Euromarket
loans, released June 2 in Luxem
bourg . From January through
April 1980, less-developed coun
tries took up 27 percent of Euro
syndications-as compared with
40 percent in the same period last
year. Advanced sector OECD bor
rowers accounted for 5 1 .3 percent
of these loans, up from 29 percent
in the first trimester of 1 979.
Total syndications dropped by
22 percent to 1 8 .2 billion from 2 3 .6
billion. As V. S. interest rates eased
in April, and Japanese banks re
turned to the market, an upturn
began that generated 6 . 8 billion in
new syndicated credits, or the total
would have been still lower. There
is plenty of lendable Euroliquidity,
and spreads between deposits and
loans are now viable for the banks,
who need new assets. But central
bank limits per country on loans
have by and large been reached by
West German banks, and V. S .
banks have been holding back
Third World commitments as well.
In any case, Eurosyndications only
go to upper-tier Third World bor
rowers, not the credit-hungriest.
International bankers' unease
over the LDCs' financial survival,
and their own loss potential on
outstanding loans , dominated

10
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what turned out to be sterile ses
sions of the annual International
Monetary Conference, held June
2-4 in New Orleans, Louisiana.
Commercial bankers and central
bank representatives heard a series
of overlapping proposals from
Bank of America president A.W.
Clausen, Deutsche Bank spokes
man Wilfried Guth, Chase Man
hattan Chairman David Rockefel
ler, and International Monetary
Fund Managing Director Jacques
de Larosiere.
Clausen proposed that banks
cut back on their deficit financing,
and introduce the international
equivalent of domestic "mortgage
pass-through certificates" for di
rect investors to take up the slack.
Commercial banks could concen
trate on "project lending, " prefer
ably through "co-financing with
international financial agencies"
like the World Bank and its re
gional affiliates. At the same time,
a new international agency would
make equity investments in the
LDCs. This approach also includes
IMF loan guarantees for the
banks' assets, using liquidity idled
by Third World reluctance to bor
row from the Fund except under
extreme duress.
IMF Director de Larosiere
questioned whether this use of re
sources could undercut the IMF's
ability to impose conditions of
Third World lending. He favored
a reform of the IMF, however, as

proposed over the past couple of
months by London banking
spokesmen, European Community
bureaucrats, and other advocates
of a strong IMF-World Bank role.
The short-term deficit loans tradi
tionally assigned to the IMF
should become longer-term and
more "flexible" in conditionalities,
so that demands for straight cuts
in budgets, imports and industrial
activity are instead adapted to the
particular "restructuring" de
signed for the victim by the World
Bank "project directors. "
David Rockefeller echoed a
preference for the IMF-World
Bank control of recycling, with the
elegant comment that "we [com
mercial banks] should do our thing
and they should do theirs. " Earlier,
he had criticized Euromarket loans
as enabling Third World borrow
ers to bypass the IMF and "post
pone such policy changes as curb
ing growth . "
Deutsche Bank's Wilfried Guth
proposed a "safety net" kitty to be
established by the.20 leading inter
national banks to bail each other
out in the event of dangerous loan
losses. Guth reportedly also sug
gested that the IMF itself borrow
in private markets to avail itself of
petrodollars, an idea floated pri
vately, as EIR reported last month,
by the Brookings Institution's
Robert Solomon.
The most striking thing about
the conference was not the obvious
question arising from David Rock
efeller's comments-if cutbacks in
growth are forced, how can a bor
rower make good?-but the ap
parent unwillingness of those pro
moting more "flexible" approach
es to take responsibility for map
ping out anything like a real
growth strategy.
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TradeReview
NEW DEALS

Project/N ature of Deal

Financing

Cost

Principals

1 .6 bn

India from Soviet
Union

India is purchasing arms, believed to
include the modern T-72 battle tanks,
and MIG jets.

500 mn

Britain/Italy

Britain's Westland Helicopter and Italy's Augusta will develop and build
a new antisubmarine helicopter for the
British and Italian navies.

Joint company
set up in May

408 mn

U.S. from Netherlands

R ijn-Schelde- Veroline (RSV), the
D utch engineering and shipbuilding
group, will deliver coal excavation machinery to a U.S. coal mining group
in which it is also a minority shareholder. The two U.S. companies it
shares these holdings with are the Independent Coal Systems Company and
Coal Systems of Texas. The equipment
will be used in mines in the U.S. South
(Smokies region).

Contract
awarded

Est. 1 00s
of mns.

China from U.S.

U.S. will sell Communist China battlefield radar, helicopters, and transport
planes, and will authorize U.S. companies to build electronics and helicopter factories.

Pentagon
anouncement

9 mn.

Venezuela from U.S.

G. E. will supply a cooling system for
the part of the Caracas Metro now
under construction.

West Germany from
U.S.

Lufthansa has ordered four Boeing
7 47 s and has taken options for another
two.

1 7 yrs loan at 2 . 5
percent annual
interest

Comment
Pact signed in
Moscow end
of May

Update
West Germany/Soviet Union

EIR

Comprehensive 2 5 year economic cooperation agreement,
including especially
energy cooperation
drawn up previously
in 1 97 8 .

June 17, 1 980

Signing expected
next month
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Foreign Exchange

by Richard Katz

Would Mideast war aid the dollar?
Chase Manhattan says so; meanwhile, the currency markets f
are edgy in anticipation of the upcoming OPEC meeting.

C urrency

traders had said it
might be a crazy week while their
chiefs were off in Singapore at the
Financial Times's Forex Confer
ence . Maneuvers were in fact
swung in a thin market June 3 , but
the craziest was the analysis put
forward in Singapore by Chase
Manhattan's Robert Slighton. His
view, as reported by the Financial
Times's conference correspondent,
was that "if oil prices rise more
steeply than expected for reasons
other than political disruption of
supply, there is likely to be a weak
ening of the dollar against Euro
pean currencies.
"But internal problems within
an oil exporter or armed conflict
between oil exporters could lead to
general strengthening of the dollar
as a haven currency. 'What is new
is the increased likelihood that this
sort of event may occur,' " Sligh
ton concluded.
Leaving Slighton's possible
geopolitical motives aside, the dol
lar's record since the installation
of the Khomeini regime contests
Slighton's view from many angles.
For one thing, the dollar's strength
through mid-June 1 979 was not as
"a haven" from the Iran crisis, but
reflected oil-payments demand,
and European Monetary System
resolve in tandem with OPEC not
to let the International Monetary
Fund demote the dollar. Invest
ment inflows based on long-term
"buy America cheap" and re
source-control strategies occurred
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during that period, but did not
determine the exchange-rate pic
ture.
Mainly, the U. S. economy now
is a different one. Investment in
flows are checked by the produc
tivity collapse and consequent low
or negative return on capital. And
short-term "hot-money" inflows of
the kind Slighton presumably
means make little sense when gold
is available as a hedge and a "ha
ven"-and possibly soon as back
ing for long-term securities on a
significant scale. As noted in our
Gold column, the London Roth
schilds politely reminded Slighton
and the Singapore audience of this
dimension of the matter when gold
director for N.M. Rothschild, Rob
ert Guy, came out with a "French
position"-proposing a return to
the gold standard and debunking
"paper money" strategies.
Currently , the foreign ex
change climate is still marked by
interest-rate sensitivity, with the
yen's strength against the dollar
reflecting a widening differential
there. Bolstering the dollar, there
are still plenty who are undaunted
by the devastating U. S. industrial
figures who believe a collapse will
straighten out the trade deficit and
markedly cut American inflation.
At the International Monetary
Conference this week in New Or
leans, Swiss central bank chief
Fritz Leutwiler disgraced himself
by welcoming the dive in the U.S.
leading economic indicators as the

best news he's heard yet, on these
grounds . Even Milton Friedman
had felt obliged to protest at the
conference that Fed Chairman
Paul Volcker's "incredibly restric
tive" policies have wrecked the
economy.
The dollar may be subjected to
further instability as the June 9
OPEC price meeting approaches,
with markets jockeyed by advo
cates of the "basket of currency"
oil-pricing system which will be on
the agenda. No big trends are sup
posed to emerge until after the
meeting. In New Orleans, the gov
ernor of the Saudi Arabian Mon
etary Agency, Abdul Azia al Qur
aishi, stressed that oil payments
will continue to be made in dollars
whatever the decision on the nu
meraire.
The most spectacular foreign
exchange instability as of June 4
was in the pound sterling, how
ever, which began sinking the day
before on Prime Minister Margar
et Thatcher's announcement that
lessened European Community
budget obligations would finally
enable the UK to cut its 1 7 percent
minimum lending rate. Sterling
swung down to $228 .70 on this
expectation , then back up to
$233 .70.
In between it became apparent
that nothing would be cut imme
diately, because gilts' prices rose
only an eighth of a percentage
point, much less than they would
have in the event of an actual
government decision on the MLR.
(Falling interest rates enhance the
attractiveness of fixed-interest se
curities like government-debt gilts,
and thus their prices.) Somebody
made a bundle buying sterling at
the bottom, in a market of only a
quarter of a million volume.
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Can the American
economy recover?
series of seminars on
the LaRouche-Riemann
Economic Analysis
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MR. MILLER IS WRONG
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The LaRouche-Riemann economic model is the
only econometric model to forecast with accu
racy the impact of the Carter administration's
"anti-inflation" policies.
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Gold

by Alice Roth

Gold is back!
Gold prices are soaring and the word is out that something
big is in the works on the monetary front.

T he world gold price soared to
over $580 an ounce last week, in
the first significant gold market
rally since Federal Reserve chair
man Paul Volcker stepped on the
credit brakes in February. The ral
ly confirmed my prediction of
three weeks ago: namely, that the
gold market would spring back to
life in response to a major initiative
by French President Giscard
d'Estaing to restore gold's central
role in the world monetary system.
Giscard is expected to unveil a
plan for world monetary reorgan
ization at the June 1 2 European
Economic Community summit,
and then at the economic summit
of leading Western heads of state
scheduled for June 22-23 in Venice.
The rally began to take shape
over the last two weeks as traders
discovered to their surprise that a
$ 500 floor had been firmly estab
lished under the gold price. Amer
ican speculators' efforts to bash
the price down below this level met
with repeated fierce resistance on
the part of major continental Eu
ropean banks, Middle East inter
ests, and by some reports, the West
European central banks as well.
Then, beginning on June 2, a ma
jor new surge of buying pushed
the price above $ 580.
The wire services advanced nu
merous pat explanations for gold's
initial rise, such as rumors that
some Iranian hostages had been
killed and the reported sabotage of
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a synthetic fuel plant by black
guerrillas in South Africa .' When
the climb continued, they cited
U.S. interest rate declines. Among
market insiders, however, the word
was that "something big" was up
on the monetary policy front and
that something could very well be
an enhanced role for gold.
This assessment was shared by
Robert Guy, a director of N.M.
Rothschilds and Sons, the London
investment bank which oversees
the twice-daily gold fixings. Speak
ing at the Financial Times' World
Banking Conference in Singapore
on June 2, Guy predicted that gold
would play an important monetary
role during the 1 980s. "Leading
central banks will seek to strength
en the position of the major paper
currencies but will be less hostile
to the role of gold as a reserve
asset, " Guy stated, with typical
British understatement .
Although leading British fac
tions, like the Rothschilds, have
repeatedly backed gold as a "hard
commodity" refuge from a col
lapsing dollar, the attitude toward
gold at the Elysee appears to be
qualitatively different. Officials at
the Banque de France have report
edly spent months studying pro
posals for the creation of a new
international system of gold
backed credits, perhaps employing
a gold-backed ECU, which would
replace the Eurodollar market and
IMFjWorld Bank as the major

source of liquidity for the devel
oping countries . Indeed, Giscard
stated in December that he viewed
Third World underdevelopment as
the most serious threat to world
peace and security and that his
monetary blueprint would address
itself to solving that problem.
W e s t G e r m a n y ' s Hel m u t
Schmidt appears to be coordinat
ing closely with Giscard on this
question. On June 2, the London
Times revealed that Schmidt in
tends to use the Venice summit "to
focus the attention of the other
major industrial countries on the
financial crisis facing the Third
World . " Schmidt is expected to
suggest that the major industrial
ized countries join with OPEC in
a joint Third World financing ef
fort above and beyond what is
presently available through private
banks and the IMF.
It is known that the Europeans
will grease the wheels for such a
mechanism by introducing a
peace-settlement proposal for the
Middle East.
Could it also be that European
governments are offering OPEC
gold guarantees in exchange for
their recycling of petrodollars into
Third World development proj
ects?
The answer is far from certain
but it is interesting to note that,
for the last year, gold and the
world oil price have tended to
move in tandem- a phenomenon
which some observers blame on a
"Euro-Arab conspiracy. " Given
that Saudi Arabia is being com
pelled to accept another round of
price hikes at the upcoming OPEC
meeting, these Euro-Arab forces
may very well have decided to up
gold's "target price" in advance
from $ 500 to closer to $600 .
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This coupling of a conventional MHD system to a

Science & Technology

fusion reactor would use a graphite blanket around the
reaction zone to absorb neutron and X-ray energy and to
heat a suitable working gas such as helium. Because the
graphite does not have to contain fission products and
because it maintains good structural properties up to

2 , 800 degrees Kelvin, such a system should be able to
operate at high temperatures for long periods of time.

The ideal MHD
system: fusion
by Marsha Freeman

A helium outlet temperature of 2 , 500 degrees Kelvin
is used to heat and ionize the noble gas for direct conver
sion in the MHD generator to electric power. Prelimi
nary calculations show an overall cycle efficiency of more
than 60 percent.
One design by Brookhaven National Laboratory
combines the fusion MHD system with gas turbine or
steam boiler cycles that have projected efficiencies of up
to 75 percent. They also examined the possibility of

At the turn of the next century, the ideal Magnetohydro

producing pulsed power in this system by circulating

dynamic system will be in sight, an energy producing
process whose combustion products are charged parti

only the helium coolant-working fluid when the reactor
was in between plasma burns.

cles that can be directly converted into electrical power
by passing them across the lines of force of a magnetic

In pulsed reactions systems the most intriguing ideas
have come from the Soviet's Kurchatov Institute by

field in an MHD generator. That process is fusion, the

Academician E.P. Velikhov who has investigated bulk

nuclear reaction that powers the sun.
Under the required conditions of high temperatures
(in the millions of degrees) and pressures, the fusion fuel
consisting of the heavy isotopes of ordinary seawater

pulsed power from fusion reactions. The technique in
volves induction conversion.
The fusion explosions in Velikhov's dumbbell-shaped,
reactor chambers are projected to produce 1 0 billion to 1

form a plasma and fuse, releasing a tremendous amount

trillion joules of energy, the equivalent of 2 . 5 to 2 50 tons

of energy and producing as a byproduct neutrons and

of TNT. The working fluid is an alkali metal vapor,
either lithium, potassium or sodium, which surrounds

charged particles.
The first generation fusion plants will use a deuter
ium-tritium reaction that will produce 77 percent of their

the thermonuclear charges as an evaporating blanket.
The fusion explosion vaporizes the blanket providing the

energy in the form of neutral particles and most of the

force in the plasma to drive a metal piston from one

remaining energy in alpha particles (positively charged

chamber through the MHD channel to the other cham

helium).

ber (where a second explosion will drive it back). The

Advanced fusion fuel systems will use deuterium
deuterium reactions that produce 70 to 80 percent of
their energy in the form of charged particles.
There are two basic fusion conceptions under study
for direct MHD conversion. The first is the steady-state
fusion reaction, typical of the tokamak, mirror, and
other major experimental designs. The second is a pulsed
fusion design which has important applications for ad
vanced weapons research and which the Soviets have

liquid metal vapor that condenses after the power extrac
tion and temperature drop is recycled through the liquid
metal reservoir back to the reactor blanket to be revapor
ized with the next explosion.
As the piston is pushed through the MHD channel, it
is partially slowed down by the magnetic field surround
ing the channel and it compresses the magnetic field in
the solenoid. The kinetic energy is inductively transferred
to the magnet system where the load is attached.

taken a keen interest in. Speculation about the possibility

Velikhov has projected that this inductive design

that the Soviets developed an antimissile beam weapon

would produce an average electrical power of approxi

in spring 1 977 raised the question of whether pulsed
fusion-MHD designs were used to produce huge pulses
of electric power.
Steady state fusion power production designs can
utilize the closed cycle MHD conversion sytem with an
inert gas as the working fluid. The higher fusion temper

mately 1 5 gigawatts with efficiencies greater than steam

atures increase the ionization potential and thus the

there is nothing that does not recommend magnetohy
drohynamics as an energy source for today and for the
future.

conversion efficiency of systems already designed for
lower temperature nuclear reactors.
EIR
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turbine systems.
Given the efficiency of energy production in MHD
systems and the wide-ranging applications to industry
from chemical byproducts for fertilizer production to
electricity and high-quality heat for metals processing
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Business Briefs
u.s. banking

Senate dumping of credit
controls too late
When the Senate voted June 2 to repeal
the Credit Control Ac t of 1 969 on July
I , 1 98 1 , terminating the sweeping power
the President has to authorize the Fed
eral Reserve to alloc ate credit to the
economy, it may have been just too late.
The Credit Control Ac t was the piece of
legislation that President Carter invoked
last March 1 4 when he and Federal
R eserve chairman Volc ker imposed
stringent restrictions on the extension of
consumer credit and on rapidly growing
money-market funds, restrictions which
have now been partially rescinded.
The Credit Control Act has long
been a target of conservatives in the
Congress such as Sen. Jesse Helms (R
N.C.), who tried to get the ac t repealed
a year ago, when he sensed that the
administration was anticipating invok
ing its powers. The main sponsor of the
measure which passed the Senate 44 to
30 on June 2 was Sen. William Arm
strong (R-Colo). The bill's passage was
ensured when its sponsors won the sup
port of Senate Banking chairman Wil
liam Proxmire ( D - Wisc . ) and a handful
of other Senate D emocrats. Proxmire
had loudly critic ized the bill as giving
the President "appallingly broad pow
ers" over c redit.
While the bill's supporters are pat
ting themselves on the back for having
defeated the hated credit controls, the
repeal of the President's formal powers
to impose controls may be quite mean
ingless because of developments of the
past two years. One of the developments
was the passage of the D epository In
stitutions D eregulation Ac t and Mone
tary Control Ac t of 1 980, known as the
Omnibus Banking Act, this past winter.
The Omnibus Banking Act, spon
sored by Proxmire and Reuss ( D - Wisc . )
chairman o f the House Banking Com
mittee, imposed mandatory reserve re
quirements on all financial institutions
in the country-members of the Federal
Reserve System and non-members-for
the first time in U.S. banking history.
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These reserve requirements start out
low; however, the Omnibus Banking Ac t
empowers the Fed to raise reserve re
quirements as high as it deems necessary
to control credit expansion-essentially
the same powers that resided in the
defeated Credit Controls Act. On top of
this, the Federal Emergency Manage
ment Administration ( FEMA), created
in the fall of 1 978 by a Presidential
Review Memorandum, also has extraor
dinary powers to alloc ate credit in the
e vent of a national e mergency. In short,
the Credit Control Act of 1 969 was
superseded, and had b ecome irrelevant.

Corporate Strategy

Mid-America Committee
boosts relocation to U. K.
The Chicago-based Mid-America Com
mittee May 29 held a dinner for Sir
Keith Joseph, Industry Minister of
Great Britain, followed by a special,
"off the record" seminar on "sensitive
issues. " The Mid-Americ a Committee,
which describes itself as a platform for
200 senior executives in multinational
corporations "to aid them in working
out their problems, " holds such semi
nars biweekly. This seminar featured
representatives of the Chalmers inter
ests, whic h include the drug traffic king
Banking Bank of Nova Scotia and the
Huyck Corporation.
The "sensitive issue" discussed, ac
cording to sources present, sheds some
light on a "U-turn for the decrepit Brit
ish economy" vaunted this week in the
London press: the "relocation and ex
pansion of U.S. operations in the United
Kingdom. "
Sir Keith pointed to low British la
bor costs and fewer labor disputes than
in the U.S. , contrary to common belief.
As multis "decentralize and denational
ize, " and Commerce Secretary Philip
Klutznick ends antitrust prohibitions
against creation of U.S. trading com
panies, there will be a "long-term" trend
for corporate expansion in the U. K.
fostered by tax breaks and regional in
centives ( presumably the Hong Kong-

style free zones promoted by Chancellor
of the Exchequer Geoffrey Howe).
Sir Keith's May 26-June 2 itinerary
also included a speech to the Electronics
A ssociation in San Francisco-electron
ics is undoubtedly the core of this "re
location" plan-and a day and a half at
Georgetown University's Center for
Strategic and International Studies.
EIR 's correspondent reports from a din
ner session there that the imminent "U
turn" was stressed by CSIS and British
p artic ipants, along w ith the necessity of
eliminating the trade unions. Commen
tators also included Anne Armstrong
and other Reagan advisors; George Ma
Ione of the Wall Street Journal, who
said Thatcher's monetary policy is not
restrictive enough; and Douglas Cater
of the Aspen Institute, who owns the
London Observer and was inebriated to
the point of embarrassing the others. Sir
Keith's most memorable comment: "If
Keynes were alive today, he would ad
vise us on Friedmanism. "

Domestic credit

Commercial banks eye
"national presence"
The First Pennsylvania Bank, which re
ceived a $ 1 . 5 billion emergency credit
infusion from the FDIC and a consor
tium of 26 commercial banks on April
26, is presently being carved up and sold
off. Last week the Federal Reserve ap
proved a bid by Manufacturers Hanover
to acquire First Penn's consumer finance
subsidiaries and the servicing activities
on its $ 2 . 3 billion mortgage portfolio.
The proposed $ 1 06 .6 million purchase
had been delayed this past spring by
First Penn's financial crisis and the sub
sequent "rescue" operation. Manufac
turers Hanover first made its bid for
First Penn last October.
The asse ts Manny Hanny is acquir
ing include the Continental Finance
Corporation of America in Aurora,
Colorado and two Pennsylvania-based
consumer finance operations, which had
been previously acquired by First Penn.
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Briefly
The

ban k i ng

strategy

underlying

the

acquisitio n , according to M an u facturers
H a nover offici a l s , is the desire to in
crease

the

ban k ' s

national

presence .

There are no legi sl ative obstacles to the
acquisition o f consumer fi nance, credit
card, a n d related operati ons b y out-of
state banks, a n d this is the route that
large money center b a n ks such as New
York ' s Citiban k and now M a n u factur
ers H anover have taken i n their ambi
tion to pick up national b usiness. The
policy has the fu ll support o f New York
Federal Reserve President To ny Solo
m o n , reiterated J u n e 3 at a New Y o rk
ban king converence.
The

b ig

prize

the

m o ney

center

banks are after, h owever, is the go ahead
on interstate banking, now fo rbidden by
the McFadden A ct-specifically to pro
tect the regional banking system fro m
money center p redato r s . H o u s e B a n k i n g
Committee C hairman H enry Reuss a n d
his Senate counterpart William Prox
mire are sponsoring legislation to repea l
M c Fadden,
natio n ' s

on

t he grounds that the

ban k i ng

crisis

requires

that

curs as the farm i m plements division has
e n t e r ed a n

unending sales tailspin

caused b y the co l l a p se o f U . S . far m
i n co m e .

In ternati o n a l

H arvester

and

Caterpi l l a r , t w o other l arge agricultural
equipment prod ucers h ave likewise reg
istered a drop in sales a n d p roceeded t o
c l o s e down chun ks o f t h e i r o p erati o n s .
H owever, i n the c a s e o f M a ssey- Fer
gus o n , there are o t her compelling rea
sons for the d rastic and u nprecedented
step of a total t h ree m onth halt in op
eratio n s . The firm h a s a high level of
debt-$600 million long-term on top of
$ 1 .5

b i l l i on

in

near-term

liabilities .

M oreover, the c o m p a n y ' s l a rgest sh are
ho lder , the Argus Company of Canada,
is actively engaged i n "asset-stripping"
the co m p a n y . Argus is u n der the influ
ence of i ts b o ard m em ber, NATO I n tel
ligence o perative Arthur Ross. Argu s' s
titular head C o n r a d Black, is a 3 5 -year
old, supposed " w h iz kid" errand boy,
who u n ti l last week was chairman o f
M assey- Fergus o n and p ers o n a l ly con
d uc t e d

the

" a s se t - s t r ip p i ng . "

Upon

stepp i ng d o w n a s chairman l ast wee k ,

up

B l ack a n n o u n ced t h a t , "the operational

troubled banks i n other states. The ef

changes i n the company are now l argely

fort has stro n g support from Citiban k ' s

com pleted . "

strong b a n ks

be allowed to p ick

Wristo n .
The "rescue" of Fi rst Pen n last A p ri l
represented a foot i n t h e d o o r for i nter
state banking. A s part of the c o n ditions
of the bailout, the rescuers were offered
special warrants at distress p rices t h at
they can convert into preferred stock i n

Energy

M ajor gas reserves
in Overthrust Belt

t h e company seven years from n o w . T h e
rescuers could e n d up with 5 6 percent

Standard Oil of I n d i a n a (Amoco) an

ownership in F i rst Pen n .

n o u nced this week that a m a jor flo w o f
n a t u r a l gas h as b e e n fo und i n the part
of the so-called Overthru st Belt located

Agriculture

in northeastern Utah . The w ildcat w ell

Farm equipment company
to close down

site repo rted an extrem ely rich flow o f

4 0 million c ubic feet a day. Even 1 / 1 0
feet a day i s generally considered t o
warrant com merci a l devel opment.

Company, the giant agricu ltural imp le

The Overthrust Belt has always been

ments pro ducer i n the U n ited States a n d

a problem for the zero-growth p l a n n ers

Canada, w i l l s h u t d o w n all its North

at the Department o f Energy a n d De

American

partment o f I nterior w h o maintain there

manufacturing

facilities

for

three months. M o re than 7,000 w o r kers

is an "oil sh ortage . " The belt is o n e o f

will be laid off.

the richest finds o f natural g a s a n d o i l

The M assey- Ferguson s h utdown oc-
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• CHEMICAL BANK is not a
fully c ompetitive entity, a w ell
placed executive c ommented t his
week. Morgan Guaranty t radi
tionally votes c ontrolling shares
every year, and guides all Chem
ical polic y.

• U . S . S T E E L Cor porat ion,
w hich is in the throes of an "anti
dumping " su it against foreign
steel producers, has been forced
to admit that it is buying 3 ,000
tons of steel fro m Nippon, one of
Japan' s leading producers. U.S.
St eel spokesmen explained that
the steel producer w ant s to be able
to offer its cust omers a full line of
steel products, w hich it apparently
c annot do on it s own bec ause of
t he polic y of "diversifying " out of
steel.

o f the reported rate a t this site i s unu

s ual . A flow o f o n ly o n e m i ll i o n cubic

Begi n ning J u l y I , the M assey-Ferguson

• P A U L V O L C K E R , Federal
Reserve Chairman, is showing
some strain. On a recent fishing
trip, he c ould not be diverted from
int ermitt ent rant ing s ag ainst
"Commu nists" in t he D emocratic
Part y. The Congress had just re
pealed t he Credit Controls Act of
1 96 9 , whic h g ave Volc ker more
dict at orial pow er than Nazi fi
nance minster Hjalmar Schac ht
ever imagined. Of course, under
Rep. Henry Reuss' s "Omnibus
Banking Bill, " recent ly signed
int o law, Volc ker still has all the
power he needs, and more than
the Credit Controls Act g ave him.
Apparently, it' s the principle of
t he thing he didn't like.

• A BANKER on Wall Street re
ports t hat t hose investors w ho
h a ve suffered badly swallowed t he
line t h at the U.S. "recession"
w ou ld be "mild. " "We dropped a
bundle, too" he said, referring t o
o n e o f t he most prest ig ious in
vestm'!nt houses on the Street.

deposits i n t h e p ast 20 years .

Economics
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Open Democratic
convention: Will
the nation win?
by Konstantin George

On Wednesday, June 4, the day after the conclusion of the Presidential
primary elections process, Carter has surpassed by 300-or-so the number
of nominally pledged delegates required for his renomination at the
Democratic Party Convention in New York City Aug. 1 1 . Is the race for
the Democratic nomination 'sewn up' and Carter's renomination assured?
Far from it. The destruction of the Carter candidacy is far more probable.
While the outcome of the Democratic convention cannot be predicted,
Carter's current on-paper delegate totals are clearly meaningless. The trend
line of U . S . politics is running directly opposite to the "fix the convention"
desires of the " R ose G arden" forces, in favor of an open Democratic
convention. The political threshhold has been reached for the unseating of
Carter, opening the convention to a "dark horse" contender who could
carry the party to victory in November.
The mortal weakness of the Carter candidacy is that the results of his
disastrous foreign, military and economic policies, have made him an ex
treme liability in the eyes of many among the Anglo-American elite 'families'
who installed Carter in the White House in the first place. Coupled with this
is the unassailable fact, recognized from banker to autoworker to politician,
that Reagan would beat Carter, possibly by a landslide, in the November
general election.
To policy-making circles, the inescapable results of a Carter renomina
tion include plunging the nation into a depression worse than the 1 930s. At
any time, C arter's confrontationism-from a position of weakness-along
the lines of the bluff and bluster ' Carter Doctrine' could create a strategic
crisis in which the outcome, if not general thermonuclear war, would be the
worst strategic humiliation in U . S . history.
The same policy-making circles, who for 35 years have described them18
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selves as "Atlanticists," and who comprise by and large
the membership of the Democratic A dvisory Committee
on Foreign Policy, are also wrestling with the reality that
our European allies are breaking sharply with Carter
administration policies.
The crux of the total quandary confronting the "At
lanticists" is that no conso lation can be sought with a
"Reagan optio n." The depression policies of Carter and
those of Reagan are almost identical . A Reagan admini
stration would be a cruel reenactment of H erbert H o o
ver. With Reagan having already sewn up his nomina
tion, the only strategy that would provide flexibility for
Atlanti cist policy-making circles would be to open the
Democratic convention.
The trend toward an open convention is already
evident and powerful. The disastrous impact of Carter
economic and foreign po licies over the next two m onths
will in turn accelerate the movement for selection o f a
"dark ho rse" candidate in August.
If any one of the fo llowing events were to occur
before the co nvention, an open convention would move
from probability to ironclad certainty .
1 ) Carter policies resulting in a strategic humiliation
of the U . S .
2 ) The developing policy rift with Europe becoming
publicly irreparable.
3) The economy falling through the bottom .
EIR
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In this section
This Special Report was prepared by a team
under the direction of EIR United States Editor,
K onstantin George, including L. Wolfe, Kathy
Burdman, K athy Murphy, Yin Berg, and David
Goldman . We thank Citizens for LaRouche, the
campaign organization of Democrat Lyndon
LaRouche, for permission to publish his nation
ally televised M ay 3 1 address to the n ation: "Does
America Have the Moral Fitness to Survive?"
(page 29) . The report includes:
1 . The open convention drive
by Kathy Burdman

2. Will it be Reagan ... or FEMA?
by Kathy Murphy

3. A dark horse names the issues
LaRouche·s televised statement

4. Recession: no Carter recovery
by David Goldman

For analyses proferred by the news media, see
page 2 5 .
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4) The shattering of the "Rose Garden," through

district, the 3 8th, centered at Anaheim, where fraud did

agreement between Democratic "dark horse" contend

not govern, LaRouche received 1 7 p ercent of the vote
and an official delegate to the August convention. In all

er, Lyndon LaRouche and Senator Edward Kennedy
to conduct national television debates.
The latter point was issued as a proposal by La

other 43 CDs, the LaRouche vote never strayed above or
below the " 3-4 percent formula."

Rouche to Senator Kennedy, and is now under study by

The strength of the uncommitted vote in the late

the Senator and his aides.
The results of the primaries-the late primaries above

Democratic p rimaries forms the other voter measure
ment of the Carter candidacy's collapse. The first of the
late primary "shocks" to the Carter candidacy came on

all-are an indelible proof that the attempt to prop up
Carter as a winning candidate with the voters has col

May 3 in Texas, where the statewide uncommitted vote

lapsed. Carter's loss to Kennedy in five of the eight

was 1 1 percent. That vote, however, was heavily concen

primaries (California, New Jersey, Rhode Island, South

trated in Dallas and western regions of the state, such

Dakota and New Mexico) held June 3 does not really
indicate the magnitude of the collapse of his candidacy.
In Ohio, California, and New Jersey, each with a 2: 1

that a large number of districts were above the 1 5 percent
threshhold required for uncommitted delegate selection.

ratio of registered Democrats over Republicans, and

Texas delegates, as of now, will go to the convention in

with no crossover vote allowed, Reagan outpolled Cart
er by margins of between 2 and 3: 1 .

August uncommitted. In the May 27 round of primaries
embracing Southern, Western and border states, the
uncommitted vote exploded, hitting record highs. Un

Adjusting for fraud

committed was runner-up to Carter in two states, in
Nevada with 34 percent of the vote, and in Arkansas with

The above vote figures are official vote returns. But

As a result, somewhere between 20 and 30 percent of the

the "mathematics" of the LaRouche vote over the course

1 8 percent. Large percentages of uncommitted votes in

of the primary campaigns is eloquent testimony to how a

the caucuses held in the Western farm states have been

candidate has been successively defrauded. In every state

the norm from mid-March onwards.
Had the primary season begun in May, the impossi

where he has run, LaRouche has been officially accorded
an unbelievably uniform 3-4 percent of the vote, and in
most states that " 3 -4 percent formula" has been strictly
adhered to district by district as well. The vote has borne

bility of Carter's renomination would have been clear by
now. The impact of the twin disasters of Carter's eco
nomic and foreign policy debacles are now up front and

no relation whatsoever to actual voter support, campaign

clearly visible. No amount of "things will get better"

appearances, media impact and so on.

rhetoric from the Rose Garden can change that. That is

The California returns highlighted the vote fraud

the difference between the early and late primary periods,

pattern in a most useful way. In the one Congressional

to say nothing of the dimensions of Carter policy collapse
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we will witness from now until the convention. The
unemployment rate "body counts ," snowballing up
wards at the rate of a million per m onth in new layoffs ,
spiralling inflation, the wreckage of the inner cities, the
devastation of the farm sector being wrought by the
Carter-Vo lcker credit policies, the grai n embargo, and
Carter deregulation policies-all mean that Carter's
"credibility" will dissolve.
With Carter in shambles, Kennedy's chances for the
nomination are poor. Consolidation of this tren d means
the Democratic convention will turn to a "dark h orse"
candidate, someone with the ability to overturn Carter's
Herbert Hoover policies and carry the Democratic
Party to victory in November .
The o nly campaigning "dark horse" contender is
Lyndon H . LaRo uche, Jr. LaRouche, the author of a
proposal since adopted by leading European policy cir
cles for a new gold-based internatio nal monetary system ,
would make that the center of his p olicies to reverse the
onrush into depressio n and promote a technologically
centered industrial boom . LaRouche h as pledged himself
to use all available means to eradicate illicit drug flows ,
and revamp the U . S . educati onal system around science
and the classics; he talks much of developing the neces
sary moral qualities in the nation's youth to guarantee
the nation's future .
On Saturday, May 3 1 , LaRouche delivered a nation
wide, half-hour prime time TV broadcast, his third such
campaign appearance, entitled, " D oes the N ation Have
the Moral Fitness to Survive?" LaRo uche concluded his
address with an appeal to unite behind him: " H elp me
build that movement. . . . for an open convention . . . I
EIR
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can take the Democratic nomination . . . I f I am the
Dem ocratic nominee in A ugust, I will carry the Demo
cratic Party to victory in November . "
Within 2 4 hours o ver 8 ,000 people called i n to various
LaRo uche campaign centers according to his spokes
men. The majority of the callers volunteered themselves
as full and part-time campaign workers for the open
conventio n and the LaRouche candidacy . A fter the first
day, hundreds of calls per day were still being reported.
LaRo uche's first call for an open convention was
issued in mid- M ay and received a flood of endorsements
from labor leaders across the country . D uring the month
of May, calls for an open convention began to mount
from other quarters as well, including names normally
characterized as "big guns" in the Democratic Party.
Earlier i n the month, New York Gov. H ugh Carey called
for an open convention through an op-ed in the New
York Times.
Followi ng LaRouche's call, Senator H enry M .
" Scoop" Jackson, himself a prominent Dem ocratic pres
idential contender in 1 976, called for an open convention
to deny Carter the n omination, in an address before the
Cook County Democratic Party. The Cook County party
is the single m ost powerful urban machine in the nation .
That address and the audience chosen to receive and
sponsor it, signalled publicly the party's search for a
"dark horse" alternative to Carter and Kennedy .
With 1 0 weeks stil l to go, the 1 980 Democratic
convention m ay well be dominated by what used to be
called the "Wendell Wilkie phenomenon," after the
RepUblican who entered the 1 940 convention with no
delegates, and left it with the nom ination .
Special Report
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The open-convention drive

Support for a m ove to open up the August Democratic
National Conventon in New York spread rapidly across
the country in the past two weeks . The significance of the
"open" conventio n notion is that Democrats must some
how find a way not to renominate Jimmy Carter.
The proposal first made headlines when Senator Hen
ry Jackson (D-Wa .), Senator Pat Moynihan (D-N . Y . ) ,
New York Gov . Hugh Carey and other officials, in part
frightened by the prospect of losing both the presidency
and the Congress to a Reagan landslide, called for an
open conventio n . But since those mid- M ay outbursts, a
grass-roots movement to free the delegates has come to
center around Lyndon LaRouche, the Democratic 'dark
horse' who issued his own call for an open convention
two weeks ago .
The Democratic Party must be free to cho ose some
body other than Senator Kennedy or Jimmy Carter, said

A labor call for
an open convention
In the past month, rank andfile labor leaders from across
the country have put their names to a call for an open
Democratic Party convention issued by the Labor Com
mittee for LaRouche, the third major candidate for the
party's presidential nomination.
Thefollowing is the text of that call.
We, the undersigned, labor leaders and friends of
labor, call upon delegates to the Democratic national
conventio n to publicly b reak with their previo us com
mitments and open the convention for the selection of a
presidential nominee who adequately represents the
traditional interest of the party, the nation, and work
ing people. It is our profound conviction that neither
President Carter nor Edward Kennedy repesent these
interests. For the delegates to the convention to

22
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LaRouche, and his call was quickly endorsed by more
than 1 5 labor leaders from California, who have since
been j oined by several dozen other labor leaders and
party officials in New Jersey, Ohio, M aryland, and Flor
ida . After LaRouche delivered a nationwide television
address M ay 3 1 , his cam paign organization reports still
more grass-roots support for the idea coming across, and
not-a-few endorsements o f LaRouche' s own candidacy.
"We are headed for a crisis," LaRouche told the
American people in his broadcast . "Out of this crisis, if it
comes before August 1 1 , nobody is going to tolerate
Carter as the nominee of the party or anything else; even
if Carter wants to keep it, the Democratic Party will find
a way not to renominate him . The Democratic party as a
whole will not accept Kennedy as an alternative to
Carter, even though Kennedy does have a n umber of
people who are very solidly for him within the party . . .

thoughtlessly rubber- stamp the nomination o f either of
these choices in the face of o ur present, severe national
economic, moral and foreign policy crisis, would be a
grave disservice to country, party and the A merican
people .
I f the nation is to survive the present crisis, we must
choose ourselves a leader who can rally the maj ority of
Americans to the purpose of bold economic recovery
through high technology development and expansion
of nuclear and basic industrial capacity . O nly such a
can didate, with such an anti-austerity perspective, can
deliver the kind of productive employment and rising
living stan dards that can win a majority committed to
making America n um ber one again . Carter and Ken
nedy are the professed champions of austerity and the
deepening moral degeneration of our people, especially
our youth.
If the n ation is to survive, we m ust act boldly as our
forefathers who fo ught to establish and defend this
temple of liberty . O ur only o bligation is to our n ation's
real interest. Our o nly guide is our conscience, informed
by that i nterest . O ur only judge is our children and
those future generations who will know whether or not
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That co nvention is not going to want Carter, and it' s not
going to take Kennedy; it's going to start looking for a
dark horse ."
Voters agree

While the backroom boys huddle and mull options,
the voters them selves have clearly shifted to a "neither
one" open-convention approach as the primary season
winds up . As some press have put it, the only candidacy
clearly coming on strong is that of "Mr. Uncommitted."
In Arkansas, uncommitted received 18 percent of the
vote, nosing out Kennedy's 1 7 percent. In Nevada, un
committed decisively beat Kennedy by 34-29 percent.
Carter received 64 percent of the vote in Arkansas and 47
percent in Nevada. As worried party officials noted,
Carter had expected to do much better, even in Arkansas.
In the crucial California primary, ful ly one-third of the
Democratic voters on the eve of the primary considered
themselves "un decided ." Election officials were esti
mating that only 28 percent of the 2 million registered
voters would even turn out-another kind of "third
choice" vote. In Ohio, uncommitted again took a large
percentage.
Added to this are private polls indicating that more
than half of Jimmy Carter's delegates, and many of
Kennedy's, would welcome a "third choice" -the option
to vote for a 'dark horse' at an open convention. Thus,

we were equal to the tasks before us. By all these
standards, the only fit course of action is to break with
the numbing acquiescence to the mediocrity, the deals,
the 'lesser of evils' thinking that have brought us to the
brink of disaster . Instead, we must strive to achieve the
kind of greatness that is man's calling in times such as
these .
A mong the signers are:
In California-Marco A quilar, the secretary treas
urer, Metals Polishers Local 67, Los A ngeles; Wilbur
Farrel, business representative; Homer Poling, B.A . ,
Sign, Scene and Painters #83 1, Los A ngeles; C. Butch
Gilmore, Laborers #50 7, Long Beach; Richard Lusk,
secretary treasurer (ret. ), Pipefitters #34, Los A ngeles;
Elster (A I) Blankenship, chief shop steward, State Em
ployees Trade Council, Liuna, Los A ngeles; Clyde Cable,
financial secretary, Carpenters #1507, Los A ngeles; Fred
Rule, B.A . , Plumbers and Pipefitters #365, Santa Cruz;
Richard Noar, Business Rep. Lathers #258, Santa Rosa;
Wayne Thomas, secretary treasurer, IBE W #6 1 7, San
Mateo; Paul Klutts, Carpentrs #1149, San Francisco;
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B.J. Cooper, B.A . , IB T #420, Los A ngeles; Jim Legare,
financial secretary, Firemen and Oilers #486, San Fran
cisco; Jim Thornton,former US WA official and president
of United Black leadership.
In New Jersey-Bernard Johnson, secretary treasur
er (ret. ), Carpenters #15, Bergen Coun ty; John A lperti,
business manager, Laborers Local #711, Morris County;
William A rmstrong, secretary treasurer, Flint Glass
Workers Local #44, Vineland; A nthony Leone, president,
Flint Glass Workers Local #153; Vineland; William
Sesty, shop chairman, Paper Workers Union #399, Pa
terson; Rene Gorneau, secretary treasurer, Laborers Lo
cal #519, Morris County; Louis Conty, business agent,
Laborers Local #779, Morris County;
In Maryland-Clyde Harveson, president, United
Steel Workers of A merica, Local #14603 Baltimore;
Ronald Pruitt, secretary treasurer, Graphic A rts Inter
national Union Local #2- P, Baltimore.
In Florida-Mark Koenigsburg, Democratic County
chairman, Dade County.
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despite the regularly reported delegate counts that put
Carter over the top, it's very shaky-Walter Cronkite
might say "volatile" -and more honest Carter officials
are ready to admit it, at least outside the walls of the Oval
Office.
The Oval Office itself is responding with a m assive, if
unpublicized, attempt to consolidate, caj ole and patron
ize delegatio ns into rem aining firm , while seeking to lock
up the party platform and "reunify" all factions around
the president. At Carter-Mondale headquarters an elab
orate "tracking" system, fully computerized, has been
established, including the names o f all delegates, their
social and political histories, and their personal "con
cerns" all on file. Each delegate is being called at least
once by the campaign and invited for a j unket to the
White H ouse . "Our goal is to develop a close working
relationship with each delegate by convention time,"
said Tom Donilon, Carter' s delegate coordinator. "The
Carter operation will be unrelenting."
Meanwhile, the president's campaign officials have
tried to rush a "fix" of the Democratic Party platform
which all office holders will stake their reputations on
come November . The entire platform is currently to be
written to Carter speci fications-a continuation of ad
ministration economic and social policy, and plaudits to
Carter' s "foreign policy successes"-under Detroit
Mayor Coleman Young, who the White House has
ordered to hand-pick the i s-man Draft Subcommittee
which will produce the actual document .
Which way Kennedy?

,

In its reunification efforts, Carter is undoubtedly
ready to make "concessions" to Kennedy o n the plat
form, and is otherwise d oing the utmo st to negotiate a
settlement with the Massachusetts senator's camp. The
White House, according to press reports, has appointed
Vice President M ondale as the man in charge of the
unification effort, and M o ndale plans to work closely
wth Rep. Morris Udall (D-Ut.), a politician close to
Kennedy circles. If Mondale's special " Party Unity Task
Force" under Richard Moe, Mondale aide-de-camp,
does enough leg-work, a Kennedy-Carter meeting may
yet occur, although the Senator has said no-and that' s
the big question .
Where does Kennedy stand? On the very eve of
Carter' s attainment o f his paper-thin maj ority-delegate
count, Kennedy put on a posture of fighting harder than
ever. He attacked Carter' s economic policy as a "clone
of Reagan." In a speech to the Cleveland, Ohio City
Club, Kennedy pledged to "release my own delegates to
cast their votes in accordance with their conscience . . .
Delegates should be permitted their freedom of con
science ." He demanded that Carter do the same.
"The conventio n should be at liberty to nominate
24
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Mr. Carter, to nominate me, or to select a third person,"
Kennedy stated .
And Kennedy has continued to demand that Carter
debate him publicly-leaving the "rose garden" to face
the voters .
A LaRouche-Kennedy debate?

LaRouche has said the same, and in a lengthy tele
gram issued from his Detroit campaign headquarters
June 4, LaRouche proposed that Senator Kennedy join
him in a strategy to accomplish what they both want, and
what the party and the nation need: forcing Carter out of
"Rose Garden" p olitics and into the public eye in the
period leading up to the August convention.
LaRouche' s telegram to Kennedy stressed the role of
national debates on the issues in ensuring an "open
convention" o f free delegates . LaRouche asked Kennedy
to debate him, without Carter if need be, and thereby
force the p resident out of his present posture .
"We of the Democratic Party found ourselves in this
mess because o f the combination of President Carter's
cowardly 'Rose Garden' strategy, and the manipulation
of the primary campaigns by the principal news media. If
we continue to tolerate the 'Rose Garden' strategy of
avoiding debates embarrassing to M r . Carter it might be
extremely difficult to upset the p resent apportionment of
first-ballot delegates," LaRouche wrote.
L a Rouche propo sed that K en nedy debate La
Rouche. Provided that the debates take the form of
"substantive 1 9th century-style town meeting" discus
sion of the issues, the media manipulation which has
reduced the primary process to a series of " dog-and
pony shows" can be overcome, he argued .
"Since the m aj ority of the electorate is glued to the
tube," LaRouche told the Massachusetts senator, "our
debate must be brought to the TV medium . " The m aj or
ity o f the voters went for Carter largely because of "the
domination of the media coverage of the campaign by
irrelevant, tendentious gossip . " A Kennedy-LaRouche
debate on substantive issues-LaRouche proposed
" H ow t o Prevent the A v o i d able O nrushing
Depression"-could well break the electorate free o f the
p resent pattern.
Will Kennedy accept LaRouche' s proposal? If so,
Carter could be in big trouble. As LaRouche put it,
"Some would view such an arrangement as 'unthinka
ble.' But in politics, as well as in military operations, the ·
effective flanks are those which the adversary-in this
case President Carter' s advisers-have excluded as 'un
thinkable' ."
And in fact, even one such event as a "Carter-La
Rouche debate" would so emb arrass the president that
an "open convention" of the Democratic Party this
August would be virtually assured .
EIR
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Documentation

'For Jimmy Carter, the
beginning of the end '
The following is excerptedfrom the New York Times lead
editorial June 5, " The End of the Primaries. "

Yogi Berra once said that a baseball game is never over
till it' s over, a philosophy that Edward Kennedy has
applied to politics doggedly-and now profitably. That
last round of eight primaries on Super Tuesday gave him
much to cheer about. Not so many days ago , it will be
remembered President Carter was drubbing him weekly,
by 2-to- 1 margins . . . . Now by winning five of the eight
last primaries, Senator Kennedy has set an example of
personal ten acity and philosophical commitment . . .
President Carter may have come out of Tuesday with a
clear maj ority of Democratic delegates, but he will have
to work to keep them .
. . . Not even H arry Truman ' " had to defend
against intense opposition within his own party of the
kind Senator Kennedy has been generating against Jim
my Carter . It is hard to imagine any Dem ocrat calling
Harry Truman a 1 948 equivalent of "a clone of Ronald
Reagan ." Yet . . . Mr. Kennedy is not wonderfully pop
ular . Polls in California, Ohio, and New Jersey showed
that only one voter in five regards him as truthful . One of
every fo ur Kennedy voters pulled a lever against Mr.
Carter, not for the Senator . . . . Voters were asked whom
they would cho ose if the general election were held now.
How many Democrats answered, "Carter"? In each
state, fewer than half. . . .
Even if Mr. Carter can skillfully neutralize the Ken
nedy challenge . . . the public gives no sign that it endors
es fighting in flation on the backs of the unemployed.
Political tactics are one thing; consistent, humane eco
nomic policies are another. Unless the President can
articula te them persuasively to party and public, what
the end of the primaries may most clearly signify is the
beginning of the end.

' Uncommited ' growing
The following is excerpted from the Washington Post
May 30 editorial entitled ' Candidacy on the Move ':

For those who cared about the candidacy, the 1 976
experiment must have been discouraging . How else could
you describe a first-place finish (by 10 percentage points)
in the Iowa Democratic precinct caucuses that did not
EIR
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lead to a single invitation to appear on the To day show,
the Tonight show or the Tomorrow show? All the atten
tion, after the election four years ago, went to the Iowa
second-place finisher, former Georgia governor Jimmy
Carter . . .
Texas was the first big splash. Running principally in
the Democratic prim ary , Uncommitted received more
votes than George Bush received in the RepUblican
primary . I n fact, if the votes Uncommitted drew that
same day from Texas Republicans are added to his
Dem ocratic total, he also defeated Ronald Reagan. Mr.
Bush got 2 5 6, 6 1 6 votes; Mr. Reagan, 263,6 1 6 votes;
Uncommitted 264, 1 68 votes . Texas was no lone star in
the Uncommitted firm ament . Just last Tuesday he cap
tured 1 8 percent of the Democratic presidential primary
vote in Arkansas, while in Nevada, he beat Sen . Kennedy
and fell o nly 2,666 votes behind President Carter . . .
As for California . . . the o nly candidacy showing any
forward movement in the Field poll during the same
period was that of U ncom mitted, whose support grew
from a marginal 10 p ercent to a challenging 27 percent.
. . . Almost invariably in the past, Uncommitted has
run far stronger at the outset of any campaign than at
the end . As voters have gotten to know the other candi
dates better, their support usually has grown and Un
comm itted has faded. But this year, as indicated by the
Texas and Nevada results and the California surveys,
Uncommitted is coming on stro ng .

'Resign! Resign! '
The follo wing " Review & Outlook " column was published
in the Wall Street Journal May 29, under the title, "Re
sign! Resign! "

I t ' s early August i n steamy New York . The Demo
cratic platform comm ittee is locked in mortal combat
over price controls. The in flation-unemployment "mis
ery" index refuses to budge below 20. The new Republi
can Reagan-Bush ticket is already up 10 points o n the
President in the G allup poll . Bani-Sadr says there can be
no further discussion of the ho stages until after the fast
of Ashura, November 20.
Mr. Carter already has enough delegate votes to
assure renominatio n . He has been rehearsing his accept
ance speech , sounding the theme of "a new direction."
But at the moment he is surro unded in his hotel suite by
somber-faced Dem ocratic luminaries, among them
Hugh Carey, Frank Church , Phil Burton, Birch Bayh,
Doug Fraser, Henry Jackson, Jane Byrne and Secretary
Muskie. Their message:
Special Report
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"We cannot turn the country over to Reagan. For the
good of the nation, and the good o f the nation, you have
to withdraw so we can win in November. It's nothing
personal, of course, and in o rder to ensure a de facto
continuation of your administration the candidate we
can all unite behind is your own Vice President, Walter
Mondale."
Some such dream seem s to be behind the current
buzzing about an "open convention," being championed
mostly the same Dem ocrats who thought they had a sure
winner before Senator Kennedy simultaneously an
nounced and peaked. It is interesting chiefly as a measure
of the desperation o f the liberal wing of the Democratic
Party .

'Back to the drawing board '
The following are excerpts from " Turning Whose Tide?",
a column by William Safire appearing in the New York
Times June 2:
Washington-The conventional wisdom-that Jim
my Carter may be an inept President, but is a great
po litical campaigner-deserves closer inspection . The
ineptness is spreading. . . .
Campaigning in Ohio l ast week, h owever, Mr . Carter
made five stump speeches that give us a preliminary
indication of his new cam paign style . . . based o n H . L .
Mencken's adage, "Nobody ever went broke underesti
mating the intelligence of the American voter. "
The overall theme is "turning the tide." No matter
that inflation has tripled at home and that America is
viewed as a pitiful, unhelpful giant abroad-the worst,
the President says, is over. He expects gratitude for
promising to turn his own tide of disasters . . .
"This is a time of inconvenience," he told Ohioans ,
chastizing them for kicking: " . . . people complain about
temporary inconveniences , they're concerned about
being disturbed just temporarily . . . these kinds of things
are inevitable." (A million people were thrown o ut of
work last m onth; two million m ore will be "inco nveni
enced" before the year i s out.)
On defense, Mr. Carter talks very tough: "We h ave
turned the tide in military strength," he insisted, even as
his own Joint Chiefs of Staff were telling Congress that
the current Carter budget was in adequate . . . .
On the stump , he i s sim ultaneously for m ore defense
spending, more "compassionate" spending , and a b al
anced budget-which is talking nonsense . He i s against
inflation, against high interest rates, and . . . inconveni
ences that bring inflation under control-more n onsense.
That is why he must i nsist he is "talking sense."
Back to the drawing board, Rafshoon. In 1 976, the
Carter campaign turned a two-to-one lead into a squeak
er . This time, that cushion is not there.
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Carter would lose big
The following is excerpted from the Evans and Novak
column, " Carter's False Spring, " appearing in the Wash
ington Post, June 2:
Cleveland-The shortage of cheer that marked Jim
my Carter' s return to overt campaigning in Ohio reflect
ed the problems he faces against Ronald Reagan rather
t h a n t h e o u t l o o k fo r t o m o r r o w ' s D e m o c r a t i c
primary . . . .
"Carter will win the p rim ary with votes to spare, " a
top Carter operative told us. "But he would lose this
state to Ronald Reagan and lose it big if the election
came any time soon ."
Winning Ohio's primary, even if coupled with losses
in California and New J.e rsey, should block threatened
last-minute Kennedy machinations to unhorse Carter at
M adison Square Garden . But win ning the Garden will
have little if any ameliorating effect o n laid-off factory
workers, unemployed blacks and inflation-pinched
h ouseholds that, until now, automatically have voted
Democratic in presidential elections.
Accordingly, Tuesday's eight-state primary windup
is n o test of Carter's political strength. To the contrary,
finally clinching the nomination looks more like a false
spring , following Jimmy Carter's winter of discontent.
That explains the cheerlessness, and it measures the
gap that Carter m ust cross between now and the Nov. 4
election . Exploiting the p atronage power of the presiden
cy and trying to talk away the country' s problems are
enough again st a crippled Kennedy candidacy . Much
more will be needed again st Reagan.

'Kennedy helped Carter'
The following are excerpts from the " Open Commentary"
column of the June 2 Christian Science M o nitor " What
Carter owes to Kennedy, " by Godfrey Sperling, Jr.
It seem s clear now that Senator Kennedy did the
President a big favor by deciding to take him on.
• First and foremost, K ennedy by running himself
made it impossible for some other Demo crat who might
have had a better chance against the President to make
the race.
• Also , K ennedy has thus provided the President
with an almo st weekly fare of victories-starting with
straw-vote tests in Florida and a caucus win in Iowa . . . .
So at the same time the Soviets were invading
Afghanistan, the hostages were being held in Iran, and
the economy was moving into recession and high infla
tion, Mr. C arter has usually been able to say something
like, " Hey look o ver there. I ' m beating K ennedy
again . "
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2 . Will it

be Reagan . . or FEMA?

It is all but certain that Ronald Reagan will be heading
the GOP ticket in the upcoming November elections.
Yet, despite all surface indications that the former Cali
fornia govern or comman ds a fan atically loyal popular
following that could propel him into the Oval O ffice,
Reagan 's base is begi nning to show sign s of the same
kind of so ftness that is m ore obviously a fflicting Jimmy
Carter.
Contrary to media- built expectations, Reagan has
not only not maintained the depth of support that m ade
him an easy victor in the Feb . 26 New H ampsire primary,
but has noticeably declined in strength among voter
blocs crucial to a November victory.
For example, the blue-collar vote . Knowing that it
would be impossible for Reagan to be elected President
without attracting a significant Democratic cross-over
(as Nixon did in 1 968 and 1 972), his campaign strategists
have been heavily concentrating on wooing what is
loosely identified as the old Geo rge Wallace base: con
servative Democrats, drawn mainly from among skilled
and semi-skilled blue collar workers in the industrial
centers of the M idwest , plus certain small business and
semi-professi onal strata. Despite a noticeable investment
of time and energy in targetting this layer, the Reagan
strategy fell flat on its face in its first really important
test-the May 20 Michigan primary . Defeated two to
one by George Bush-whose candidacy was a dead letter
by then- Reagan failed to attract more than a smattering
of blue-collar voters .
Reagan ' s vagueness

The reasons are not hard to uncover . Compared to
1 9 68 an d 1 972, the current election year finds the United
States on the brin k of economic catastrophe, scorned by
its European allies, and seemingly unable to develop a
positive fo reign po licy which would j ustify its claims to
moral leadership of the world community . Where Nixon
could get away with bypassing the eco nomic issue, Rea
gan is finding out the hard way that his strategy of
avoiding controversey by making only the vaguest com
ments on crucial policy questions is j ust not working .
The economic situation is getting too serious for Rea
gan's shibboleths about "free enterprise" and " limited
government."
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Where Reagan has been forced to say something
more substantial-as he was just prior to the M ichigan
primary when he made public his oppositio n to federal
loans to the Detroit-based Chrysler Corp . , i n a state
where m assive auto industry l ayoffs h ave p ushed the
unemployment rate to the 1 2- 1 3 percent range- he's
been soundly rejected.
Part of Reagan's problem is that while he attracts
most of his support because he's perceived to be an
opponent of the liberal Eastern Establishment, the bulk
of his policy experts and campaign honchos are drawn
straight from the "right-wing" arm of that same ruling
elite. Top campaign manager William Casey is a member
of the Council on Foreign Relations. Foreign policy
coordinator Richard A llen is a former National Security
Council staffer under Henry Kissinger; labor and eco
nomics adviser Murray Weidenbaum , assisted Paul
Vo lcker and John Con nally in devising the August 1 97 1
dollar devaluation which ruined the U . S . currency; senior
adviser Milton Friedman is a loud proponent o f legaliz
ing all dangerous drugs .
Under the influence of these and other GOP insiders,
the Republican Party-Reagan 1 980 platfo rm is shaping
up as a hideous combi nation o f British liberal "free
trade" eco nomic policies-which will destroy the U.S.
in dustrial economy-and a dangerous foreign policy
orientation, which, though loudly anti- Soviet, is already
aimed more at blackmaili ng Europe and Japan .
A nderson and FEMA

Reagan's weakening support is no doubt one of the
key factors which the Eastern Establishment's election
fixers are carefully m onitoring. Can he sell the CFR's
'controlled economic disintegration' policy to the Amer
ican electorate, or would it be simply more efficient to
install " Reichstag fire" emergency government?
In the event the CFR decides the anwser is the latter,
the John Anderson option will be deployed .
As the m ajor media has been pointing out for weeks,
a three way race, p itting a Democrat, a Rep ublican and
Anderson against one another, could well result in a
deadlocked vote in the Electoral College . Should this
occur, the Constitutio n mandates that the H ouse of
Representatives select the next Presi dent . Given the presSpecial Report
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ent eco nomic crisis and general social breakdown in the
nation , a profound constitutional crisis would almost
inevi tably occur in which the CFR would attempt to
manipulate the population into accepting an "interim
emergency government." Such a government-in-the
wings already exists in the form of FEMA-the Federal
Emergency Management Agency , Anderson , one might
say, is FEMA's stalking horse .
First floated as a po ssibility in April by the Los
A ngeles Times, the so-called H ouse of Representatives
scenario has been a recurring theme in the major media
over the past m onth . Typical of the coverage is the M ay
1 7 edition of the London Economist-organ of the Brit
ish elite, of which the New York CFR is a j unior partner .
The Economist positively gloats about the prospects of a
major con stituional crisis in the U . S .

'If it's a deadlock, the
possibilities are intriguing'
Every major news organ has featured coverage of the
"deadlocked election " scenario. Here's a sampling of
what's being said:
The ( London ) Economist, May 17, "The unthinkable' :

Peculiarities in the American electoral process mean that
the independent presidential candidacy of Mr. John An
derson, the Republican congressman from I llinois, could
result in a political crisis next January. The chances of
such an event are remote. N othing like it h as happened
for nearly a century . But in a close election, an Anderson
victory in a single state, combined with a divided con
gress, might leave America without a president to swear
in o n i nauguration day .
. . . N o w for the m ost i ntriguing possibility of all:
that no candidate would achieve a majority in the h ouse
(H ouse of Representatives-ed.) either. It could happen
in several ways . . . The result would be a further dead
lock.
But what happens if the h ouse cannot make up its
mind?
The constitution says that if n o p resident is selected
by inauguration day, January 20th, the vice-president
elect takes the office. But he, too, would have failed to
achieve a majority of electoral votes . This time the choice
would fall to the senate to decide by a majority of
sen ators, not the states . If the Democrats retain control
of the senate their candidate would presumably prevail.
No doubt Vice-President Walter Mondale would be the
clear favorite . If Mr. Ronald Reagan were to win the
majority of the popular vote, h owever, Republican sen
ators might be able to p revent the choice of Mr. M ondale
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by absenting themselves in protest, thus depriving the
Dem ocrats of a quorum.
If chosen, Mr. Mondale could serve as acting presi
dent at least until a new co ngress was elected in 1 983 .
Another in teresting possibility is that the Sen ate might
elect a Democrat only to have the house later break its
deadlock in favour of a Republican president, thus giving
the country its first split administration since 1 800, when
Thomas Jefferson was seco nd in command to an unhap
py John Adams.
The Wall Street Journal, M a y 15, "What i f the Election

By mid-morning Wednesday, Nov . 5 , 1 980,
it is finally clear: The Republicans have won control of
the Sen ate, the Dem ocrats h ave managed to hang on in
the H ouse of Representatives-and nobody has been
elected President.
Ronald Reagan, the Republican , has come in first,
co llecting about 37 million popular votes, carrying 26
states and 257 electoral votes . But he needed 2 70 electoral
votes to win . Jimmy Carter, the Dem ocrat, h as finished
second, collecting about 35 million popular votes , carry
ing 1 8 states and the District of Columbia with 23 1
electoral votes . The candidate responsible for the stand
off, John Anderson , the independent, h as won about 1 1
m illion popular votes, carried six states and collected 50
electoral votes .
So, what happens now? The election heads for the
House of Representatives and the n ation holds its breath .
. . . Such scenario s are being churned out in Washing
ton these days faster than OSHA regulations. For if Rep .
A nderson runs a strong race this fall, the election could
easily go to the H ouse because it isn't possible to split the
electoral vote m ore or less evenly three ways and come
up with a winner.
. . . The H ouse has until Jan . 20-Inauguration
Day-to reach a decision . I f it h asn't come up with a
President by then , the Vice President chosen by the
Sen ate (presuming the Senate has been able to pick one)
would become the acting President. . . .
Consi der the possibility if neither the House nor the
Sen ate i s able to reach a decision by Jan . 20. One possi
bility would be for Congress to p ass emergency legisla
tion keeping the old administration in power until some
thing is decided. An other would be to crank in the
Succession Act, in which the Speaker of the House would
become the acting President, possibily going on to serve
out the full fo ur-year term .
But if the Speaker couldn't serve for one reason or
another and the President Pro Tem of the Senate couldn't
serve, then the Secretary of State-still on the job even
though his Presi dent and Vice President would be long
gone-gets the job. Edmund S . Muskie of M aine, who
couldn't be elected the conventional way, may make it
yet .
Deadlocks? " :
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3. A

dark horse names the issues

LaR ouche:
'Does America
have the
moralfitness
to survive? '
On May 3 / , Democrat Lyndon LaRouche addressed the
nation on CBS- TV. This was the third national half-hour
time-slot purchased by Citizens for LaRouche. LaRouche
is the third major contender for the party 's nomination.
Some JO million A mericans heard LaRouche address the
issues of the economy, drugs, energy, and the future of
the nation, and assess LaRouche's qualifications as the
only alternative to Carter and Kennedy who pledged to
beat Reagan in November, and restore a real moral
purpose to the nation.
Good evening . For those of you who don't know the
relevant parts of my backgro und I ' ll quickly identify
them now. I n additio n to being a fairly influential econ
omist internationally, I am also the head of a private
political intelligence news service which publishes,
among other things, a weekly $ 1 O-a-copy publication for
relevant executives and which also supplies the essential
part of the news delivered to a semiweekly newspaper,
New Solidarity, which is widely circulated in this country.
The things I am going to say to you will in some parts
seem shocking, because our national news media do not
report some o f the most important things which are
going on in the world-things which are prominently
reported , for example, in the European press.
I am going to speak tonight about our economic
problem, but I want to situate it within our strategic
problem as a whole.
U.S. weak superpower

Recently, the foreign minister of France, Jean Fran
cois-Poncet, characterized the world situation as a crisis
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involving confrontation between two superpowers: one
superpower strong-the Soviet Union; o ne superpower
weak-the United States .
Chancellor Schmidt, who is the leader o f the govern
ment of West Germany, four times in recent p ublic
addresses characterized the present world situation as
being comparable to July 1 9 1 4, one month before the
outbreak of World War I. He w�s commenting o n an
article which had been published in a leading American
quarterly, Foreign Affairs. That is our general situation.
I f the United States continues on the course dictated
by Kissinger and by " Rasp utin" Brzezinski, the United
States will very soon go into a thermonuclear confronta
tion with the Soviet Union which would lead to World
War I I I , possibly . I believe or tend to believe that that
might be avoided at the last moment-but if World War
III did n ot break out, the United States would be subj ect
ed to the greatest strategic humiliation in its history,
because vis-a.-vis the Soviet Union, apart from our ther
monuclear capability, the conventional and related U . S .
military capability is about zilch. We d o n ' t have two
good divisions to p ut down into the Persian Gulf area .
Our naval forces are half of what they were 20 years ago;
and at the present rate, even with the augmented budgets,
they'll be h alf of that in a few years hence . Our military
fo rces are a disgrace. To move the troops from Germany
to the Persian Gulf area is simply moving drug addicts
closer to their so urce of supply, and that' s not much of
an exaggeration.
The root of our problem is n ot merely military weak
ness . The root of our problem is that our military weak
ness is a refl ection of o ur combined economic and moral
decay, particularly over the perio d since 1 967, the time
that some boys in the government decided to cut down
NASA.
Carter policy utter fraud

Let's look at our economic situation. We h ave Presi
dent Carter, who has put on what is called an anti
in flationary program , a budget-balancing program . The
program is an utter fraud. At the time Mr. Carter was
inaugurated, inflation in this country was about 5 per
cent. Last October, when Mr. Carter started this pro
gram , inflation was 1 5 . 5 percent . Mr. Carter then introSpecial Report
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duced what was called an anti-inflationary program . As
I predicted at the time, the inflatio n grew to higher rates
than ever before as a result of M r . Carter's "anti-infla
tionary" program; and between that measure of last
October and the supplementary measures of M arch 1 4,
Mr. Carter has put the nation virtually on track into a
depression-an inflationary depression.
That's not all of it . Mr. Carter says that he' s going to
balance the budget . Well, that' s a complete fraud . For
every one percent increase in unemployment, the federal
'
government loses-in term s of combined lost tax revenu e
and additional expenditures-20 to 25 billion dollars .
Therefore, Mr. Carter' s program which promises to
increase unemployment by at least 4 percent, will con
tribute a hundred-billion-dollar or so budget deficit.
Mr. Reagan has about the same policy, and it'll have
about the same effect .
Unemployment causes inflation, causes imbalance in
the budget. What this country has to do is to crank up
employment; not make-work, but industrial employ
ment, agricultural employment, productive employment.
If we can increase our employment by taking 4 percent
off the inflation figure, we can add $ 1 00 billion, approx
imately, to the federal budget, and bring it back into
balance.
So the way to solve the problem is directly opposite
to the methods which Carter is following, and which M r .
Reagan's advisors have proposed. We've g o t to turn this
country around, commit ourselves to high technology,
commit ourselves to exports, commit ourselves to high
rates of capital formation in productive job creati on.
New monetary system in effect

I want to talk to you about what we have to do in
order to do that . Some years ago I proposed a specific
form for a new gold-based monetary system . At that time
I tentatively called the new institution an "International
Development Bank." Recently, beginning in 1 97 8 , my
proposals have begun to be put into operation by some
of our allies in Europe, with sympathy and support from
some of our allies and potential allies in the so-called
developing nations. The European Monetary System ,
which now exists, is phase one o f an effort to create a new
world gold-based m onetary system which must replace
the International Monetary Fund, must replace the
World Bank , and must repl ace the kind of monetary
policies which the Carter administration continues to
represent.
The way this is going to work is as follows.
Number one: The obj ective is to reorganize the debt
of Third World co untries in order to m ake those nations
creditworthy so that we may export into them , massive
ly-that is, not just the United States, but Western
Europe and Japan-high technology capital goods to
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create industry, to transform agriculture, to build the
infrastructure in these co untries . This should be in the
order of magnitude of two to three hundred billion
dollars a year increase in world trade. Of that, the United
States' p otential share would be about $ 10 0 billion-at
least in the early period . I don't know if we can still
produce $ 1 00 billion or more capital goods for export;
but we could try , and that would be about our share.
How to stop inflation

The way we are going to do this is, if the President of
the United States agrees with Giscard, Schmidt, and so
fo rth, to put gold back behind the dollar-remember, we
have the largest supply o f gold reserves of any nation in
the world-and agrees i n addition to use the gold
through new m onetary facilities to back the dollar over
seas-then , the Europeans, with our cooperation , can
create a new i nternational credit facility to replace the
Internatio nal M o netary Fund and World Bank. This
credit facility-this is technical, but I think you should
know it-will issue large-denominaton, long-term
bonds; that is, 1 5-25 year bonds. These bonds, because
they will be denominated in gold currencies, will be sold
to central banks, large commercial banks, and other
relevant institutions, at 2 to 3 percent . That' s a pretty
good buy consideri ng the fact that a gold-based bond is
inflati on-proof. That is, a gold-based bond at 2 to 3
percent is worth more than an ordinary bond at 25
percent.
On that basis, if we buy up several hundred billion
dollars o f those loose dollars which are running around
overseas and causing our monetary in flation-buy them
up, and put them back into this new central facility, then
we can loan those dollars at between 4 and 6 percent,
including loaning them back into the United States for
U . S . export program s .
That will stop m onetary inflation. I t will n o t stop the
cost inflation which is running from 3 to 5 percent. That's
going to take a longer time to deal with ; but the monetary
inflation, the 20-25 percent in flation, that part we can
stop right away with this system .
H aving done that, what we have to do in this country
is define with low-cost federal government credit the
refinancing of our m unicipal and state debts; we have to
get large-scale port proj ects going in . areas which are
relevant to our exports; we have to reb uild our transpor
tation system , we have to rebuild our railro ads . We have
to take industries, such as steel , which are a pile of
wreckage today, at least in terms of obsolescence and
competitive factors . We have to rebuild them . We have
to generate credit to reb uild these industries . We j ust
have to go ahead and do these things that are obvious up
to the point that we have absorbed our productive poten
tial-that is, the unemployed-in productive work, and
EIR
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'The only candidate that
labor could support '
On May 14, California labor leaders, led by Tom
Hunter of Plumbers Local 467 in San Mateo, formed
the California Labor Committee for LaRouche, the
third major candidate for the Democratic Party presi
dential nomination. The following is taken from an
endorsement of the LaRouche candidacy issued by
Hunter and the California Labor Committee.

We are supporting LaRouche because he is the
only candidate whose platform is aimed at m aking
things better for working people. All the other candi
dates, Republican as well as Dem ocrats, are busy
talking about austerity , increasing unemployment,
continuing inflation and all the other code words and
term s that translate into hard times for our members
and their families. We know that in this land of ours
with all of its resources , space, technology , food, and
most of all , its people, that there is no need for
unemployment or hard times .
LaRouche is openly in favor of increased use of
nuclear energy in the short term in order that the
needed new jobs can be created now in industry . H e is
adamantly opposed to any energy policy that has as
its main compo nent cutting back or conserving on the
energy we now use . Without more electricity there can
be no more new jobs.

that we are cranking out the amount of goods that we
require for export .
In addition we must use nuclear energy . All this talk
about soft alternative energies is pure bunk. Solar energy
is a fraud . Wind energy is a fraud. Biom ass is a fraud .
These things won't work; they'll j ust ruin the environ
ment, at best. We have to go to nuclear energy; we have
to put up 30 to 50 starts a year in term s of nuclear plants.
Otherwise this nation isn't going to make it, otherwise
we' re going back toward the Dark Ages . We have to
export nuclear plants, we have to crash ahead on fusion
because in the next century we will begin to run out of
resources unless we have new technologies to develop
new resources, and fusion is the only way to do it. We've
got to do that .
Youth being destroyed

We' ve got to do some other things, things which
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For the long term LaRo uche favors increased use
o f technology and science to create new sources of
energy and new jobs. He supports Labor Law Reform,
opposes repeal o f D avis/B acon and the deregulation
o f the trucking industry and i s for repeal of 14 "b" of
the Taft Hartley A ct .
W e feel that LaRouche i s the only candidate and
his is the only program that a l abor leader can feel
comfo rtable supporting. We cannot support candi
dates who really believe that things can only get worse .
We can rally behind LaRouche who believes that we
can o nce again grow industrially as a n ation, lower
interest rates , stop i nflation and put all o f o ur people
ear for
all
of the
working people m
America.
At the present time because of the fiscal policies
followed by each A dministration since 1 968 the p res
ent generation of young people, 35 years and younger,
are the first generation i n the history of this nation
who do n't have it better than their paren ts . T hey can't
afford to buy a house .
LaRouche is the only candidate in either party
who believes in attacking the twin problems of infla
tion and unemployment along the lines that we h ave
outlined above and we are supporting him because of
that, and in the hope that somehow the message can
be gotten out to the people of this n ation that there
are alternative policies, that there is hope, and that
once again we as a n atio n can regain our rightful place
as the mora lly, economically and militarily strongest
n ation on earth .

pertain to the quality o f our people, the quality of our
labor force, our ability to produce . We have at present,
in large part, a lost generation, o f our young people
between 1 2 and 25. Under Carter's policies, figures indi
cate that drug usage among youth in this country has
tripled. Carter said, when he proposed marij uana decri
minalization, that that was not drug legalization; but
that's double talk . When you decriminalize marij uana,
you are in effect legalizing it. We' re getting figures now
from official agencies that 60 percent o f children in this
age group are users; 20 percent and higher are substance
dependent .
That' s not all of our p roblem .
Look at our schools . Under 20 years of liberal re
forms in our school system , the children who are coming
out of secon dary schools now, entering the j ob market
potentially, are n ot qualified for work . Their educational
level is such that they' re j ust n ot qualified for the j obs
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available. And this is true of high school graduates as
well as high school dropouts. We're getting about a
third-to-fifth grade level of competence among our high
school graduates . Our universities are also a disaster. In
science, we are at the verge-particularly with Carter's
cutting back on science programs-of l osing our scien
tific capability . I am involved in this indirectly, and
directly, and I know that there are j ust a few laboratories
and research stations in this country which are capable
of approximating what the Soviet Union is doing in
advanced physics research-and the Carter administra
tion is about to collapse those entirely. We've got to get
back to educating our children in the sciences, in the
classics-cut out this sensitivity training, cut out this
socially relevant basket weaving, cut out this sex educa
ton we' re putting into the schools and destroying our
youth with . We've got to cut out drugs, and make
ourselves a moral nation.
Let me emphasize how I see that.
A real national purpose

All of us are born, and all of us will die. And if we
understand what that means, we understand that the
purpose of life is not to live from moment to moment in
search of what each of us m ay consider earthly paradise.
Our proper concern is to make our lives as a whole mean
something, so that we can walk p roudly through life,
knowing that by developing ourselves and dedicating
ourselves to some useful purpose, that we' re contributing
something which will survive after we've gone into the
grave .
Most of us, when we think about that sort of thing,
think in terms of our children . We want to be able to say
to our children , to other people' s children , to o ur grand
children: "Go out, develop your mind, m ake something
of your life, do better than I did"; and to say also: " I , and
people like me, have created the possibility for you to do
that, to carry on afterwards . "
O u r nation is dedicated t o t h e moral principle of our
posterity . We are responsible not merely to what we do
for the people who live today; we are responsible for the
kind of nation we leave to our children, our grandchil
dren, and the people after them . Therefore, the way we
look at our children, the way we treat our students, the
way we treat the problem of yo uth unemployment, the
way we deal with the drug menace to our children-this
is a measure of our moral strength.
Just as youth, morally undermined by drugs, by lack
of education, by the kind of things that are going o n are
economically useless, that is they're not employable; so
the economic and moral weakness of a nation go togeth
er. Our strategic, military weakness, and the kind of
foolish things that the government is n ow engaged in,
are all part of the same thing .
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We' ve seen civilizations die in the past, at least histor
ically. We are at the point that this once-great nati on,
this nation once described by European and Americans
alike as a temple of li berty, a beacon to the world, this
republic is now being undermined. The power that we
represented at the end of the war is undermined to the
point that the leaders of France are able to say that the
United States is a weak superpower confronting a strong
superpower, the Soviet Union .
If we recover our economic and m oral strength , if we
dump the monetary policies of Carter and that crowd, if
we dump this Malthusian n onsense associated with our
environmenalist, antinuclear m ovement, if we cut out the
drugs , if we get back to producing, to give our nation a
sense of purpose and to give ourselves the purpose of
developing our children and grandchildren so that the
nation will mean something in the future; then we will
find that out of that economic and moral strength,
combined with allies in Western Europe, Japan, and so
forth, we find the strategi c resources through which to
be able to deal with all of the kinds of problems we
confront.
L aRouche the alternative

Finally, one thing. I am, of course, the third candi date
still available for you to support on the Democratic
ticket . If you don't want Kennedy and you don't want
Carter, I am the only selection you have available. Be
cause the maj or news media, which are controlled by
people in New York City who have a policy opposite to
mine-because they have attempted to black me out, at
least in nationwide news coverage, many of you don't see
me as a credible contender even though you agree with
my policies .
I say this to you: we are headed for a crisis . Out of
this crisis, if it comes before August 1 1 , nobody is going
to tolerate Carter as the nominee of the Democratic
Party or anything else; even if Carter wants to keep it,
the Demo cratic Party will find a way not to renominate
him . The Democratic Party as a whole will not accept
Kennedy as an alternative to Carter, even though Ken
nedy d oes h ave a number of people who are very solidly
for him within the party. At the August 1 1 convention , if
things go the way they' re going now, that convention is
not going to want Carter, and it's not going to take
Kennedy; it' s going to start looking for a dark horse.
Therefore, your support for me now, your building
up a movement, a movement to rebuild our nation's
economic and m oral strength, bringing that m ovement
into the August convention, means that in point of fact,
under conditions of crisis, I can become your nominee
for the Democratic Party; and I assure you that if I am
the nominee for the Democratic Party, the Democratic
Party will carry the November general election .
EIR
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Recession: no Carter recovery

Most private proj ections for the unemployment rate
expect a postwar record of 1 1 percent by August, about
the time when the Democratic Party will have to decide
whether it can live with President Carter as nominee. An
I I percent national rate implies official unemployment
of 15 percent or higher in m ajor electoral-college vote
states Carter won in 1 976, including Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Illinois, New Jersey , and M ichigan.
Carter will suffer by an additional order of m agnitude
of intensity the drawback his opponent in 1 97 6 faced;
President Ford could say with some truth that the econ-

Super Tuesday's vote :
'none of the above'
The results of Super Tuesday reveal that if Carter
were nominated , he would lose the November elec
tion to Ronald Reagan . The primary reason is the
state of the economy-on which voters don't trust
Reagan either.
A CBS-New York Times poll reveals that m any
of those who voted for Carter in the primaries
would not do so in November. In Ohio, the only
'big state' Carter won, 29 percent of his p rimary
votes would disappear in the general election. I n
California, i t i s a staggering 4 1 percent.
Carter did very poorly in hard-hit wo rking
areas in all three states . The econ omy, say exit
polls, was the key issue on voters' minds. Few
thought that any candidate would do well h andling
it. "Again and again," says the Washington Star,
"they were choosing the lesser of the evils, voting
against candidates rather than choosing someone
they wanted . . . . "
The same dissatisfaction was seen in the 1 1
percent "uncommitted' in California, and more
sharply, in the abysmally low turnout; less than 23
percent of New Jersey Democrats voted, and not
much better for the GOP.
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omy was at the begin ning stages of a recovery, while
Carter will face what appears to be a bottomless collapse.
On all the criteria, Jimmy Ca,rter cannot be elected in
November .
What makes the situation worse is the public' s intui
tion that Carter does not have a handle on events. In
particular, the President's statement last week that the
Administration's economic policy would begin to show
results by summer is plainly nonsense. From the public's
viewpoint, the successive debacles of Administration
economic policy, including the Congressio nal rejection
of the proposed Fiscal Year 1 98 1 budget, the Congres
sional refusal of the proposed oil import fee, and the
Senate' s plan to eliminate the Adm i nistration's credit
control authority, have not been individually dramatic.
But the country's sense by convention time will be that
Jimmy Carter has less command over economic policy
than did Herbert H oover.
Last M arch, when Federal Reserve Chairman Paul
V olcker imposed stringent credit controls, including a 9
percent overall ceiling on bank lending, the Administra
tion committed the sort of blunder that loses elections.
As EIR demonstrated through analysis on the La
Rouche-Riemann computer m odel of the American
economy, the cost of Administration-directed investment
p rograms in energy , defense, and basic industry was a 20
percent inflation rate. By the computer m o del' s sophisti
cated measure of produ�tivity, i .e . , the increment of
tangible surplus product yielded by an increment of
employment, American productivity has fallen by a con
sistent 3 percent p . a . since 1 976. This measure effectively
factors out forms of activity which are globally non
productive, but nonetheless show up in o utput-per-man
hour data in a way that overstates productivity . During
the fi rst quarter of 1 980, h owever, the 2.3 percent drop in
manufacturing productivity indicates that the two meas
ures may be coming into closer alignment .
The inflationary cost o f economic expansion in the
direction the Administratio n desired was the conse
quence, as EIR demonstrated in a comprehensive survey
during April, of energy conservation. Administration
economic policies oriented investment away from capi
tal-and-energy-intensive sectors into labor-intensive sec
tors . H owever, the Administration's investment deSpecial Report
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The state of U.S. industry
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The sharpest increase in new u nemployment c laims and
in heavily industrial Michigan' s u nemployment hit in
April and c ontinues to climb steeply. It w as at t his time
that the heavy indu strial c apital goods sector entered
the economic crisis and voters tu rned t ow ard uncom
mitted.
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mands, including costly forms of oil exploration, expan
sion of coal mining, downsizing of auto v e hicles, and
similar exercises created additional demand for the out
put of energy-intensive sectors. The resulting shi ft in the
input-output grid, combined with the direction of invest
ment into globally non-productive investment, produced
20 percent inflatio n .
Volcker surveyed t h e fi rst-quarter economic results
and panicked. The economy was not responding to
earlier credit stringency, except in the consumer sector.
U nlike any previous recession, this one went in two
distinct stages . Automotive industry, aircraft industry,
and energy industry demand raised capital goods output
until the end of M arch , while the consumer sector col
lapsed . Volcker could not tolerate the inflationary con
sequences, and opted for a form of credit stringency that
the United States had never adopted in its previous
history .
The M arch 1 6 credit-control measures produced an
almost instantaneous collapse o f steel and other capital
goods orders, followed shortly by m ass layoffs and the
closing o f. b last furnaces in the steel in dustry . Once the
banks informed customers that they could not obtain the
volume of credit required to maintain expensive capital
expansion programs, companies cut back sharply . Sev
eral tool-and-die and steel casting man ufacturers told
EIR. that their orders turned fro m fully booked to rapid
cancellation during the third week in March, virtually
overnight.
Volcker provoked what will probably be registered as
. the fastest rate of industrial decline in American history,
exceeding even the brief and bitter 1 92 1 depression. The
Riemannian analysis employed by EIR , which takes into
account the continuing structural deterioration of Amer
ican industry, predicts that the American economy can
not recover under present circumstances, because the
m arginal cost of restarting production with depleted
capital and labor resources exceeds the possible pro fita
bility of such investments.
In summary, Carter has thrown the big-state labor
vote out the window; the rumblings n ow will be inconse
quential compared to what will emerge out of the eco
nomic deterioration this summer.
The business comm unity cadre that helped Carter
across the finish line in November 1 976 are defecting .
Business Roundtable chairman Irving Shapiro will give
Carter no support this time around, according to aides.
Banker Felix Rohatyn is already working with the An
derson campaign . H owever, business leadership has an
even closer sense than labor of the impossibility of a
Carter candidacy . The New York Times editors put the
matter in unctuous fashion in a June 5 editorial :
Even if Mr. C arter can skillfully neutralize the
Kennedy challenge, the reasons for such wide voter
EIR
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discontent would remain . The public gives no sign
that it endorses fighting inflation on the backs of
the unemployed .
However , it is not only the electorate, but business
leaders who have nothing in principle against "fighting
inflation on the backs o f the unemployed" who are
bolting . What EIR has emphasized in its reports o f
LaRouche-Riemann computer-econometric simulations
has slowly dawned on an increasingly large business
group . The implications of a no-recovery recessio n are
the continued growth of Soviet military power while
America struggles to maintain its current low standard
of preparedness; the galloping erosion of the Atlantic
Alliance due to the divergence between the American
recession and the relative prosperity in Europe, due in
part to expanded trade with the Soviet Union; and the
inability of any conventional policy to yield predictable
results under present conditions.
Many, although not all, of Carter's supporters from
the 1 976 campaign are persistently urging his removal.
There is no way to read "business sentiment," because
the flow of information and analysis that usually mold a
predictable " Business Roundtable" standpoint has been
choked off by the unpredictability of events. Of course,
these events were highly predictable to those who looked
in the right places, but that short list included no mem
bers of the administration . Contrary to the New York
Times' statement of the pro blem , the issue is not merely
the alienation of the electorate, but the ability of the man
in the White House to guide the nation out of a profound
and potentially fatal crisis.
As Treasury Secretary Miller and Federal Reserve
Chairman Volcker indicated in public statements this
week, the Administration will stick to the "anti-inflation
ary" tack for the moment, until it has dug the conven
tional six feet for burial underneath the White House.
The Treasury has prepared contingency plans for tax
abatement, but a tax cut of the magnitude discussed by
the Joint Economic Committee, at $25 billion, is an
insignificant possible factor in the economic situation .
The only really serio us discussion of economic alter
natives involves a set of proposals originally discussed
quietly by Rep . Henry Reuss (D-Wisc.): " dirigistic"
intervention into specific industries to forcibly raise basic
productivity . However, the Administration has no ap
paratus for such a program , let alone authority to per
suade Congress to make a go of it. The auth ors of such a
proposal, in any event, have little concrete idea o f how it
might be applied . Therefore the possibility of a Ro ose
veltian response to the economic crisis by the administra
tion must be ruled out; the only possibility is a half
baked, rapidly aborted move in that direction.
On these criteria, Carter will add to the weekly list of
unemployment claimants as of Aug. I I .
EIR
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Reagan can't get
the blue-collar vote
When the prim ary and caucus season got under
way, the various political pundits were talking
about Ronald Reagan's brand o f "conservative
Americanism" being able to take the blue collar
vote away from the Demo crats. I n the early primar
ies this certainly seemed to be the case, with droves
of blue collar Democrats crossing over to vote for
Reagan in Illinois, Wisconsin and in New H amp
shire. This prompted talk of Reagan being a new
"Wallace phenomenon."
But as the primaries have worn on, Reagan's
blue collar vote began to disappear into the "none
o f the above" or "not voting" categories .
What happened? The economic crisis caught up
with Reagan .
In the beginning, workers listened to Reagan's
vague prescriptions about the economy-he stated
open ly that he would say n othing specific until the
fall of 1 980-and workers h oped against hope th at
those prescriptions would eventually be formulated
into some fresh, workable ideas . As the unemploy
ment lines grew and auto plants closed, even the
vague ideas o f " Reaganonomics" began to grate.
The M ay 20 Michigan primary, where Reagan
suffered his most overwhelming defeat, shows the
depth of disillusio nment o f labor. Officials of the
United Autoworkers would like to have people
think that it was their efforts to show their members
that Reagan is anti-labor that proved decisive.
While Reagan and his advisors may indeed by anti
labor, the UA W had similarly mobilized against
Wallace and Wallace did very well in Michigan . It
was Reagan' s statements-"his firm belieP '-that
the auto industry was suffering from a good and
deserved dose of free enterprise and warranted no
special aid, like the Chrysler bailout, that turned
workers away from the GOP candidate.
Reagan organizers should not have been sur
prised when after handing out several thousand
leaflets for a pre-primary meeting in Flint, Mich . ,
only 1 8 workers showed up-perhaps t h e lowest
turnout o f the campaig n . Nor should Reagan peo
ple have been surprised when no auto workers
showed up at the polls M ay 20, handing the hapless
George Bush an o verwhelming victory.
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Europe takes the reins
on monetary policy
and the Middle East
by Dana Kastner

A new world monetary system backed by gold will come
out of the European Economic Comm unity summit
meeting June 1 2, and be placed before the Venice summit
of OECD heads of the world's leading non-Comm unist
industrial powers 1 0 days later, according to a variety of
continental sources converging on that report. France
and West Germany, working as one, plan to couple this
monetary initiative with a package for lasting Middle
East peace . Together, the initiatives will comprise a basis
for recycling Arab petrodollars into development proj
ects that can avert economic catastrophe in the Third
World, and presage negotiations with the Soviet V nion
on various related political and economic agreements.
That comprehensive package is more than an undi
plomatic slap against everything the V . S . Carter admini
stration stands for. Europe is openly breaking with V . S .
policy on all important matters, from monetary reform,
to the Middle East, to the Afghan crisis . The stakes are
too high-human civilization itself-to compromise fur
ther with the lunacy in Washingto n .
According t o t h e same sources, French President
Valery Giscard d' Estaing and West German Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt are already engaged i n a subsidiary
initiative to secure what the Carter administration has
bungled with Olympic boycotts and grain em bargoes: a
withdrawal of Soviet troops and armor from Afghani
stan. The minimum conditi on for that withdrawal is the
postponement of NATO' s deployment of medium-range
Pershing I I missiles on European soil, within 4-minute
striking time of maj or Soviet cities . That decision was
taken Dec . 1 2 , 1 979, ten days prior to the Soviets' Afghan
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deployment. Only the "nuclearization" of China under
visible NATO sponso rship is considered a greater prov
ocation by the Kremlin.
The nature o f the European package mirrors the
intercon nections between the war danger and the break
down of international monetary relations. French Prime
Minister Raym ond Barre told the O ECD group meeting
in Paris this week that the world is in a situation whose
danger is unparalleled since World War I I . The cause, he
said, is the collapse of the system of the I n ternational
Monetary Fund. A global initiative is necessary to pre
vent the Third World countries from being ravaged
"hot spots" m ust be cooled through economic salvation.
The same point was underlying in Foreign Minister
Jean Francois-Poncet's strained discussions with Presi
dent Carter and Secretary Muskie in Washingto n last
week . The Western banking system as it now stands is no
longer capable of recycling petrodollars into the Third
World, he told a press conference afterward .
Similarly, the economic advisors of Chancellor
Schmidt are reported to be drafting a plan with OPEC
nations, led by Saudi Arabia, to so lve the Third World
fi nancial crisis. One official called it a matter of "life and
death in eco nomic and political term s . "
The survival of the developing sector depends on a
resolution of the Middle East crisis. One key factor is the
position of Saudi Arabia, which has endorsed a Europe
an initiative for peace; King Khaled of Saudi Arabia will
make what ob servers are calling a "crucial visit" to Bonn
June 1 6-20, on the eve of the Venice summit. As Francois
Poncet told his Washington audien ce last week , "a global
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settlement is needed . . . before the elections in the United
States ." In Venice, the Europeans will introduce resolu
tions on the Middle East encompassing recognition of
the Palestinians' right to a homeland and international
guarantees of Israeli security within 1 967 borders .
I mmed iately after the Venice summit, Helmut
Schmidt will visit Moscow to put his signature o n a 25year plan to link West German industrial production to
Soviet needs, n otably including collaborative production
of nuclear reactors on Soviet soil .
Only one week later, Giscard d' Estaing will be in
Bonn for consultations with the j ust-returned Schmidt.
Although they have regularly communicated, this is the
first official state visit by a French President since Charles
de Gaulle inaugurated an earlier Franco-German alli
ance by visiting Konrad Adenauer in 1 962.
The Anglo-American elite splits

The oligarchical elite of Great Britain, Europe, and
the United States is no longer unified in backing the
Carter administration . Certain "Olympian families" are
now plainly frightened of current U . S . policy's threat to
provoke the Soviets into a new deployment of their
awesome power. Those still backing the Brzezinski group
in the White House are only one o f . the discernible
factions, but they still hover like vultures, guarding a
rotting corpse .
"We will n ot permit in the United Nations any action
that would destroy the sanctity of and the present form
of t h e U . N . R e s o l u t i o n 2 4 2 ( o n t h e P a l e s t i n i a n
question-ed.)," Jimmy Carter told the Washington
press corps after Fran�ois-Poncet told him Camp David
was dead. "We have a veto power that we can exercise to
prevent this Camp David process from being destroyed
or subverted, and I would not hesitate to use it if neces
sary," Carter continued .
Europe's answer to Carter is to take their Middle
East initiative to Venice, not to the United Nations. In
Venice, the U . S . has no veto power . However, the back
ers of Carter do have sabotage capabilities .
One of the leading such capabilities at the moment is
named Francesco Cossiga, the prime minister of Italy.
Last week , Cossiga was linked personally to the Red
Brigades terrorists-aassassins o f an Italian premier ! But
Cossiga has refused to resign . His reason: he is current
interim head of the European Economic Community,
and must remain in office to preside over the Venice
summit meeting.
Another capability of the "kook" Olympian families
is called the government of Israel . Prime Minister Men
achem Begin's faction of Zionism was created and is
controlled by the Jesuit intelligence service of the Haps
burg and Palla vicini-led "black nobility" of Europe
the creators of Cossiga and the Red Brigades. Begin's
government not only backs growing violence by Israeli
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extremists o n the West Ban k , but is threatening military
actio n against Syria. The Soviet Union has made clear
that Syria is un der Soviet protection . . .
The p rospect of the Black-Jesuit-Carter faction rush
ing headlong again st awesome Soviet power in the Per
sian Gulf or M editerranean has p roduced entirely appro
priate fears of Gotterdaemerung ("twilight of the gods")
among other elite families of the NATO nations. One
leading indicator is the analysis presented by Grafin
Doenhoff s West German newspaper, Die Zeit. The ar
ticle, authored by a spokesman for London's Interna
tional Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), asserts that
there are three reasons for the European break from the
Carter administration . First, Carter promised Schmidt,
Giscard and others at the Guadeloupe summit last year
that the U . S . would not use a "China card" against the
Soviet Union. Carter lied . Second, Carter's Camp David
process is dead and would n ot lead to peace in any case,
but he has continually threatened and contained inde
pendent European efforts for peace . Finally, the United
States has system atically attempted to destroy trade with
the Comecon nations. Europe and especially West Ger
many are determined to increase trade relations .
Also indicative is the statement made by Robert Guy,
gold director of N . M . Rothschild, to the Singapore
world banking conference sponsored by the Financial
Times of London. R othschild proposed a return to the
gold standard . " Experience, " he said, "has shown that
we can no longer rely solely on a paper currency system. "
The Rothschilds, a t least, m a y b e determined t o survive,
by backing France and West Germany at Venice .
The faction o f the Anglo-American elite for which
Lord Carrington speaks, however, seeks a middle path
which m ight stave o ff a Soviet confrontation provoked
by the Black-Jesuit-Carter faction, but also avert Euro
pean economic and peace initiatives. The British Foreign
Secretary and allies in the Socialist International working
through NATO's Brandt Commission have sought to
have a new resolution on Palestinian rights introduced
into the United Nations, and h ave worked to topple the
Begin government in Israel . The Arab nations might, it
is hoped, be duped into a long-drawn-out negotiations
process settling n othing, b ut blocking the consolidation
of French influence in the Arab world .
The Saudis have not been fooled; n or have the Pales
tinians. An official PLO spokesman told a Saudi inter
viewer recently that they are "strongly resisting the
British attempts to put forward cosmetic formulas for
Security Council Resolution 242 and to weaken the
m omentum of the European stand."
Even London ' s own IISS, in its Die Zeit analysis of
the split in the Atlantic Alliance, acknowledged that the
British p osition on the M iddle East is transparently
"superficiaL " The battle is between Europe and the
Black-Jesuit-Carter "kooks . "
International
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France 's Raymond Offroy

'[ know Washington's
peanut brigade '
On May 28, A mbassador Raymond Offroy granted an
interview to the French Journal du Parlement which we
excerpt here.

Q : Mr. Offroy, you wrote an article for Le Monde on
May 6 which was really explosive . . . you make the grave
accusation that the American expedition in Iran wasn't
meant to succeed .
A : That is exactly what I think. I have said it and I will
reiterate it. The failure was expected and it was, in
practice, organized: not enough helicopters, stolen fil
ters, the weakness of the commando units, the vulnera
bility of the whole operation show that. . . .
Last February, I followed the Reagan, Bush, Brown,
and a bit of the Kennedy presidential campaigns. I gave
co nferences on the European problem and the European
conception of the double Iran-Afghanistan crisis in front
of different American audiences . . . .
I especially listened from Boston to Texas . They told
me: "American pub lic opinion will force President Carter
to undertake a military operation in Iran . "
I told them : "There is a lot of tal k of Entebbe, but i t
would n o t b e t h e same thing in Teheran, where the
American embassy is stuck in the middle of a capital city
with four to five million inhabitants, with crowds watch
ing day and night in front of the building . . .
Numerous high level personalities I talked to j ust
replied : "We will carry out the operation even if we are
not going to succeed . You are going to see what you are
going to see."
Q: They used that tone of voice?

A : Yes, that tone of vo ice , an authoritarian tone in which

I saw how they despise Europe and the Europeans . . . .
They added: "You Frenchmen, you the Europeans,
you must follow us. It is required that you follow us . "

Q : I s n ' t i t unthinkable that the Americans would launch
a floundering operatio n in order to fail?
A : The facts are there. The proof is there. In the same
way that the Russians made a show of force by invading
Afghanistan, the Americans wanted to m ake a show of
force to let us know that, they are n ot isolationists.
The failure or the gesture itself was n ot im portant .
. . . Cyrus Vance was not mistaken when he tendered his
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resignation even before the launching of the operation
. . . I immediately cast aside the explanation that the
Americans were clum sy, and I must add that the expedi
tion launched on Teheran in April 1 980 was ruined since
November 1 979. They acted like a gentleman who would
leave for a long trip taking only $ 1 0 for his expenses . It is
assured that such a gentleman will get into trouble.
Q : According to what you thin k and know, the Am eri
cans are trying to transform the nations of Europe into
satellites . . . Isn't that going too far?
A : Not at all . I go as far as to say that the Americans p lan
to threaten European oil supplies through an eventual
b lockade of the Straits of Horm uz . One of the presiden
tial candidates (yo u will note his gross ignorance) re
proached me, a Frenchman, for not putting the Dj ibouti
military base at the disposal of the American fleet !
Q : You told him Dj ibouti is indepen dent? . . . Did you
speak to the close advisors of President Carter?
A : Yes, I have seen those who call themselves the "peanut
brigade." The peanut has become such a symbol that my
wife was offered an hono rary peanut. . . .
Q : Will there be a war? Should we expect it?
A : Neither the U . S . nor the Soviet Union want a war .
B u t we run t h e risk of a stupid accident, a Saraj ewo .
Q : Because o f the Americans?

A : Presently America doesn ' t yet know very well how far

is too far. What I can say for sure is that a rapprochement
between the U . S . A . and China would absolutely not be
tolerated by the Russians. It would mean war.
Q: How can we avoid that trap laid for us?

A : The West must open negotiatio ns with Moscow to

reach an equilibrium in armaments for Europe. Without
it, we will see the Americans trying to impress the Rus
sians with military initiatives, and either the Russians
will get impressed and Europe will become a vassal of
America, or the Russians will go straight ahead and it' s
war in Europe, because we will be the battlefield and the
Americans will intervene only if they deem it opportune.
There is, in the U . S . S . R . , a team of "young," hawkish
"turks," and in America there is Brzezinski . . . . Muskie
is only a shadow and doesn' t know the first thing about
Europe.
Q: Mr. Ambassador, I ask you one last question, which
is a weighty one . . . is Brzezinski dangerous?
A : He is a very dangerous m an, much more than the
diplomatic K issinger was. He is o f Polish o rigin and
wants revenge o n the Russians for everything they did to
Poland. Brzezinski is vengeful; he wants the Soviet Union
to bite the dust, but it is we who will be forced to .
EIR
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pen now, with the greater indebtedness of the banking
system, is unclear . . . .

'It is timefor the voice
of Europe to be heard'

A:

Q : Is Camp Davi d dead?
I will not comment on Camp David.
Q: Did M us kie ask you to stop the initiative?
He said he was worried that it would affect Camp
David. We said it would not. A trend to a global settle
ment is n eeded . . . It should take place before the elec
tions in the United States.

The following are excerpts of an article appearing in
the London Times June 2 on West German Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt 's planned initiatives for the late-June
Venice summit of Western industrialized nations.

A:

West Germ any intends to use the Western economic
summit in Venice in three weeks to focus the attention of
the other m ajor industrial countries on the fin ancial crisis
facing the Third World . . . .
It is thought possible that H elmut Schmidt will sug
gest that the industrialized countries of the world call o n
the members o f O PEC to help.
"The figures were frightening after last year's dou
bling of the price of oil . They are more frightening now,"
one senior Bonn government official commented. . . .
Coping with the higher oil prices is becoming a m atter of
"life and death in economic and political terms" for
many of the n on-oil Less Developed Countries .
. . . Bonn officials reel o ff a daunting list o f countries
threatened. . . . These range from the small, such as
Costa Rica to the very large, India. . . While the I nter
national Monetary Fund and the World Bank are liquid
enough to increase their lending on a considerable scale,
the problem of the less developed countries deficits is so
large as to require additional action . . . . (emphasis added)

Q : What is the likelihood of a S oviet withdrawal from
Afgh anistan?
A : There can be no option of the troops remaining . This
will take firm ness and dialogue.

1\ matter of life and
deathfor the LDCs'
Following his talks with Secretary of State Muskie in
Washington, the Foreign Affairs Minister in France, Jean
Francois-Poncet gave a press conference. Excerpts of that
press conference follow.
Q : Have your discussions with M u sk ie narrowed differ
ences on the M iddle East?
A : We hope so . The difficulties now emerging in the
Camp David process do n ot surprise us . They make it
necessary for Europe's voice to be heard .
Q : How does France perceive its role in war avoidance
and the economic development of the Third World?
A : The m ain i ssue in the crisis is o ur relations with the
Third World. If we coped with the last oil shock it was
because oil reven ues found their way to the Third World
via the Western banking system . Whether this can hapEIR
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Q: Do you agree with the other Europeans that it is
impossible to get the Soviets o ut of Afghanistan until a
Middle East settlement is reached which would unify the
A rab camp?
A: I agree with that.

Saudis and the PLO:
'The British oppose Europe'
The following are excerpts of an interview with PL O
official spokesman 'A bd al-Mushin A bu Mayzar published
in the Saudi A rabia S amir Sa'ad ad-Din May 14.
We must recall here that the British attitude to the
Palestinian i ssue weakens the European move. It is
known that B ritain is the founder, sponsor and advocate
of the Zionist plan . It is histo rically responsible for the
displacement and expulsion of the Palestinian people
from their homeland . B ri tain is now working to weaken
the European stand in favor of the Camp David agree
m en ts an d I srael. We in the PLO are strongly resisting
the British attempts to p ut forward cosmetic formulas
for Security C ouncil R esolution 242 and to weaken the
momentum of the European stand . . .
The Saudi A rabian news service Riyadh Domestic Service
ran a wire May 23 which endorsed European initiatives in
the Middle East.
The failure o f the negotiations o n the so-called auton
omy for the West Bank a nd the G aza sector has led the
decision makers of the EEC to embark on a cautious
move to p revent the situation in the Middle East from
further deteriorating . . . It [is] necessary to support the
Western [European] effo rts, perhaps because they enjoy
qualities the American administration at present lacks.
International
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War or peace : the choice
facing the Japanese
by Peter Ennis

"Which way will it be-for or against
fascism?" The year was 1 9 36. The Mitsui business cartel backed by the British
was heatedly promoting a fascist, war policy for Japan .
The Minseito Party, which stem med from the fo unding
"M eiji Restoration" fathers of modern Japan, took ad
vantage of national elections that year and brought the
issue of Japan ' s future before the Japanese people. The
above slogan was officially propagated by the party , and
the Japanese people respon ded overwhelmingly: M insei
to ' swept the national elections and registered a firm
rejection of fascism .
Takeo Miki, then a 30-year-old Mi nseito activist and
later to become premier , rode this tide of support for
Mi nseito into office a year later. Today, as Japan pre
pares for the most significant election in the country
since 1 93 7 , Miki again fi nds himself in the middle of the
fight.
The issues in the scheduled June 22 n ational elections
are similar to those o f 1 9 36: war or peace . H owever, the
stakes are much bigger today. I f Japan again comes
under the grip of a war policy, a destruction of the
country far worse than that suffered in World War II is
ensured-the kind that does not allow for "post-war
recovery. "

_
_

The current situation

An overwhelming defeat of current Prime Minister
Masayoshi Ohira will mean that Japan can avoid a new
war . It is Ohira's policies that are embroiling Japan in a
military buildup in Asia with communist China and the
United States, threatening to provoke a confrontation
with the Soviet Union . As in 1 936, the Mitsui faction
represented by Ohira must be defeated . This time it must
be for good.
The current political crisis in Japan reached a head
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last month. M i ki, together with his factio nal ally, former
premier Takeo Fukuda, took the unprecedented step of,
in effect, siding with an opposition-party n o-confidence
motion against Ohira in the national parliament (Diet) .
With the M i ki and Fukuda factions o f the ruling Liberal
Democratic Party (LOP) abstaining, the motion passed
easily, forcing national elections.
When the news of the M i ki-Fukuda move against
Ohira hit the press, the standard "analysis" spoke of
deep "personality conflicts" within the LOP. "Absolute
ly no po licy disputes" are at stake in this action, most
Western papers read.
But close observers of Japan knew better. I ndeed,
while there are deep personality conflicts within the
ruling party, there is a far deeper "reality" underlying
the unprecedented actions taken by Miki and Fukuda.
A deep sense o f pessimism now pervades Japanese
business and political circles. The combination of world
depression and growing tensi ons between the United
States and the Soviet Union has created great fears of
world war. In a speech timed to coincide with a Soviet
naval squadron taking up p ositions close to Japan two
weeks ago , the Soviet ambassador to Tokyo bluntly
warned against the "China card . " While no Jap anese
o fficial has repeated the recent statement of West Ger
man Chancellor Helmut Schm idt-that the world is n ow
in a period like that before August, 1 9 1 4-few in Tokyo
would disagree with that assessment.
But what should Japan do?
Strike north?

Ohira has made very clear that his policy is to firmly
ally with Carter administration efforts to form a military
alliance in Asia with China. As a result, relations between
the Soviet Union and Japan are extremely cold. While
West Germany and France are expanding economic ties
EIR
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with the Soviets, conducting independent diplomacy
with the Kremlin leaders, and Ohira continues to echo
Carter adm inistration denunciations of M o scow . While
the European nations prepare to take an independent
initiative to bring about peace in the Middle East, Japan
continues to support the discredited "Camp David" talks
between Egypt and Israel .
And, most importantly, Ohira has led Japan toward
rearmament-or as the Trilateral Commission puts it,
"assuming a greater defense responsibility in Asia . " Last
week, Chinese Comm unist Party Chairman Hua Guo
feng arrived in Tokyo on the an niversary o f the British
sponsored Jap anese victory in the 1 905 Russo-Japanese
War. The implied message did not go unnoticed in
Moscow.
The effect of Ohira' s political and military policies
will also be strongly felt by the Japanese business com
munity. The coolness in Japanese-Soviet relations cuts
Japan off from many trading opportunities with the
Soviet Union . Similarly, continued support of C amp
David has harmed Japanese ties with the Arab countries,
endangering Japan ' s oil supplies and restricting the
chances for Japan to get lucrative development-proj ect
contracts in that region.
A last straw for Ohira' s opponents, however, came
with his sabotage of Japan ' s three-year effort to expand
economic ties with M exico . Rather than offer M exico
large-scale transfer of technology in exchange for oil,
Ohira bowed to the U.S. State Department' s insistence
that M exico is American territory; Ohira purposely lim
ited economic proposals for cooperation, and was polite
ly escorted out of Mexico with no agreement on the
additional oil desperately needed in Japan.
The one area where Ohira has worked for expanded
Japanese economic ties is China-for the military-stra
tegic reasons that are otherwise threatening Japan's very
survival .
Election prospects

There is widespread recognItIOn in Tokyo that
Ohira's policies not o nly harm Japan but directly con
tribute to the danger of world war . It was with good
reason that Ohira' s agreement with President Carter last
month for Japan to increase defense spending was a
prominent element in the successful n o-confidence mo
tion.
Many Japanese leaders would be prepared to ally
with the ongoing efforts of the European nations to
preserve detente in much the way Miki and Fukuda
worked with the Europeans in the past .
Yet, despite this perception, neither Miki, Fukuda or
powerful business circles opposed to Ohira h ave publicly
linked Ohira with war. Instead they have chosen to attack
him on the limited issue of corruption within the ruling
EIR
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LOP. M oreover, business circles, such as recently retired
Keidanren (business federation) chief Toshio Doko, are
softly criticizing Ohira while appealing for "unity" with
in the LOP.
Thus, despite his political vulnerability, Ohira
is clinging to the reins of the LOP, and it is by no means
certain that any form of b ack room "maneuvering" to
replace him will be successful. If Miki and Fukuda don't
attack Ohira o n the issues, then it is very possible that the
combin ation of Ohira's power within the LOP party
apparatus, his access to m oney through his corrupt ally,
former premier K. Tanaka, and his threats to form a
coalitio n government with opposition parties, will be
enough to keep him in power.
Ohira has only to stay on as president o f the ruling
LOP. Sh ould the LOP win the elections, he will claim
this as a personal victory, and insist the premiership is
still rightfully his. Should the LOP lose-it has held an
absolute maj ority in the Diet for 25 years-then Miki
and Fukuda will be left in leadership positions, b ut with
a very weakened party.
The question of a coalitio n government in Japan has
been intensively studied by the Carter administration.
For several years n ow, top American p olicy makers
have been studying the prospects of weakening the LOP
as an institution through which business and pro-devel
opment politicians such as Miki and Fukuda rule the
country. Ohira is undoubtedly the most popular of the
LOP leaders among the opposition parties, and he is the
only o ne who would not be significantly weakened by a
loss o f LOP power. It is very conceivable that even if the
LOP loses the upcoming election, Ohira will move to
form a coalition government with some of the "moder
ate" opposition p arties, which could actually stengthen
his own situation.
Recently several top American military strategists
commented that a coalition government in Japan would
not be a setback for the American "China card" policy .
The Japanese Socialist Party is not really radical, but
more in tune with the European social democracies. The
JSP, they say, is very pro-China, which would actually
aid the Carter policy.
Minseito-style campaign needed

Thus, the outcome of the June 22 elections depends
largely on how M iki and Fukuda decide to conduct
themselves . Attempts to dislodge Ohira through "back
room" m aneuvering have failed in the past, and will fail
again .
They would d o well to revive the spirit o f 1 93 6-37, i n
which the issues o f fascism and war or peace were taken
directly to the Japanese people . There is little doubt the
voters would respond in an overwhelmingly favorable
fashio n .
International
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The Meiji heritage and the
tradition of Takeo Miki
by Richard Katz

To the extent Japan plays a positive role
in the world today, especially through
aiding the industrial development of
other nations, this is a direct result o f the heritage of the
men who founded modern Japan m ore than 1 00 years
ago . Takeo Miki is today the most direct heir of that
heritage.
Miki first entered politics in 1 937, having been elected
to the national parliament (Diet) at the age of 30 on the
Minseito party ticket. The Minseito, which was founded
by the Meij i founding fathers themselves, was then lead
ing a rearguard struggle against the policies of fascism
and war being promoted by the direct mentors o f today's
premier, Masayoshi Ohira.
Eventually, the Minseito and other heirs of the M eij i
revolution lost that battle, and Japan's destruction in
World War II was thus ensured.
If Japan is today to avoid a path similar to that of the
1 930s, the true spirit and political content o f the Meij i
Restoration m u s t b e revived.

rn

Modern Japan

The Minseito party and the traditio n Miki imbibed in
the 1 930s were the remnants of the hum anist effort that
had created modern Japan two generations earlier. hi
1 868, a few courageous men led by Yukichi Fukuzawa
and Toshimichi Okubo wrenched Japan from 200 years
of zero growth under Confucian feudalism with the
intent of transforming it into a fully modern humanist
nation . Fukuzawa, who had visited Lincoln's America
twice in the 1 860s and France once, declared that the
purpose of the 1 868 Meij i Restoratio n was "to liberate
Japan from the dregs of Chinese philosophy ." Fukuzawa
envisioned a complete transformation of Japan:
The final purpose of my work was to create in
Japan a civilized nation as well equipped i n both
the arts of war and peace as those of the West. I
acted as if I had become the sole functioning agent
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for the introduction of Western culture . . . I regard
the hum an being as the most sacred and responsible
of all orders, unable therefore, in reason, to do
anything base. So in self-respect a man cannot
change his sense of humanity , his loyalty or any
thing belonging to his manhood even when driven
by circumstances to do so . . .
As part of his campaign Fukuzawa created Japan's first
newspaper, its first university and the Minseito political
party .
Fukuzawa, Okubo and the other Meij i founders re
garded rapid industrial development as the indispensible
condition for achieving the kind o f society they wanted .
The ideas that the Meij i humanists used to turn Japan
into an i ndustrial nation virtual overnight came from
their American allies who regarded Japan as the beach
head for an Asian-wide assault on the British Empire.
Ulysses S. Grant' s administration dispatched State De
partment Erasmus Smith-a top protege of Lincoln's
economic adviser Henry Carey-to act as an official
economic adviser to the M eij i regime. Using the ideas of
Carey , who is still widely read by Japanese businessmen
today, Japan instituted the fastest possible growth in the
urban-rural ratio and a launching of heavy industry
through continually intro ducing the m ost advanced
technology. The post-World War I I economic miracle
was p ossible because of the extent to which these ideas
continued to guide some of the policymakers in Japan .
There had been no capitalists around to make the
"bourgeois" Meij i revolution . The Meij i leaders had to
create the capitalists to carry out their industrial policy.
The most famous and important of their creations was
the Mitsubishi business group which continues today as
a titan in the Japanese business world . The Mitsubishi
firm was very much involved in the effort to transform
Japan . It was staffed by Fukuzawa's students and it in
turn funded Fukuzawa's Minseito party . To guide and
finance the growing industrial combines the Meij i gov
ernment created a dirigist national bank based on the
EIR
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national bank proposal o f Alexander Hamilton that was
implemented during Lincoln's administration. I n mass
distributed pamphlets, Mitsubishi founder Yataro Iwa
saki explained why a Hamiltonian system could develop
Japan whereas a Rothschild-modeled m onetarist bank
ing system would keep it backward. No wonder Fuku
zawa declared: "America is our father . "
Not surprisingly, the British-sponsored Mitsui fac
tion tried to bankrupt Mitsubishi and destroy the nation
al bank. Fukuzawa and the Mitsubishi faction replied by
issuing pamphlets denouncing the M itsui group leaders
as British agents trying to stifle Japan ' s development.
From Japan to all A sia

Fukuzawa and his allies did not regard themselves
primarily as Japanese nationalists but as part of a broad
er humanist current. Their movement had begun in
Japan when, during the pre-M eij i Tokugawa police state,
they sm uggled in and translated the works of such lead
ing European humanist scientists as Johannes Kepler
and Spinoza. They had a very close relatio nship to the
Lincoln Republicans in the United States and by 1 872
the U.S. had admitted over 300 Japanese students to its
universities, including Annapolis . U . S . Civil War Gen
eral Charles LeGenre, an associate of President Grant,
was sent to Japan as military adviser . As early as 1 873 he
told the M eij i leaders that before too long the then
backward Japan would become the foremost industrial
and military power in Asia. At that time, he advised , its
task would be to kick the British Empire out o f Asia.
The Meij i leaders also maintained a close relationship
to President Benito Juarez of M exico, another ally of
Lincoln. As M exico' s President Lopez Portillo pointed
out to Ohira last m onth, Mexico was the first country to
abolish the unequal treaties which were hindering Ja
pan's economic development. And it had done so in a
treaty reached with Mitsubishi faction leader Shigenobu
Okuma.
Based o n this international sense of Japan ' s mission,
Fukuzawa and the M itsubishi faction considered the
development of the rest of Asia as necessary for the
industrializatio n of Japan itself. They regarded Japan as
a transmission belt for bringing m odernization to their
neighbors . Within only a few decades of the 1 868 M eiji
Restoration, they tried to replicate that development first
in Korea in 1 8 84 and then later in the heart o f the British
Empire, China. The best prodevelopment elements in
Korea today trace their lineage to that 1 884 attempt,
known as the Minister Kim movement a fter Fukuzawa' s
Korean ally .
In the late 1 890s, Chinese associates o f Fukuzawa
started schools and posted wall posters throughout China
declaring "Know the Shame of Not Being Like Japan ."
In 1 898, Mitsubishi faction leader and Prime Minister
Shigenobu Okuma collaborated with Russia's Finance
Minister Count Sergei Witte to aid Chinese refo rmers in
EIR
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replicating the Meij i Restoration in China, thus liberat
ing it from British dominatio n .
When the British succeeded in defeating the Hundred
Days Reform , as the Chinese m ovement was known,
Okuma fell from power to be replaced by the Mitsui
faction ' s arch-militarist General Aritom o Yamagata.
Within four years, Yamagata had brought Japan into
military alliance with Britain, and three years later Japan
launched a "successful" war against Russia. The so
called Anglo-Japanese alliance has since proven itself the
single worst mistake by Japan in the whole of the 20th
century.
The defeat in this period caused a regression among
the humanist faction in Japan from which they have yet
to recover.
From that time on, the M itsubishi faction acquiesced
to the ground rules of a world in which Britain and
British methods predominated . No longer were the Meiji
humanists consciously and actively linked to an interna
tional humanist m ovement, which sought to aliy sover
eign natio n-states in the effort for industrial and cultural
modernizatio n . I nstead, they retreated into Japan, and
the myth of a Japan "isolated" culturally and otherwise
from the rest of the world took hold throughout the
country .
From that time on, t h e Mitsubishi faction contented
itself with pursuing Japan ' s own rapid economic devel
opment, rather than using industrial m odernization to
provide the means for creating a humanist repUblic. Thus
was born the infamous characterization of Japan
"Good on economics, weak on politics . "
To b e sure, t h e M eij i tradition stayed alive i n Japan,
but more as an impulse than a conscious policy . The
traditio n was alive as an impulse when the M inseito
party , in the 1 920s, established universal suffrage and
aided Sun Yat Sen ' s "new China" efforts to liberate that
country from British rule. It rem ained alive when the
M inseito p arty in the 1 9 30s provided the resistance
against a Nazi-like takeover of Japan by the pro-British
Mitsui group .
And the impulse contin ued i n the postwar period,
providing the basis for Japan ' s remarkable economic
"miracle," and related economic goals of "knowledge
intensification" of industry advocated by Miki and his
ally Fukuda, via the 1 97 1 Longterm Plan o f the Industri
al Structure Council. The core of that plan was Japan' s
transmission-belt role in industrializing t h e developing
nations.
But just as an impulse in the direction of the M eiji
tradition could n ot defeat Japanese fascism in the 1 9 30s,
so such an impulse will not be sufficient to stop Japan's
drift toward war today. Only a revival of the political
traditions of Yuki chi Fukuzawa, in which Japanese lead
ers openly bring the issue of war or peace before the
Japanese people and take an active role in world affairs,
will be sufficient .
I nternational
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The roots and rootlessness
of Masayoshi Ohira
by Richard Katz

e

Masayoshi Ohira stands today as the
leadmg representatIve o f the faction
L...-I. which for more than
1 00 years h as
fought the modernizing tradition in Japan every step o f
the way . The Mitsui-Shibusawa political faction from
which Ohira springs never accepted the humanist pur
pose of the Meiji Restoration . They early o n tried to
overthrow the Meiji regime, with British support . Failing
that, they- funded nationalist cults aimed at keeping
Japan tied to a feudalist ideology.
By 1 902 , the Mitsui faction had gained enough polit
ical power to force through a military alliance with
Britain . From that point on the Mitsui faction strove to
keep Japan culturally isolated, limited in its economic
development and passive in international politics-con
tent to serve as the Asian handmaiden to the British
Empire.
____

I

Britain's Mitsui faction

The Mitsui faction's undermining of the Meij i hu
manist tradition began with the activities of the Sonno
joi Shinto movement, a racialist, emperor-worshipping,
sun-worshipping cult . In 1 878, in large part instigated
and supported by British Ambassador Harry Parkes, the
Sonno-j oi cult organized displaced feudal lords into the
infamous Satsuma Rebellion in an attempt to overthrow
the young Meij i regime. Though the rebellion failed, the
cult' s Black Dragon terrorist network succeeded in mur
dering the head of the Meij i government, Toshimichi
Okubo . The cult argued that th e Meij i Restoration's
modernization drive was eliminating "unique Jap anese
values" which they defined in feudal, actually Chinese,
terms . To this day, the leader of the rebellion, Saido, is
romanticized in public schools as a tragic hero who had
tried to preserve "unique Japanese culture. "
With British aid, the most prominent mem bers of the
Sonno-joi cult, such as Eichi Shibusawa and K aoru
Inoue, took over Mitsui, a pre- Meij i usurious merchant
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house. With further British aid, Shibusawa and Inoue
built up Mitsui to counter the Mitsubishi group's politi
cal and economic organizing activities. The Mitsui
group' s daily political and business life was closely di
rected by Rothschild agents from Europe such as Allan
Shand.
Mitsui guided its political activities according to the
dictates of its own cultish ideology and British geopolit
ical needs. The Mitsui faction tried to bankrupt Mitsub
ishi and to m urder the leading humanists during the
1 880s and 1 890s . They failed to wipe out the Mitsubishi
factio n but succeeded in dulling the humanist thrust of
the Meij i Restoration movement. I n 1 898, the Mitsui
faction helped save British control over China by aiding
in the defeat of the Hundred Days Reform, the alliance
of the Mitsubishi faction and Russia' s Count Witte to
liberate China from British colonialism and Confucian
b ackwardness. In the dem oralization that swept the hu
manist faction in the wake o f that defeat, Mitsui's arch
militarist General Aritomo Yamagata took over Japan
and led it into the 1 902 Anglo-Japanese military alliance.
Three years after, armed with British-built ships, fi
n anced by British ban ks and trained by British officers
Japan launched a successful war against Britain' s enemy
and Mitsubishi's former ally, Russia. That action was
Mitsui Japan ' s contribution to the much broader British
destabilizatio n of Russia, culminating in the " 1 905 rev
olution" that toppled Witte.
From that point on, despite rearguard resistance by
the Mitsubishi faction , Mitsui successfully kept Japan
tied to the bonds o f British geopolitics, and tried to
redirect Japan ' s economic growth into a process aimed
at turning her into the Prussia of the East.
M ore fundamentally, the Mitsui gro up tried to im
pose cultural i solation on Japan and reverse the humanist
political organizing o f the Meij i Restoration . Meij i lead
er Fukuzawa had set o ut to transform Japan in order to
make it fit to act as a transmissio n belt to modernize all
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of Asia. He had defined Japanese identity in those terms.
Mitsui leader Shibusawa set up Tokyo Imperial Univer
sity specifically to counter Fukusawa's message and to
impose a Shinto cult identity. Under the guidance of
such German-based B ritish agents as sociologist M ax
Weber, who pointed out appropriate Teutonic parallels,
Shibusawa' s networks successfully spread the lie that
deep down it was really impossible to be both modern
and "Japanese" at the same time. The individual
Japanese could either adopt a modern personna to
meet the needs of surviving in a Western-dominated
world , in which case the personal ity was a mere facade
without a soul. Or the individual could revert to a
Japanese identity, which the Mitsui faction defined as a
feudal, Shintoist one.
Ohira today best personifies the way this cult ideology permeates leading Japanese officials even now:
Though the heavy emphasis on Western learning
had produced solid success in the material modern
ization of Japan, I cannot rid myself of the discour
aging feeling that the substance of Western
thought has not been absorbed into the Japanese
bloodstream or that it has proved all that useful in
the conduct of everyday life.
. . . The light of Chinese learning has never been
extinguished in Japan . On the contrary many of the
guiding principles that govern our d aily life unden
iably have their origin in Chinese thought. . .
Unable to discover their own unique identity,
unable to choose between East and West, growing
old wandering blindly in the limbo between the
two-isn't this the plight of many Japanese today?
The cult of J apaneseness

Out of those who accepted the cultish definition of
"unique Japanese culture," the so-called National Foun
dation Society led by Tokyo University and Mitsui Bank
chief Sehin Ikeda spawned scores of Nazi-like groups
during the 1 920s . With names like Blood Pledge Broth
erhood, Society of the Cherry, and Death-Defying Farm
ers Band as well as the traditional Black Dragon Society,
the fascist bands were all indoctrinated in the Sonno-Joi
Shinto cult and all identified with the anti-Meij i Satsuma
Rebellion .
Like the Nazis with whom they identified, the fascists
cults hated capitalism for eradicating their "unique Jap
aneseness." And like the Nazis, the fascist bands were
organized into a "strike north" movement to invade the
Soviet Union in alliance with Britain. Not surprisingly,
the geopolitician Karl Haushofer, who had helped create
the Nazis in Germany, showed up in Japan to help the
Mitsui faction organize Japanese Nazism .
The organizers of the cults, on the other hand, men
like Mitsui' s Sehin Ikeda, "strike north" General Sadao
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Araki and Tokyo University head and later Prime Min
ister K iichiro Hiranuma, were no m ore sword-waving
crazies than Nazi Finance M inister Hj almar Schacht was
a goose-stepper. They were urbane, sophisticated, liber
al , accustomed to discussing world affairs with visiting
British dignitaries over brandy and cigars. Sehin Ikeda
regarded himself as the Hj almar Schacht o f Japan . These
were the men who had decided to become " facades" by
their own definition, to identify with the more powerful
B ritish without being able to be British, i n other words,
total agents. They manipulated the lower level and de
spised "Japanese." This is Ohira today.
As the depression hit Japan with full force, Mitsui's
"strike north" fascists made their move. They began with
the assassination of M itsubishi-Menseito Prime Minister
in November 1 930 and then followed up with the infa
mous M anchukuo coup a year later. The leaders of the
Manchukuo affair , whom Sehin Ikeda had met shortly
before the coup, declared that the target of the coup was
Japan itself where they intended to abolish parties and
set up National Socialism. Throughout this period the
British Foreign O ffice and M o rgan-backed U . S . Presi
dent H erbert Hoover privately urged support of Mitsui's
international adventures since they provided a "bulwark
against Soviet Communism ."
The "strike north" fascists never succeeded in com
pletely taking over Japan despite many assassinations
and attempted coups. Yet, Mitsui did succeed i n impos
ing fascist economics on depression-struck Japan and on
its colonies . M ost of Japan' s international adventures in
the 1 930s from Manchukuo up until the invasion of
China in 1937 were initiated by the strike north factio n
a n d tolerated by others. T h e process Mitsui set in motion
eventually led Japan down the path to war, not with the
U . S . S . R . as B ritain intended, but with America .
Ohira is the product of Mitsui's operations j ust as
much as Miki is the heir and participant in the fight
again st it. Ohira' s public c a reer began when the networks
of Sehin Ikeda patronized his entrance into the Finance
Ministry in 1 9 36. During the. early part of World War I I ,
Ohira served with the misnamed Asian Development
Board helping to implement Mitsui's looting of China.
Why had Ohira been so patronized? Because, as a young
high school student, Ohira had decided to become a
Christian through the YMCA networks . These networks
played the same role in Japan then as the YMCA and
World Council of Churches networks play in destabiliz
ing South Korea today, organizing against industrial
development. The leader of the YMCA movement in
Japan was the same Shibusawa who had created the
Mitsui faction and the fascist cults i n the 1 920s . Ohira
had simply chosen a " facade."
Today, Ohira fully supports Washington's China
card strategy to encircle the Soviet Union militarily. It is
j ust the 1 980s version o f the 1 930s "strike north . "
International
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I . Eyewitness report on the MSA conference
Investigations, eyewitness reports, and interviews with
confidential sources by the Executive I ntelligence Re
view's Middle East intelligence staff has uncovered ex
plosive information about the current activities, person
alities, a
This report, prepared by EIR 's Middle East editor
Robert Dreyfuss and United Nations correspondent Nan
cy Coker, provides information of crucial importance to
law enforcement officials, investigative agencies, and the
intelligence services of many Middle East, A sian, and
African governments.

While most Americans were enj oying the long Memorial
Day weekend, rural Oxford, Ohio, was the scene of some
strange and treasonous goings-on.
In the isolated setting of Miami University, 3,000
members of the Muslim Students Association (M SA)
gathered together from all over the United States and
Canada to call for j ihad, or holy war, against the West,
the Soviet Union, and virtually every government of the
Muslim world.
The occasion was the 1 8th Annual Convention of the
MSA .
Headquartered i n Plainfield, I ndiana, the M uslim
Students Association operates as the North American
branch of the Muslim Brotherhood-that creation of
British intelligence responsible for the Khomeini take
over in Iran and for fundamentalist uprisings elsewhere
in the Islamic world.
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The Muslim Brotherhood brand of Islam is a delib
erate perversion of the hum anist content of Islam . Out
lawed over the past several decades in m ost M uslim
countries, the M uslim Brotherhood cult surfaced in the
United States with the establishment of the MSA in the
early 1 960s . Today, the MSA, working through an array
of front organizations and business ventures, operates as
a training center and safehouse for terrorists and assas
sins who are recruited from the ranks of religious but
naive Muslim students in the United States . The recruits
are brainwashed into accepting the MSA-M uslim Broth
erhood worldview that the nation state and nationalism
m ust be done away with as concepts and creations o f the
"decadent West, " and as obstacles to the re-creation of
the mystical "oneness" of the M uslim people.
Convened on May 23, the four-day MSA conference
was marked by religious fanaticism that frequently
crossed the thin line into frenzy. Speech after speech,
document upon document, identified the MSA as the
U . S . branch of the Ikhwan al-M uslimun and the Jamaati
Islami , the Arab and Asian stems of the Brotherhood,
respectively. Profuse praise was expressed for Hassan al
Banna, the founder of the I khwan; M aulana M aududi,
the fo under of the Jamaati Islami; the Ayatollah Kho
meini, and other Islamic revivalists whose aim is the
deliberate perversion of the humanist content of Islam .
Speech after speech called for the destruction of nation
alism and the nation state, for the restoration of the
Caliphate, for the establishment of "Islamic govern
ments," for j ihad. Frenzied cries of "Allahu Akhbar"
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("God is Great") and Khomeini chants punctuated each
speech . Clapping was banned at the outset of the confer
ence as "a custom of the West . "
The highly charged atmosphere w a s heightened by
the participation of a host of international guests and
speakers who were flown in for the convention from
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Iran, the U nited Arab Emirates,
Kuwait, India, Great Britain, Trinidad and Tobago, and
even Japan . Among them was the head of the Jam aati
Islami in India.
Also among them were two representatives fro m
Iran, both high officials of t h e Iranian government and
both admitted to the United States by the State Depart
ment despite the ban on visas to Iranian nationals. The
two officials were Jamshed Hakko, the governor of the
province of Azerbaij an, and Mozaffar Partowmah, an
adviser to President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr. B oth H akko
and Partowmah were active for many years in the M SA
and, together with Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh
and his predecessor, Ibrahim Y azdi , founded the M SA's
militant Iranian wing, the M SA- Persian Speaking
Group, or M SA-PSG . Until November 1 979, Partow.
mah was director of information and public relations for
. the M SA.
In rabble-rousing speeches interrupted repeatedly by
roars of "Allahu Akhbar" and pro-Khomeini slogans,
Hakko and Partowmah stressed again and again that the
"revolution in Iran is only the beginning . "
"The revolution i n Iran is guided by Allah," declared
Hakko . "It is not limited to Iran. It has opened the way
EIR
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for all M uslims in the world, to all oppressed people, to
show them that they can do whatever they want to do . It
is the will of Allah that we fight, and win-or die as
martyrs in j ihad ."
Partowm ah echoed Hakko, stating at one p oint that
"the goal of the revolution in Iran is to establish M uslim
rule o n this earth ." He concluded by reading a statement
from Bani-Sadr to the M SA conference that exhorted
" Muslim youth all over the world, including North
America ," to rally behind K homeini and the cause of the
Islamic revolution .
Terrorists on display

The Iranian call to arms was m ade even m ore dra
matic by a large display area, complete with o versized
portraits of the Ayatollah K homeini, dozens of photos
o f I ranian martyrs, and reams of revolutionary literature.
One bo oth was manned by a contingent of zealots be
longing to the Iranian muj ahidin and loyal to that brand
o f "Islamic socialism" pushed by Dr. Ali Shariati , the
leading ideologue of the Iranian revolution .
Although the m ost elaborate, the K homeini display
was not the only one of its type . The M SA convention
hall harbored a plethora of terrorists and insurgents, all
demanding jihad against one country or another. At one
display booth, a group of underground Syrian Freedom
Fighters, or muj ahidin, were calling for the o verthrow
and assassination of "the dictator, lackey, butcher and
infidel" Syrian President Hafez Assad, and the assassi
nation of Iraq' s Saddam Hussei n . In co nversation, they
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proudly identified themselves as the Syrian arm of the
Ikhwan and boasted of the degree to which they have
destabilized the Assad regime.
Another table featured a motley crew o f Afghan
rebels calling, in the name of Allah, for jihad against the
Soviets in Afghanistan and, for good measure, in Soviet
Turkestan . The ringleader of the group was M uhammed
Afzal, th.e head of the MSA Relief Fund, o ne of the many
funding co nduits of the Brotherhood in this country . I n
t h e past year, the M SA h a s doubled i t s o fficial income,
largely as a result of donations into such operations as
the "Afghan Relief Fund" and the " Syrian Relief
Fund" -the "corporate" n ames of the Afghan and Syri
an rebels.
During the convention, Ahmed Shah, a representa
tive of the Afghan rebels, read a message from Professor
Saiyaf, the president of the Islamic Alliance for the
Liberation of Palestine. "The Afghan muj ahidin have
chosen to liberate Afghanistan and install an Islamic
government based on Islamic law, or Sharia-or failing
that, to end their lives, " the message read .
Another corner of the convention hall was manned
by a crew of fun damentalist adherents of the Said Nursi
movement in Turkey . They called for the destruction of
Turkey as a modern republic and its transformation into
an Iran-style "Islamic" state . The M SA leadership is
working closely with the Nursi fan atics .
In March, the secretary general of the M SA, M ah
moud Rashdan, traveled to Turkey to meet with top
Nursi leaders in an effort to bring about a rapprochement
between the Nursis and the National Salvation Party,
which is the political party of the M uslim Brotherhood
in Turkey . Rashdan ' s on-site agent for this operation is
Oguzhan Asilturk, the secretary general of the National
Salvation Party and a Nursi as well . According to Rash
dan, Asilturk is working overtime to bring together such
fundamentalist groups in Turkey as the Nursi and the
Salvationists "so that Turkey's future could be built on
her Islamic heritage ."
Repeatedly thro ughout the conference, the audience
was exhorted to abandon all hope of political solutions
and to make j ihad against all the "isms" in the world
capitalism, communism , modernism , imperialism , West
ernism , and nationalism.
One of the most fervent presentations was given by
M SA Secretary General M ahmoud Rashdan . Like a
number of speakers before him, Rashdan attacked Kem
al Atatiirk, the nationalist fo under of the modern Turk
ish republic who has become the model for those Third
World leaders com mitted to the development of their
nations.
Rashdan bitterly denounced Atatiirk for his "cyni
cal" and "satanic" effo rts during the 1 920s and 1 930s to
develop Turkey into a modern, industrialized republic.
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He charged Atatiirk with "stifling Islamic aspirations in
Turkey"-an allusion to Atatiirk' s ruthless campaign to
eliminate the M uslim Brotherhood and all forms of
religious fanaticism in Turkey as the prerequisite for
economic development. Rashdan then attacked "all the
Atatiirks of today"-Hafez Assad in Syria, Saddam
Hussein in Iraq, and others . He denounced the recent
increasing closeness of relations between Iraq and Saudi
Arabia, and concluded by declaring the Palestinian ques
tion to be an "Islamic cause" that cannot be resolved
throug h diplomacy or political means . " M ay Allah lib
erate Palestine through the blood and through the jihad
of true M uslims from all over the world," said Rashdan.
Target :
the N ation of Islam

In addition to spawning reaction and revolution
throughout the M uslim world, the M SA is running
several domestic operations, including the infiltration
and subversion of Wallace Deen M uhammad's World
Community of aI-I slam in the West .
A concerted effort has been launched by the MSA to
win over whole sections o f the Black M uslim m ovement.
One of the vehicles for this recruitment effort is the
M SA ' s Islamic Teaching Center, located in Indianapolis.
According to the Center' s director of the Department of
Correctional Facilities , Brother John Sullivan, the M SA
is running a big prison recruitment drive and is coordi
nating its activities closely with the Federal Bureau of
Prisons, which looks to the M SA "as its prime connec
tion into the American Muslim community . " "If the
Bureau of Prisons has any problems, any questions about
anything to do with M uslims or Islam, the first thing
they do is call us at the M SA," Sullivan reported .
Law en forcement officials are beginning to investi
gate the possibilities that the M SA, through its chain of
command, was involved in deploying professionally
trained killers into the recent Miami riots. According to
.
reliable sources, M SA activist Bahram Nahidian, a
Washington, D . C . rug dealer from Iran, was involved in
the Miami riots. Nahidian, who is known for his terrorist
connections, allegedly conduits guns, drugs, and dirty
m oney through his Washington, D . C . b usiness and other
outlets . Recently, according to so urces, he set up a secret
shooting range in M aryland for terrorist training pur
poses . He is reportedly wo rking with Stokely Carmichael
and several sects of the Black M u slim community, in
cluding the radical H anafis and the Sunnis. Investiga
tions are now underway to determine the accuracy of
reports that his proteges had surfaced in Miami as
professional rooftop snipers.
Additionally, the M SA is reported to be expanding
its networks into the Cuban exile comm unity, recently
swelled by the influx of refugees from Cuba.
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II . What is the Muslim Student Association
In a lonely field outside Indianapolis, Indiana, on a 1 23acre abandoned farm, a swarm o f terrorists, drug-run
ners, assassins, and brainwashed fanatics is building an
empire headquarters from which , its insane organizers
hope, they can command an army that will subvert and
destroy the governments of the Muslim world from
Morocco to Indonesia.
The organization is the Muslim Students Associa
tion, the U . S . branch of the Muslim Brotherhood.
Driven out of the Middle East and the Arab world by
responsible statesmen, including the late President Gam
al Abdel Nasser of Egypt, for being witting agents of
British and Israeli intelligence, the leadership of the
Muslim Brotherhood-in the 1 950s-relocated first to
London, Geneva, and several British satrapies in the
Persian Gulf. Since the late 1 960s, the Muslim Brother
hood-or the Ikhwan al-Muslimun, as it is known in
Arabic-has gradually infiltrated key portions of its
leadership into the United States. Now, the Ikhwan, with
conspiratorial stealth , has begun to establish an opera
tional headquarters in Indiana for its worldwide cult.
To expose the Muslim Brotherhood is, in a very real
sense, to expose one of the chief covert arms behin d the
worldwide problem of spiraling oil prices. In nearly every
instance in which a government of a member state of the
Organizaton of Petroleum Exporting Countries is em
broiled in a factio nal controversy over whether or not to
raise prices of oil or raise production, London' s M uslim
Botherhood is there demanding high prices and cuts in
production. The crisis in Iran-and the inhuman policies
of the Khomeini regime-are directly the work of the
Muslim Brotherhood, which, with the full cooperation
of British intelligence and the Royal Institute of Inter
national Affairs , worked to put K homeini in power .
As this report will show, the Brotherhood is a mere
tool-an army of mindless zombies-that is ready to die
on behalf of the City of London. I n its Indianapolis and
Plainfield, Indiana, nerve center, the Brotherhood has
established an operation that, in the words of one o f its
chief organizers, "we want to replicate in Germany and
elsewhere in Europe . " The Muslim Brotherhood USA is
presently coordinating these functions in I n diana:
the creation of a computer-run terrorist and p arami
litary training center and safehouse for international
assassins;
• the recruiting of religious but naive M uslim students
in the United States, through the Muslim Students
•
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Association, for antigovernment subversion in the Mid
dle East and other M uslim countries;
• the infiltration and subversion of the Nation of al
Islam of I m am Wallace Deen M uhammad by secret
Muslim Brotherhood agents;
• the m aintenance o f a command center for coordinat
ing " M uslim revolutions" with Zbigniew Brzezinski's
National Security Coun cil and the world Zionist ap
paratus in the M uslim world, especially in Turkey, Iraq,
Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan, and Indonesia;
• the conduiting o f huge international cash transac
tions, involving millions in illegal drug money, to
finance their operation .

What is the Muslim Brotherhood?

As thoroughly documented in Executive Intelligence
Review ( " M uslim Brotherhood: London' s Shocktroops
for the New Dark Ages," Vol. 6, N o . 1 , M ay 8- 1 4, 1 979),
the M uslim B rotherhood has been since its foundation in
1 929 in Egypt a synthetic cult creation of the British
Secret Intelligence Service.
The m ovement that is now the I khwan is a direct
outgrowth of I slamic mysticism and secret societies fos
tered by Oxford and Cambridge U niversities and the
Scottish Rite of Freemasonry in the early part of the 1 9th
century . Its o rigins lie among the same circles that spon
sored the formation of certain mystical Sufi societies, the
Bahai cult, Zionism, and the freemasonry in the Middle
East. The political godfather of the I khwan was Jamal
ad-Din ai-Afghani and his disciples, the " reformers" of
Islam and the founders o f "pan-Islamism . "
During i t s entire history, first in Egypt a n d then
spreading like a cancer throughout the rest of the Arab
world, Iran and Pakistan , the Brotherhood served as
terrorists and assassin s for the British and the Zionists.
Tragically , hundreds of thousands o f Muslim students,
manipulated by their hatred for the British colonial
administration and Zionism , were lured into j oining the.
As they did, their minds were destroyed . The chief
function of the M uslim Brotherhood is to destroy the
m ost precious asset of the Muslim world, namely, the
capacity of its youth to develop their creative mental
ability . To look into the h orrifyingly empty eyes of the
zombie-like followers of Ayatollah Khomeini, reminis
cent of the insane cultists of the Reverend Jim Jones's
Peoples Temp le, is to see a mindless "Islamic revoution
ary" who has lost his human soul .
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The Muslim Brotherhood, in producing cultists,
enormously helped to keep the M uslim nations in a state
of backwardness .
The followers o f the Brotherhood a r e disciples,
whether they realize it or not, of the antirational m ove
ment of Islam called Asharism and its spokesman al
Ghazali . AI-Ghazali, the enemy of science and rational
philosophic inquiry, was the bitter lifelong foe of the
influence of the great Muslim genius Ibn Sina. AI-Gha
zali's work has been carefully studied and catalogued by
British orientalists over the years, and has been tapped
by British intelligence as the epistemological weapon for
the subversion of Muslim cultural institutions.
To the extent that al-Ghazali becomes the chief ideo
logical force hegemo nic, as it is, in Muslim educatio n the
Muslim world cannot produce either great statesmen or
cre�1iYe,.Jn-nOv ative scientists.
.
The rise of the M uslim Brotherhood in Egypt is a
case in point. Founded in 1 929 by Hasan al-Banna,
mystical Sufi trained in al-Ghazali's method , the Muslim
Brotherhood got early financial suppo rt from the Suez
Canal Company and the Egyptian royal p alace. Estab
lishing a paramilitary branch m odeled o n Mussolini's
squadristi, the Ikhwan gradually became a critical part
of a nexus that included the palace, the Egyptian aristoc
racy, some elements in the Army-including Anwar
Sadat-and the al-Azhar network o f mullahs .
After World War II, the Muslim Brotherhood acted
to destabilize a series of Egyptian governments by assas
sinations, including the Egyptian p rime minister in De
cember 1 948, to prevent the consolidation of any nation
alist regime in Cairo. When in 1 95 2 Nasser's Free Offi
cers seized power, the B rotherhood had m anaged to
infiltrate Nasser' s organization, and forced the Nasser
regime early in its career to act to suppress the Brother
hood. In 1 954, with the direct participation of I sraeli
intelligence, the crisis came to a head . The I khwan
attempted to kill Nasser while he was m aking a public
speech, and Nasser responded by crushing their o rgani
zation. M ass arrests and executions followed, and the
official Egyptian press named British and Israeli intelli
gence as the sponsors of the Brotherhood.
But, the leadership o f the Brotherhoo d escaped fro m
Egypt largely intact, taking up residence in Jordan , Iraq,
Pakistan ,-and then setting up headquarters in London
and Switzerland.
The 'American connection'

Although based in London and Geneva, the B roth
erhood was unable to function effectively because it was
illegal and suppressed in every Arab state . After the
1 950s, however, when the governments of Muslim coun
tries began sending tho usands o f students to the United
States for higher education , the M uslim Brotherhoo d
saw i t s opportunity t o organize a fifth column for the
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subversion of the Muslim world.
From the early 1 960s onward , leaders were infiltrated
into the United States. Their status as leaders of the
I khwan was kept secret, and they took up residence as
respected professionals, d octors, teachers , and so forth
all the while maintaining their covert ties to the London
Geneva axis. They established, with the help o f British
intelligence and the CIA, the Muslim Students Asssocia
tion (MSA), which by the late 1 960s had come under
total dominatio n by the Muslim B rotherhood.
The effectiveness o f the I khwan- M SA apparatus is
shown by the fact that the destabilization o f Iran and the
installation o f Ayatollah K homeini was largely run out
of the Un ited States and France by such individuals as
Ibrahim Yazdi and Said Ghotbzadeh, both of whom
active in the M SA while in the United States .
The I n diana complex o f the Muslim Students Asso
ciation is the center of the U . S . arm of the I khwan. In
Indianapo lis and in nearby Plainfield, an interlocked
network of fro nts includes: the M SA, the North Ameri
can Islamic Trust, the Research Center, the Islamic
Teaching Center, a network o f Brotherhood-owned busi
nesses including the Salam Agricultural Corporation in
Missouri, American Trust Publications, the Islamic
Book Service, an amorphous "cultural society" com
prised of the top power brokers o f the Muslim Brother
hood, and the mysterious Documentation Center.
The Documentation Center revolves around a $2
million computer with a 1 00-telephone-line computer
linkup. Although few people are willing to discuss the
p urpose o f this Center, o stensibly meant to catalogue
Muslim history, it reportedly serves as an intelligence
center for the worldwide I khwan. According to Europe
an sources, the Center is connected to the International
D ocumentation Center in M adrid, Spain, run by Otto
von Hapsburg and his fascist Pan-European Union.
I n addition, the I khwan has purcha sed a large, aban
doned farm outside the Indiana capital, in a remote and
inaccessible area. "You could train an army there," said
a source formerly associated with the M SA . For the last
two years, an I ndiana gro up calling itself the Concerned
Citizens has been seeking to block the entry of the MSA.
"At first we didn't care," said a spokesman for Con
cerned Citizen s . "But then a repo rter for the Indianapolis
News told us that they were trying to establish a shooting
range there ! We m ade some phone calls to investigate,
and we found that some of the people who set up the
center had been i nvolved in violence in M issouri . "
Another operation established b y the M SA nexus i s
what is euphemistically called the Professional Placement
Service. Said a source, "What they do is place Muslims
from anywhere in the world into highly placed positions
around the world." The agency serves as a conduit for
both brainwashed M SA students and highly skilled intel
ligence personnel .
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Virtually all of the businesses and fronts that have
been set up by the Brotherhood in the United States
serve, in part , as co nduits for enormous flows of cash
some of it illegal-into their U . S . activities . Last year,
according to a so urce, the Associatio n received $48
million from the state o f Qatar in the Persian Gulf!
Most of the financing for the M SA apparatus n ow
comes from Kuwait, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, Saudi
Arabia, and Bahrain through former British colonial
networks. Additional fun ding comes from the M uslim
Brotherhood apparatus in London and Geneva, through
secret foundations and Swiss bank accounts . According
to several sources , the Saudis, although they disapprove
of the MSA's activities, give mo ney to provide them
selves with leverage over the organization.
Because of its conspiratorial nature, the Muslim
Brotherhood rarely surfaces publicly and usually oper
ates through front organizati ons . In the United States,
according to informed so urces, the leadership of the
mafia that, in the late 1 960s, took over the M uslim
Students Association was composed of the following
individuals: Ahmed Elkadi, M ahmoud Abu Saud, Mah
moud Rashdan. Jamal Barzanji, Hisham al-Taleb, M o
hammed Sham rna, Altij ani Abu Jederi , Anis Ahmed,
and some others .
M ost of these men are refugees from Egypt, Iraq,
and Jordan , some of them involved in or implicated in
acts of terrorism and political assassinatio n in those
countries.
"Their takeover of the M SA was very subtle, very
deliberate. It was not clear to the maj ority of the student
members what was happening," said one source . "They
insinuated themselves into the ranks, into the leader
ship . Their mafia m ade several trips to the M i ddle East
for money. First, they floated a company in Cincinnati,
and M oham med Shamma went to Saudi Arabia to get
cash . He would discuss their intended political and
'cultural' activities, and then he would say something
like, 'and, you know, we also have a private company . ' "
The private companies would then laun der the
funds .
In recent years, the financing for the Ikhwan - M SA
operations has come from the smaller G ulf states, and
not from Saudi Arabia. The Saudis, at first drawn into
supporting their activities because of the " M uslim"
cover, suddenly dropped them when they learned of
their terrorist inclinations, reports a highly informed
source .
The rais, or No . I leader, o f the secret top executive
of the Muslim Brotherhood USA is reputed to be Dr.
Ahmed Elkadi of Pensacola, Florida.
"He is the closest thing to a Nazi that you can
imagine," said someone who knows him. " H e has
nerves of steel and is very cold-blooded. He would
destroy anyone or anything to get what he wants . "
I
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Trained as a surgeon, Elkadi is wealthy and travels
frequently around the country and to Europe.
In an interview, Elkadi was blunt. "The future is
Iran. M uslims are going to be m uch m ore m ilitant now.
What happened there will be everyday fare, " he said.
"Y outh are thirsty for this kind o f religio n . " "We have
a bad name because of what happened in Egypt, " he
said . " But now the movement is spreading beyond Iran,
into Pakistan, Turkey, I n donesia, Egypt . "
In 1 968-69, Elkadi w a s in Texas, where, h e admits,
he collab orated with Ibrahim Yazdi, Iran's former
foreign minister . Together they assisted in the takeover
of the M SA by the I khwan, and Yazdi fo unded the
M SA-Persian Speaking Group and then the allied
Young M uslims Organization . That became the leading
vehicle for the Khomeini network in the United States .
The existence of the Ikhwan - M SA network in the
United States could not be explained without the witting
complicity o f high-level U . S . intelligence and law-en
forcement personnel . "We tried a federal suit to stop
them , " said a member of I n diana's Concerned Citizens,
"but everything we do tends to get squelched . Some
body, somewhere at high levels of our government
doesn't want this exposed. They are stopping us."

A closer look at
Mahmoud Rashdan
M ahmoud Rashdan , the secretary general o f the Muslim
Students Association, is one o f the key powerbrokers in
the MSA. A Jordanian, Rashdan was expelled from that
country because of his I khwan activities. Although he
has lived in the United States for m any years, Rashdan
has neither a U . S . citizenship nor a permanent resident
status nor a valid visa. Despite this, and despite his
activities, the Bureau of Immigration has refrained from
taking actio n against him . Rashdan has been able to
enter and leave the United States at will.
This situation reminds one of that of Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh, the foreign minister of Iran . During the
1 970s, G hotbzadeh, operating from his base in France,
repeatedly entered the United States to meet with Ibra
him Y azdi and such types as University of Pittsburgh
Professor Richard Cottam , a K homeini sympathizer .
Ghotbzadeh' s entrances were illegal for he had no visa.
"The State Department turned a blind eye to Ghotbza
deh' s illegal entries ," said Cottam in an interview last
year. "They knew he was coming in and we were
m eeting, but they j ust let it h appen . Later on, they
began issuing him visas, so there was nothing illegal
International
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" Look at Saddam Hussein, a butcher in Iraq, a

about it."
Both Ghotbzadeh and Yazdi were well-known MSA

butcher of Muslims. And with whom does he shake

activists.

hands? The progressive government of Iraq shakes hands

As secretary general of the MSA, Rashdan is deeply

with the reactionary government of Saudi Arabia. Sad

involved in the dirty money operations of the Associa

dam Hussein was yesterday talking about the Saudi

tion, working closely with Mahmoud Abu Saud, dubbed

Arabians as being reactionaries, as being agents of the

by insiders as a " financial genius." A member of the

Americans, of the British, of everything. Suddenly they

Egyptian Ikhwan, Abu Saud is a professor of economics

become friends. Suddenly they have a treaty, an agree

at the University of Missouri. Abu Saud has set up a

ment, a security agreement. Suddenly they are in the

foolproof system of interlocking corporations whose sole

same camp.

purpose is to channel funds into the MSA and its subver

"And add to that Hafez Assad, a butcher in Syria.

sive activities. The MSA's top brass appear again and

Both these people butcher Muslims in their own coun

again as the shareholders of each of the corporate enti

tries, and yet they go get donations and put on a label

ties. According to one source, profits from the MSA's

that they are a rejectionist front. And so they lull the

North American Islamic Trust are periodically skimmed

Muslim masses into hibernation. They think everybody

off and funneled into special clandestine Brotherhood

is sleeping. Because they are sleeping, they think every

projects. Despite the MSA ' s dubious financial practices,

body is sleeping. The Muslim masses are not sleeping;

the Internal Revenue Service has yet to conduct a serious

they are awake. The Muslim masses do not believe

investigation into the MSA.

these slogans and they know these conspiracies-you

On the last day of the convention, Rashdan launched

know them. And they know that the White House in

an attack on Kemal AtatUrk, the founder of modern

Washington and the Red House in Moscow are behind

Turkey, and on all forms of nationalism. According to

them."

the MSA-Muslim Brotherhood, the integrity of the na

Rashdan then declared Palestine to be "an Islamic

tion state (a concept of the "decadent West" ) must be

land and an Islamic cause" that cannot be resolved

destroyed in the name of recrel;lting the mystical "one
ness" of the Islamic peoples. This worldview is but a

jihad.

through diplomacy or political means, but only through

spinoff of the view propagated by the Club of Rome and

"I want to make it clear that to us Muslims, Palestine

others that nationalism is the number one obstacle to

is a part of our ideology. The conflict in Palestine is an
ideological conflict where the masses of Muslims under

imposing a one-world, "post-industrial, " system in
which scientific progress as mediated in today' s world by
the nation state is no longer valued and pursued.
"We know the story of Kemal AtatUrk, the hero of
modern Turkey, " Rashdan began. "And what is modern
Turkey? From 1 924 until now, more than 5 6 years, do we
find Turkey more independent or more dependent? Do
we find it weaker or stronger?
"There are many AtatUrks today. There is an AtatUrk

the Islamic tenets have to be marshaled or mobilized. We
support every action or every liberation movement which
indeed seeks to liberate all of Palestine-Haifa and Jeru
salem-not only raise ambiguous slogans where we say
the legitimate rights of the Palestinians and the Western
Bank and the Gaza Strip.
" Kings used to be assassinated because they accepted
the partition of 1 947," said Rashdan. "Now they are

in Libya. There is an AtatUrk in Baghdad. There is an

made heroes because they accept the 1 967 borders, and

AtatUrk in Syria. And until these AtatUrks are removed

without any shame they are claiming that if they can

and destroyed, conspiracies will continue. And they will

retain or bring back even the West Bank and Gaza, I am

be destroyed, inshallah! "

sure that they will be carried on the shoulders to be

From the audience came shouts of " Inshallah ! " and
"Allahu Akhbarl "

announced as heroes.
" So my brothers and sisters in Islam, let us define and
know that Palestine is a Muslim land by the definition of

"These AtatUrks who speak our language and who
think in the Western mind do not belong to this Muslim

the holy Quran. It is part of our faith. Its liberation is not

land," Rashdan continued. "The AtatUrks of the 20th
century have made much more damage than the tyrants

up to our rulers because they will not liberate it because

of the old days. As the Arabic poet says, in the old days

or insight from these present governments, with no

there used to be one pharaoh, one tyrant, and there used

exception. They are the cause of the disease; they cannot

to be a Moses who challenged that tyrant. Today, we
have a thousand pharaohs, and we don' t have a single
Moses. But inshailah among you there will be thousands
and thousands of M oses who will destroy these thou

mujahidin. May Allah liberate Palestine through the
blood and through the jihad of true Muslims from all

sands of smaller, mini-pharaohs ! "
Again the audience chants "Allahu Akhbar! "
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they have surrendered it. We should stop seeking hope

be the cure for the disease. May Allah make from us true

over the world."
The Audience cheered with wild chants of "Allahu
Akhbar."
EIR
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DatelineMexico

by

Josefina Menendez

Jesuits hit the oil region

an Indian region and o ne of j ust
two "field stations" set up by the
J e s u i t s in a 1 9 5 0 s s t r a te g y o f
violence, and all evidence points to an old, familiar source of
"going to the countryside ."
evil.
*Two Jesuit priests, Nacho and
M ardonio M o rales , translated the
agrarian reform legal codes into
the Tzeltal language and shed any
fringe of the state dips down from "evangelizing" role entirely in or
r;xico , another Iran?
the
Indian highlands to the pre der to undertake their "social mis
You've seen it in press specu
lation over the last year, and shud mier oil belt of the country, the sion" in the area, following the
dered as you imagined the conse Reforma fields. The state' s bound l aunching of the Theology of Lib
quences. But you reviewed the dif ary to the south forms the border eration in 1 968.
*Theory for the "social work"
ferences between the two situations with Guatemala-one of the Cen
tral American nations increasingly was provided by Jesuit Eugenio
and felt somewhat reassured.
drawn into polarization and armed M aurer, scion of an old oligarchi
Start worrying agai n .
There are indeed enormous dif conflict in the wake o f the 1 979 cal family, who j ourneyed to the
Sorbonne to write a book on The
ferences in the histories and im Nicaraguan Revolution .
Insiders here have paid the Tzeltales: Pagans Superficially
mediate prospects of the two coun
tries. But there is a powerful mo greatest attentio n to recent pron Christianized or Indians Fundamen
tive for outside destabilization in ouncements from Henry K issinger tally Christian? Other products of
terms of Mexico' s oil wealth and a n d h i s c o t e r i e at the J e s u i t the Sorbonne unit where he studied
a network dedicated to Iran-style Georgetown University complex in are Cambodia's Pol Pot and Iran ' s
destabilization from the inside: the Washington to the effect that the Bani-Sadr.
* M ost important, the bishop of
Jesuit-c o n tro lled "Theo l ogy o f wa v e o f i n s t a b i l it y in C e n t r a l
Chiapas,
Samuel Ruiz, has given
America
constitutes
an
"Arc
o
f
Liberation" network.
These two factors came togeth Crisis" aimed at Mexico a n d ter his protection and support to the
er in an incident in Chiapas state minating in M exican oil fields . spreading of the Theology of Lib
this past weekend which has the They have a healthy suspicio n that eration throughout the diocese.
policy- and intelligence-circles of Kissinger's circles are behind such Jesuit circles compare him to the
M ex i co b u z z i n g a n d m u s t b e a "so uthern flank" destabilizatio n "red bishop" of Cuernavaca, M en
dez Arceo, but note a difference:
closely scrutinized by those outside scenari o .
Combined with such an o utside " Mendez Arceo i s j ust prophetic,
the co untry concerned with pre
serving Mexico' s political stability motive is a startling concentratio n something like an ambassador; but
of Jesuit " Liberation Theology" in Sam uel Ruiz is a true pastor to the
and development prospects .
On May 3 1 , an armed conflict the region, precisely the force ca masses . " Radical American an
involving two antagonistic peasant pable of channeling one of the t h r o p o l o g i s t s fr o m a H ar v a r d
groups vying for control of a ha most backward populations of the University field station, i nvited b y
cienda and gunmen hired by the nation into Jacobin, antidevel op R ui z t o " a d v i s e t h e d o ct r i n a l
g r o u p s" s e t u p b y t h e J e s u i t s
landowners left at least one dead ment riots.
In an ongoing investigation , throughout the M ayan highlands
and two inj ured . The shootings
took place in the remote Tzeltal the EIR i s assembling devastating o n agrarian agitation, admiringly
speaking Mayan Indian area of documentation o f the Jesuit role compare Ruiz to the martyred
Citala, n ortheast of the state capi from s o u rc e s h e r e a n d in t h e archbishop of El Salvador, Oscar
United States. Here are a few o f Arnulfo Romero .
tal of Tuxtla Gutierrez .
The reason political antennas the key facts uncovered so far:
It is this deeply embedded op
*The nearest town to the site o f eration which poked its way to the
shot up all over the country is that
Chiapas is one of the most strateg the shootings is Bachaj on, the Jes surface in the events at the Bolon
ic areas in Mexico . The n orthern uits' command center for the M ay- chon hacienda.
Strategically key Chiapas is going through a wave of peasant

M
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Middle East
Iraq, Saudi A rabia move
against METO
Following British Foreign Minister
Lord Carrington's public call for a
NATO- linked military allianc e in the
Middle East, both Iraq and Saudi Ara
bia have moved into diplomatic high
gear to counter the plan.
Reports from Bonn indicate that Ri
yadh has submitted an arms "shopping
list" to West Germany worth over $3
billion, nearly $1 billion more than the
total value of West Germany's oil im
ports from Saudi Arabia last year. This
follows a military a greement with
France signed last month, worth nearly
$2 billion. These deals signify Riyadh's
determination to solidify intelligence
and security arrangements with France
and Germany at the expense of the u . s .
and Great Britain. Both King Khaled
and Crown Prince Fahd are expec ted to
arrive in Bonn soon.
Iraq, meanwhile, has undertaken a
round of diplomac y with those countries
targeted by the Anglo-Americans as po
tential players in a Middle East Treaty
Organization ( METO). Last week,
muc h to the surprise of the entire Arab
world, the Foreign Minister of Oman
turned up in Baghdad for talks with the
Iraqi leadership. Oman has been rivaling
Iraq in the Persian Gulf around the
security q uestion, and has been seen in
London as the key asset pushing a
METO plan. East Germany's Neues
Deutschland reports that Oman has as
sured Baghdad that it will not allow
foreign-that is, U.S.-bases on its soil.
Similarly, Iraq, through its generous
extension of petrodollars, is thought to
have dissuaded both Somalia and Kenya
from their leanings toward a METO
alliance with Egypt.
In ad dition, Iraq has announced that
it will not send its foreign minister to
London as planned , but will dispatch
him to Bulgaria for talks with Bulgarian
head of state Z hivkov. In recent weeks,
the Bulgarians have sent delegations to
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both Baghdad and D amascus, possibly
representing the U.S.S.R. in mediating
the simmering Iraq-Syria feud.

C7ontroversy erupts over
Ottoman Bank
A highly unusual confrontation has
erupted between the directors of a c uri
ous institution known as the Ottoman
Bank and a group of disaffec ted share
holders, the London Times reported
J une 1 . The shareholders, who are ex
pec ted to present a list of demands at
the 1 1 3 th annual meeting of the bank,
have charged that the directors, over a
period of years, have systematically un
derstated the Ottoman Bank's assets.
It is even rumored among these dis
sident shareholders that the bank is sit
ting on 1 5 tons of gold, or about one
ounch per share. If the rumor proves
accurate, the real value per share could
go as high as £600 as compared to a
recent market pric e of £ 5 5 .
The dissidents are particularly con
cerned that the Banque de Paris et des
Pay Bas, a leading French merchant
bank, has sinc e 1 97 4 rapidly built up its
stake in the Ottoman to over 45 percent.
This could indicate that the French bank
has' access to information on the true
state of Ottoman's accounts which is
not available to all shareholders.
A curious remnant of nineteenth
c e ntury financ e, the Ottom an was
founded in 1 863 in Istanbul by British
and French interests, on special order of
the Sultan, as the central bank of Tur
key. The bank's importance in Turkey
declined during the 1 9 30s after Atatiirk
established a national banking system,
but it built up business abroad, espe
c ially in the Middle East, Africa, Lon
don and Paris. In 1 969, the Ottoman
sold virtually all its non-Turkish bank
ing business to Grindlays Bank, but, the
Times reports, it has retained to this day
offices in London and Paris from which
the bank's "mysterious non-Turkish as
sets" are administered.
The Ottoman's chairman of the
board is the former Bank of England
d irector Michael Babington Smith. Its

other British directors sit on the boards
of "such august financ ial institutions as
P ru dential Assuranc e, H ill S amuel,
'
Warburgs, Coutts, Grindlays and Union
D iscount."

British agent Swann
ends his career
Robert Swann, a leading British intelli
genc e agent, has lost his job. Swann, the
head of London's Secret Intelligence
Service Middle East operations in con
tinental Europe, with a special respon
sibility for the Muslim Brotherhood, has
been recalled from his post in Paris.
Swann was rec alled when exposes by
this magazine so weakened his "pro
Arab" cover that he became useless as
an agent.
T h e m o t h e r o r g a n iz a t i o n f o r
Swann's activities is the Council for the
Advancement of Arab-British Under
standing (CAABU). Swann c urrently is
operating as the liaison between
CAABU and the notorious Club of
Rome, which later this month is holding
a conference in Athens to promote a
Euro-Arab dialogue. Swann has been
acting as a coordinator of the confer
ence, whose aim is to undercut and
disrupt the Franco-German initiatives
to mold a viable Middle East peace
settlement.

Europe
Donat C7attin resigns:
C70ssiga nex t ?
Senator Carlo Donat Cattin, vic e presi
dent of the ruling Italian Christian
D emocratic Party ( D C), was forced to
resign his party position this past week
after charges against him were reviewed
by the parliament's Commission of In
quiry. Donat Cattin w as accused of hav
ing warned his terrorist son to fl ee the
country because he was about to be
arrested by the police in connection to
the Aldo Moro kidnap- murder. The in-
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Briefly
dividual through whom D onat Cattin
had communicated with his son was
subsequently arrested and revealed the
information.
But the scandal did not end there.
Prime Minister Francesco Cossiga, a
close ally of D onat Cattin, is himself
under accusation as the individual who
tipped off the senator about the impend
ing arrest of his son. Although charges
against Cossiga were dropped by the
Parliamentary Commission, his resig
nation is being strenuously demanded
by the leaders of the major political
parties, including the Communists, L ib
erals, Social D emocrats, and even some
Socialists, who share in his coalition
government. Thus far, the Prime Min
ister has refused to tender his resigna
tion, arguing that his presence at the
upcoming Venice summit is too impor
tant.
However, most press and Italian po
litical sources expect that Cossiga will
not be able to hold out too long against
the immense pressure being brought to
bear against him.

Pope backs Giscard
diplomacy
Pope John Paul II, recently making his
fi rst trip to France, announced his sup
port for President Giscard's diplomatic
initiatives in the Middle East and his
recent extraordinary meeting with
Brezhnev. One particularly acerbic
source connected with the French So
cialist Party, the weekly Le Nouvel Ob
servateur, accuses the Pope of having
arranged the emergency Giscard- Brezh
nev meeting that took place in Poland,
the Pope's home country.
The same source reports that on Oct.
22 of last year, when NATO was nearing
its decision to deploy the Pershing mis
siles in Western Europe, the Va tican's
"foreign policy" expert Cardinal Casa
roli called in all the Pontifical diplomats
in Western Europe and gave them a
warning from the Pope: "take heed of
the consequences for world peace of the
installation of American missiles on
your territory."
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Latin America
Mexican political group
asks Castaneda 's

resignation
The Mexican Labor Party ( PL M), a
nationwide political group that pro
motes industrialization, called last week
for the immediate resignation of Mexi
can Foreign Minister Jorge Castaneda.
The PL M distributed to all the press
and official institutions a statement by
the Party's National Executive Commit
tee denouncing Castan eda's collabora
tion with the "One World" i nternational
networks which would like to see the
rule by supranational U.N.-type insti
tutions. The release states Castaneda is
a long time collaborator of Ervin L asz
lo, the head of UNITAR and one of the
most prominent "philosophers" for the
Club of Rome's zero-growth interna
tional economic program.
The PLM's campaign against Cas
taneda was immediately picked up by
Ovaciones, a major Mexico City news
paper. "A very critical situation is clos
ing in on Foreign Minister Castaneda
forged by a political faction which
works in Mexico," Abraham Mohamed
wrote June 3 . The columnist added that
the "political faction" has targeted "the
next meeting of the New Y ork Council
on Foreign Relations June 6 as a 'sem
inar to update the aggressions and the
destabilization campaigns against our
country'-a seminar where our Foreign
Minister will be the main speaker."
He ends by warning Castaneda to
"take the appropriate measu res in order
to turn around the plans drawn against
him whose aim is to force his resigna
tion."
The columnist fails to mention the
name of the "political faction." His
warning that there is a "plan" to force
Castaneda's resignation is believed in
dicative of the PLM's spreading infl u
ence against the vulnerable foreign min
ister.

• RAMSEY CLARK is a "vile
American agent," according to
Iranian radio broadcasts at the
close of a conference in Teheran
on "U.S. intervention in Iran."
Clark attended the conference
with E piscopalian priests and
others invited by the Iranian gov
ernment. President Bani-Sadr and
foreign minister Gotbzadeh de
fended the American against the
charge-the radio is controlled by
Bani-Sadr's factional opponents
in the clergy, who implied that
they, too, are "vile American
agents."
• WHAT A CHOICE ! So reads
the headline over a long editorial
in this week's edition of The Spec
tator, a British Tory weekly. the
editorial concerns the prospects of
an American presidential race be
tween Jimmy Carter and Ronald
Reagan. "By no stretch of any
body's intelligent and informed
imagination can the choice the
American electoral system has
ended up offering the American
electorate be regarded as inspired,
generous, broad or satisfactory,"
the piec!,: reads. Spectator editors
are most vitriolic in attacking the
American electoral system itself,
calling it "insanely complex."
FEMA for President, anyone?
• THE GOLD PRICE rose past
the $600 an ounce level June 7bringing it close to the price at
which it is believed an impending
French initiative for a g old
backed monetary system will pro
pose to peg it. Part of the purpose
in the initiative for monetary re
form would be the capacity of the
system to offer gold-guarantees to
OPEC nations like Saudi Arabia
for petrodollar deposits. Notably,
one of the "rumors" cited as a
cause of the price's surge over
$ 600 was that the Saudis had con
tracted to buy 200 tons a year of
Soviet-produced gold at $600 an
ounce.
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'Human rights:
one-world law,
and terrorism
by Stuart Pettingell

On May 7, 1 980 U . S . Attorney General Benj amin Civi
letti told a conference of the Inter-American Lawyers
Federation in Mexico : "We must provide greater po liti
cal channels for the liberty of dissidents . . . o nly in this
way will it be possible to achieve the end of violence to
embassies ." Civiletti meant "supranational" channels,
outsi de the purview of nation-states .
Only one month earlier in Chicago, Illinois, members
of the Puerto Rican F ALN terrorist organization, under
arrest for illegal weapons possession, announced to pre
siding Judge William Kelly that they refused to recognize
the jurisdiction of his court and demanded a U nited
Nations tribunal to intervene and protect them as "pris
oners of war under the Geneva Convention ."
In mid April of this year the Colombian terrorist
M- 1 9 organization released 1 6 diplomatic hostages after
a two-month seige, when the government was persuaded
to surrender its sovereignty on the issue of prosecution.
The final agreement opens the Colombian j udicial system
to international interventio n by "monitors" from the
Organization of American States, and Internatio nal Red
Cross to prevent possible "violation of human rights . "
These incidents are features o f a concerted i nterna
tional campaign whose obj ective is not "human rights, "
but the subordination of nation-states t o world-govern
ment "mechanism s . " The vehicle to impose this supran
ational control is terrorism and allied forms of violent
political destabilization.
In 1 966 the United Nations adopted two covenants
based on the 1 948 U .N . Universal Declaration of Human
Rights: Civil and Political Rights, and Economic, Social
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and Cultural Rights . The covenants were and are intend
ed by the U . N . to become a "world code of human rights
law" which is supposed to become legally binding at the
time a n ation agrees to ratify them; at that point the
nation loses its sovereignty, falling under the dictatorship
of U . N . tribunals and commissions. The question is: how
can nations possibly be induced to accept this very
debridement of their stature?
'Human rights ' vs. science

In a special report prepared for the New Y ork Coun
cil on Foreign Relations' " 1 980s Proj ect," Richard Falk
explains the need for terrorism . Entitled Enhancing Glob
al Human Righ ts. the Falk report states :
. . . the general inability to deal with severe viola
tions of human rights is one of the principal weak
nesses o f the prevailing system of world order . This
weakness is structurally linked to the distribution
of power and autonomy among sovereign states
and cannot be overcome without the emergence of
a new system of world order . . .
Those who seek change must necessarily em
ploy coercive strategies . Somehow the regime vio
lating human rights must be toppled or its leaders
induced to make fun damental changes. This can be
done either through d omestic struggle, outside in
tervention, or a mixture of the two .
Falk then sweeps out a broad definition of violations of
"human rights" as virtually any imposition by governEIR
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ment upon the individual, especially cultural imposi
tions-which he links to introduction of modern science
and technology . If new technologies, such as nuclear
power, erode the cultural identity of a small sector o f a
country, Falk insists it is "inflicting genocidal damage"
on that minority . In sum, Falk declares hum an develop
ment a vio lation of human rights, and thus acknowledges
that the principle obj ective of terrorism , inclusive of
"One World" institutions, is to prevent economic and
cultural development by nation-states .
Not surprisingly Falk is a leading organizer o f the
antinuclear movement in the United States .
The command structure o f the international law ap
paratus, which Falk is part of, operates o n multiple
levels. At the center of all aspects of the operatio n is the
United Nations, whose Human Rights Commission,
UNESCO, UNITAR, Environment Programme, etc . ,
are the critical elements.

Bloomfield's close associate, Louis Rabcewicz-Zub
kowski Kos, head of the Canadian ILA's International
Criminal Law Committee, recently elaborated how the
terrorist side o f the deployment is used:

The ILA and Permindex

The head of the U . S . branch o f the ILA, C . Clyde
Ferguson, is similarly a special operations officer. Begin
ning his career as the civil rights adviser to New York
Governor Nelson Rockefeller, Ferguson became a
founding trustee of the Institute for Policy Studies , the
Washington D.C.-based command center for virtually
every "new left" terrorist group and terrorist support
organization. In 1 964, Ferguso n became the U . S . Expert
to the United Nations Sub-Committee on Discrimina
tion and a dean o f H arvard Law School . Ferguson's
present activities include working with Richard Falk at
his Institute for World Order.
On the level below the I LA are an array of specialty
organizations which are responsible for meshing terrorist
operations with human rights campaigns against target
nations. Involved on this level are the fol lowing:

The oldest and most prestigious institution in the
command structure is the International Law Association
(ILA) which was fo unded at the end of the 1 9th century
in London, under the auspices of the European nobility.
From its inception the I LA has served as an instrument
of the leading oligarchical families .
The chairman of t h e Canadian branch o f t h e I L A ,
Major Louis M ortimer Bloomfield, is typical of t h e I LA
operative. Major Bloomfield n ot only controls a large
portion of the international drug traffic through his law
firm's responsibility for maintaining the Bronfman fam
ily holdings . He is also the head of the Permindex ( " Mur
der, Incorporated") apparatus. Brought up through the
ranks of British intelligence's Special Operatio ns Execu
tive (SO E) , Bloomfield became the head of the Permin
dex organization when it was foun ded in the early 1 960s .
Permindex was documented by French authorities to
have conducted between 30 and 40 assassination at
tempts against Charles de Gaulle. Permindex carried o ut
the assassination of Italian Oil M inister Enrico M attei in
1 962, and was the target of New Orleans District Attor
ney Jim Garrison' s investigations into the 1 963 assassi
nation of President Kennedy.
A specialist in various forms of "international law,"
Bloomfield is now attempting to have an international
commando "strike force" created, to operate freely
against terrorists around the world. Reached for com
ment last month, Bloomfield explained, " . . . Countries
are not bound to international law . . . Now, take the
Entebbe raid [Israel' s incursion into Uganda in 1 976 to
free hostages] . Unfortunately a few lives were lost, b ut
afterwards terrorism died down . We have to take a firm
stand . . . " This proposed capability, if implemented,
would be identical to Permin dex .
EIR
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At present states are too resistant to an internation
al criminal court. Consequently they m ust be
placed in a learning experience where they will
understand the necessity of delegating their author
ity to an intern atio nal court. . . . States will increas
ingly find themselves in a no-win situation with
regard to terrorism . If they proceed to prosecute
they will be accused of persecution and human
rights violations. I f they release the apprehended
terrorists they will be subj ect to more terrorism.
. . . As states learn of this dilemma they will increas
ingly turn to an international commission of in
quiry and an international criminal court which we
are working to establish.

The ICJ is the in
depth legal profiling operation. Composed of former
judges , lawyers and law professors "above suspicion,"
the ICJ works closely with the United Nations human
rights organizations to prepare nations for destabiliza
tion . For example, in 1 97 5 , the ICJ launched a compre
hensive investigation i nto violations o f human rights by
the Shah of Iran. Working under the advisement of
M uslim Brotherhood controllers M arvin Zonis, Richard
Cottam and James Bill, the ICJ report, titled Human
Rights and the Legal System in Iran. was the basis for the
activation o f every aspect of the revolution in Iran . To
this day the ICJ report is used by President Bani-Sadr
and the "student militants" as j ustification for holding
50 American citizens hostage.
The key figures in the ICJ include Sean M acBride, a
former terrorist leader of the I RA, now with Amnesty
I nternational; Lord Gardiner, former Lord Chancellor
International Commission of Jurists.
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to the Queen of England; and Eli Whitney Debevoise,
former deputy to U . S . High Commissioner for Germany,
John J . McCloy. Debevoise heads the American Associ
ation of the ICJ from his elite Wall Street law firm,
Debevoise, Plimpton, Lyons and Gates, the representa
tives of the Ford and the Russell Sage fo undations.
Also board members of the American branch of ICJ
are Whitney North Seymour, a Knight of the Order of
St. John of Jerusalem, a director of the Carnegie Endow
ment, and a director of the Natural Resources Defense
Council; and Jerome Shestack, the U . S . Representative
to the United Nations Human Rights Commission .
Institute for World Order. T h e I W O is a policy planning
center for human rights operations, featuring Richard
Falk, who was directly involved in the Iranian Revolu
tion, traveling to Iran and the Mideast several times
during 1 978 to monitor progress. With case o fficer Pro
fessor Norman Forer, Falk prepared the seizure of 50
American hostages by "student militants," many trained
by Forer at the University of K ansas. Falk also works
closely with the controllers of the American Indian
Movement and the environmentalist movement.
While Falk is responsible for the terrorist deployment
aspects of the IWO operation, Saul Mendlovitz, IWO
president takes care of related legal manipulations. In a
recent interview , Mendlovitz explained the IWO pro
gram for "human rights":

Falk and I are involved in trying to resuscitate what
we call the Nuremburg responsibility, although we
have not gone public on that . . . you have to cut
through the notion of sovereignty to provide redress
for the grievances that these people have . . . it' s a
way of getting off the hook if you can find a forum
where the grievances can be aired rather than hav
ing to deal with them on the hostage negotiating
level. (Emphasis added)
Sherle Schwininger, IWO "terrorism expert," w as even
more explicit. "Governments have already surrendered
their sovereignty by virtue of human rights legislation.
Our whole thrust in that direction has made it hard for
states to j ustify that argument any more ."
One of the IWO's most extensive operations is the
World Order M odels Proj ect . Here some of the top
genocide specialists have been brought together with the
leaders of the "human rights" movement, including
Robert S. M cNamara, former U . S . defense secretary and
the initiator of the Operation Phoenix genocide program
in Vietnam; George W. Ball, author of the " Paddock
plan" which cal ls fo r the immediate reduction of the
Mexican population by 50 percent; Paul T . K . Lin , the
Canadian controller of FLQ terrorism and drug traffic
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via H o ng Kong, and a close collaborator of the Chinese
government. Also on the World Order M odels Proj ect
board are C. Clyde Ferguson and H arvey Cox, the head
of Amnesty International's U . S . branch .
Formerly the
International League for the Rights of Man, the I L H R
brings together specialists from the International Com
mission of Jurists and the IWO . Five members of the ICJ
are on the board: Sean MacBride; John P. Humphrey;
Jerome Shestack; Haim H . Cohn (former Israeli j ustice
minister) and Per Federspei l (ICJ vice president); also,
Richard Falk, Theodore H esburgh, the "liberation the
ologist," and others from the Institute for World Order.
Founded in 1 942 by Roger Baldwin, founder of the
American Civil Liberties Union, the I L H R was respon
sible for drafting the H uman Rights Standards which
were incorporated into the U . N . Charter and Declara
tion of Human Rights of 1 94 8 . Since that time, the I L H R
a n d i t s 2 0 international affiliates have dominated the
U . N . H uman Rights Commission. One example of
ILHR's control over the lower levels of the terrorist
command structure is I L H R board member David Car
liner, the attorney for the Iranian Student Association ,
the Persian speaking branch of the Muslim Brotherhood
terrorist networks in the United States . Carliner is a close
associate of Abolhassan Nahidian, the U . S . station chief
of Ayatollah K homeini' s secret policy, the SAVAMA.
Another example is M orris B . Abram . Abram, a
partner in the Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton and Garri
son law firm, which formerly included Ramsey Clark,
began his career as a counsel o n the American Prosecut
ing staff of the Nuremberg Trials. Then from the Peace
Corps, Abram went to the U . N . Sub-Commission on
Discrimination, to the U . N . Human Rights Commission
( 1 965-68), and then became president of the Field Foun
dation, one of the largest funders of terrorist organiza
tions in the United States .
International League for Human Rights.

Amnesty International encom
passes nearly all of the personnel from the other organi
zations in the human rights command structure. It serves
as cover for international espionage operations, capable
of penetrating any country in the West or East Bloc using
its "humanitarian cover."
Based in London, Amnesty International's member
ship ranges into the thousands. It was founded in 1 96 1
out o f a propaganda campaign in the London Observer
run by Peter Benenson. The original purpose of the
organization was to bring world opinion into support of
"those un known persons who are being imprisoned,
tortured, or executed because their opinions or religion
are unacceptable ." The ultim ate aim, Benenson declared,
Amnesty International :
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was "to succeed in making a government relent."
Included among the U.S. advisors and directors of
Amnesty International are Ramsey Clark, Clyde Fergu
son, David Carliner, Richard Falk, Telford Taylor, the
former Nuremberg prosecutor and specialist in East Bloc
penetration, Rev . Paul M oore, the Episcopal priest
caught harboring F ALN terrorists in 1 977, and William
F. Buckley, Jr.
Foundation for the Establishment of an International

The Foundation was established in 1 97 1
by international law expert Robert K . W oetzel , under
the sponsorship o f the Rockefeller Foun dation , Samuel
Rubin Foun dation, and the Johnson Foundation, at the
latter's center in Racine, Wisconsin . The Foundation' s
role is t o codify international criminal laws, a n d advise
the United Nations on all such m atters.
Robert W oetzel began his career as a correspondent
for the Manchester Guardian at the Nuremberg trials. He
then graduated to a post at Oxford University teaching
international law. Presently, Woetzel is the Senior Pro
fessor of Internation al Law at the Jesuit Boston College .
In an interview last February, Woetzel described the
Foundation's whole-hearted support for terrorism:
Criminal Court :

What is involved essential ly is demands by guerrilla
forces or partisan groups. And these dem ands have
to be met with certain expectation from the govern
ments , or the incumbents, so to speak, because
today's terrorism is tomorrow's heroism . . . If you
are going to treat the other side, that is, so�called
freedom fighters or guerrillas, as ordinary crimi
nals . . . then you can expect embassy takeovers .
. . . I d o n ' t think there is a n y w a y except t h e strate
gy of leverage to convince governments that they
will have to respect the rights of guerrillas accord
ing to the protocals of the Geneva convention . . .
These situations like Colombia and Iran occur
because guerrilla movements, and insurgents and
belligerents, as they're called in i nternational law,
are not treated properly. So they are trying to gain
leverage, and one way or the other they know they
will win . . . This will continue until the U . N . code
of offenses is ratified and a commisson of inquiry is
institutionalized, and tribunals are instituted for
the trials of, not j ust guerrillas, but also officials.
In June, there is a test, when it (the code of
offenses) is going on the agenda at the U.N. If the
Americans obj ect to it being made a high priority
item , you can get two more embassies taken; at
least . . . this is an international mood. It i s an
international strategy of these movements, some
are more effective than others; like the American
EIR
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underground is terribly i neffective . . . b ut eventu
ally it will come here, too.
The
IADL has been associated with virtually every terrorist
defense case in the United States and Western Europe.
Exemplary is a private m eeting of IADL operatives, held
in New York City in 1 97 5 to discuss the h an dling of the
defense o f Baader M einhof terrorists in Germany. Pres
ent at the m eeting were Kurt Gruenwald and Klaus
Croissant, the Baader Meinhof attorneys, Ramsey Clark,
William Kunstler, William Sch aap and Peter Weiss, the
U . S . experts in terrorist support . A t the meeting the
decision was taken to model the B aader Meinhof trial on
Kunstler's "Chicago 8 " show trial to "highlight the
inj ustice of the judicial system. " However, G ruenwald
and Croissant, not allowed to do this, were thrown out of
court . C lark , Kunstler, and Weiss went to Germany to
take over the defense b ut were also refused. Following
this, a new wave of terrorist bombings began in Ger
m any. In 1 977 Croissant went u nderground after police
discovered evidence directly linking h im to Baader M ain
hof terrorist actions; he was later arrested in Paris.
Italian members o f the IADL include Horberto Bob
bio and Lelio B asso (deceased), both directly tied to the
Red B rigade terrorist networks.
In the U . S . , the IADL works prim arily through the
National Lawyers G uild and Center for Constitutional
Rights, the defense apparatus for terrorists from the
Weather U ndergro und, American I ndian M ovement,
Black Liberation Army, SLA, the FALN, etc .
Among the most notable m em bers o f IADL i s Ram
sey Clark. A p artner of M o rris Abram's law firm, Paul,
Weiss, Rifkind, W harton and G arrison , and a member
of Amnesty I nternational, Clark is a top level case officer
for n umerous terrorist projects. D uring the I ranian rev
olution, Clark traveled to I ran with R ichard Falk on
several occasions . As former U . S . A ttorney General
( 1 967-69), he was instrumental i n J ustice Department
reforms which effectively protect terrorist organizations
from investigation.
IADL figure Peter Weiss was a fou nding member of
the In stitute for Policy Studies and a director o f the
Samuel Rubin Foundation, sponsor o f I PS as well as the
Fo undation for the Establishment of an I nternational
Criminal Co urt. IADL's Lenox Hines is a member of the
Center for Constitutional Rights and a special advisor to
the legal team currently defending 1 1 F A LN terrorists in
Chicago . H ines submitted a n 800-page legal brief to the
United N ations Human R ights Commission last year
documenting " human rights violations against every
minori ty group in the country . " His petition is still
pending.
International Association of Democratic Lawyers :
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O il import fee wiped out

A major revolt in Congress to
repeal the oil import fee imposed by
President Carter several weeks ago
has led to a resounding vote against
the measure by the House, with
plenty of votes to override a prom
ised Carter veto. The 1 0 cent a gal
lon fee on gasoline prices was ex
pected to take $ 1 0 billion yearly out
of the economy, and was vehement
ly opposed by congressmen. " It's
pretty tough to pass a new tax in an
election year," declared Senator
Bob Dole (R-Kan.) a leader of the
Senate opponents to the tax. "After
all, every House member and 24
Senate Democrats will face the vot
ers this year."
Congressional leaders had tried
to prevent the opponents of the
measure from putting it before
Congress, but they were not suc
cessful in their efforts to keep it
bottled up in committee. " It's very
emotional right now," declared one
aide. "There's a lack of party disci
pline and party control and the
Republicans are making mince
meat out of them."
President Carter had vowed to
veto any measure repealing the fee,
but as Senate majority leader Rob
ert Byrd (D-W.Va.) declared even
before the vote proved him right,
tax opponents had the votes to ov
erride the veto.

S enate repeals Credit
Control Act

On June 1 the Senate voted to
repeal the Credit Control Act of
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by Barbara Dreyfuss and Susan Kokinda

1 969, a measure that gives the pres
ident enormous powers to control
all allocation of credit in the nation.
The measure, passed by a vote of 44
to 30 in the Senate, would terminate
the Credit Control Act as of July 1 ,

However, Proxmire only agreed
to back the measure when the spon
sors of the bill, led by S en. William
Armstrong (R-Colo.) agreed to
make it effective in July 1 98 1 , and
not sooner as they originally had
planned. Thus the repeal of the bill,
which still has to pass the House,
will not stop the Federal Reserve's
austerity policies anytime soon.

ceive as a rubber stamp for Presi
dent C a rter's mili tary posture.
They charge that Jones is bowing
to Carter's political expediency
rather than presenting an objective,
professional, military view.
However, Jones seems to have
come to an unusual accommoda
tion with Reagan supporters in the
V .S . Senate. Jones has privately
agreed to resign if Ronald Reagan
becomes president, giving Reagan
an unprecedented chance to choose
his own Joint Chiefs chairman at
the outset of his term. Traditionally
presidents maintain the sit ting
Joint Chiefs chairman until his term
expires.
The leader of the dump-Jones
movement, Sen. Jesse Helms (R
N.C.) said, "General Jones has
agreed to tender his resignation in
January if Gov. Reagan is elected.
With that I am not going to raise
any ruckus about the nomination."
The Pentagon issued a statement in
which Jones denied any such ar
rangement.

F ight erupts over

S mall business

Jimmy Carter's renomination
of Joint C hiefs of Staff chairman,
General David Jones has drawn fire
from a bi-partisan coalition of Sen
ators, who say they are concerned
about the state of the V .S . military.
Key Senate Democrats such as
Armed Services Committee mem
bers " S coop" Jackson (D-Wash.)
and Sam Nunn (D-Ga.) are report
edly still undecided whether to op
pose Jones or not, who they per-

Rep. Henry Nowak (D-N.Y.)
chairman of the subcommittee on
equal access to equity capital of the
House Small Business Subcommit
tee charged in a May 29 hearing
that loans to small business have
dried up in the months since the
Federal R eserve Board's tight
monetary policies. Loans to large
businesses have shown a substantial
increase, he added.

1 98 1 .
It was this legislation that Cart
er invoked last March as the basis
for the Federal Reserve Board's im
position of major curbs on credit in
the V.S. Senator William Proxmire,
(D-Wisc.) chairman of the Senate
Banking Committee agreed with
the action, claiming the Fed's tight
money policies had been among
" the mos t s e rious elements in
deepening the recession."

J oint Chiefs chairman

subcommittee
blasts credit crunch
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Another group of cosponsors
include Senators Birch Bayh (D
Ind.), John Danforth (R-Mo.) and
John Heinz (R-Pa.), all of whom
have put forth various protectionist
measures in reaction to perceived
foreign iinport injury to their states.
Analysts noted however that
despite the talk about the need for
industrial and technological inno
vation, the legislation may actually
be used as the foot in the door for
developing a "national industrial
strategy." This is a phrase that has
been used by various "futurolo
gists" for phasing out heavy-indus
try in the U.S. and moving the na
tion toward a "post-industrial so
ciety." Sen. Stevenson, in particu
lar, urged that the way to intervene
in the U.S. economy was not to bail
out companies like Chrysler, but to
develop "the industries of the fu
ture" such as electronics.

F ilibuster begins in Senate
on draft issue

The Senate began debate June 4
on a bill to allocate $ 1 3 . 3 million to
finance President Carter's decision
to register 1 9 and 20 year old males
for a possible military draft. The
debate may become a long one, as
Senator Mark Hatfield, an oppo
nent of the draft plan, began a fili
buster on the draft issue. According
to Hatfield, he has the support of
35 senators in his efforts, and the
senator's staff members say that 22
senators are actively backing Hat
field. Five senators including Dem
ocrat William Proxmire (Wisc.) and
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Republicans Leahy (Vt.) and Ma
thias (Md.) have spoken on the Sen
ate floor against the draft bill.
As of yet the Senate leadership
has not attempted to stop the fili
buster by filing cloture petitions.
Sixty votes are needed to limit de
bate in the Senate and bring the
measure to a vote. If cloture is not
invoked the bill will be tabled.
Other activity in the Senate is now
awaiting the outcome of the draft
issue.
Nowak made this assertion to
Comptroller of the Currency John
Heiman who insisted that, to the
contrary, small business was not
being hurt by administration poli
cies. The exchange came during the
sixth and final hearing of a series
initiated by Nowak to examine in
detail the plight of small business.
According to data released by
the subcommittee, small commer
cial loans given by 48 of the nation's
largest banks, dropped by 40 per
cent between November and Feb
ruary, while larger loans (usually
obtained by big corporations) in
creased by 1 3 percent. Further data
has shown that bankruptcies have
risen 48 percent nationally from
October to March. Nowak, how
ever, has not indicated he has any
legislative remedies for the crisis.

N ational export policy
bill introduced

A group of senators under the
influence of Georgetown Universi
ty, many from states seriously af
fected by foreign imports, in the

last week in May introduced a "N a
tional Export Policy Act, " in an
effort to build up U.S. "export
competitiveness." Drafted by the
Senate Export C aucus comprised
of 65 Senators, the bill is an amal
gamation of various export initia
tives proposed by the Jesuit think
tank. The bill calls for enhanced
export financing, an export related
tax policy and relaxation of anti
trust and regulatory barriers to
exports.
One of the prime sponsors, Sen.
William Roth (R-Del.) declared
May 29: " The National Export Pol
icy Act of 1 980 has pulled together
all of our concerns and recommen
dations regarding exports into one
place so that, for the first time, we
may see the whole picture at one
time, identify potential conflicts in
our policies and practices, and ar
rive at a comprehensive package
that successfully works to improve
our export performance."
B esides Roth, the bill's other
leading sponsors include Adlai Ste
venson (D-Ill.) and Jacob Javits (R
N.Y.) all of whom have worked
closely with Georgetown Universi
ty's Center for Strategic and Inter
national Studies (CSIS), which has
launched a major project on export
competitiveness. The chief purpose
of CSIS and the senators under its
influence has been to launch a
trade war against Western Europe,
not through "protectionism," but
through an export offensive. The
particular targets of the C SIS of
fensive have been France and West
Germany, the co-founders of the
European Monetary System.
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Jackson Dems move to
o pen up convention
A move is underway by D emoc rat ic
Party circles favoring the nomination of
Senator "Scoop" Jackson ( D -Wa.) for
t he presidency to open up t he August
convention to allow for a Jackson can
didacy. On June 3, William Lemieux,
who worked for Senator Jackson in 1 976
and coordinated t he McCarthy cam
paign in 1 9 6 8 , announced in Milwaukee
that he was the spokesman for a national
group of D emocrat s determined to open
up the convent ion. "We recognize that
the President's support is t itular, " Le
mieux declared in an interview. "The
President 's support is only from elected
part y officials, it's not people who are
committed to him, so we will att empt to
align with people who want to open up
the convention." Once they get t he con
vention opened up, Lemieux and h is
associates plan to put fort h Senator
Jackson's name in nomination.
According to Lemieux, 1 50 people
are already organizing with him for an
open convention in eight states includ
ing Wisconsin, California, Nevada,
Florida, Illinois, Missouri, New York,
and New Jersey. They are using Wis
consin as a t est c ase to show the mood
of the country. Already there are 35
people there working on this, contacting
delegates and discussing with t hem t he
open convention. In the first day after
the announcement of their activity,
Lemieux's group got c alls from six del
egates in Illinois who stated t hat t hey
agreed with t he perspective of opening
up the convention.
Although Jackson himself is declar
ing that he has not been in touch with
the group and is not urging t he m on, he
is clearly looking at the possibilit y of
being a dark horse D emocratic Party
c andidat e. Two weeks ago he addressed
the Cook Count y D emocrats, declaring
t hat t he voters are frust rated and would
not accept eit her Carter or Kennedy as
a nominee.
Jackson himself is associated with
that layer of the D emoc ratic Party cen -
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tered around the Coalition for a D em
ocrat ic Majorit y, an organization that
has foc used particularly on t he outra
geous state of U.S. milit ary c apabilities.
Precisely because he is aware of t he lack
of a U.S. military capability, Jackson
recently denounced Carter as a "born
again hawk" and attacked Carter's
brinksmanship policies.

Falk controversy
at Princeton
An Ad Hoc committ ee of Princeton
Alumni to Invest igate Falk, established
in D ec ember, 1 9 7 9 to look into t he pro
Ayatollah Khomeini activities of Prince
ton University International Law Pro
fessor Richard Falk, has now become a
c entral subject of controversy at Prince
ton.
The May 1 9 , 1 980 edition of the
Princeton Alumni Weekly ran no less
than five letters defending Falk against
t he charges of "treason" and "support
for genocide" raised by the Ad Hoc
Committee in an open letter earlier this
year. One, by former Attorney-General
Nicholas de B. Katzenbach, Chairman
of the Trustee Committ ee on t he Cur
riculum, expresses concern that Falk
may "erode alumni support" for Prince
ton. Another, more hysterical in tone,
c alls for the formation of an Ad Hoc
Committee to Investigate t he Ad Hoc
Committee.
The repercussions of t he anti-Falk
init iat ive are rapidly spreading beyond
Princeton. In it s weekly "Press Clips"
column, t he ultra-liberal Village Voice
ran a piec e ent it led "Witch Hunt at
Princeton, " which claims that the anti
Falk drive at Princeton has been written
"in the idiom of the U.S. Labor Party"
and wonders whether t he Alumni Week
ly-which has published scores of anti
Falk letters in t he past months-"has
become an outhouse pUblicat ion of t he
USLP. Some suggest," the Voice cont in
ues, "that t he USLP may have estab
lished a beachhead within t he trustees of
the university, who monitor t he Weekly
in the interest of c ampus security and

good t aste .... All alumni should write
to the president of the University and
those trustees not yet pawns of the
USLP and demand instant explana
tion," t he Voice concludes.
The basis for t he entire controversy
if Prof. Falk's heavy involvement in
"human rights" activities which, in
some writings, he has admitted are di
rectly connected to sponsorship of ter
rorist activities. He was directly involved
in the overthrow of t he Shah of Iran
the alumni committee saying he acted
on behalf of the New York Council on
Foreign Relations, of which he is a
member. Falk is also a leader of anti
nuclea,r activists in t he United States,
and justified his ai d to Ayatollah Kho
meini on the argument t hat t he Shah
w as introducing nuclear power to Iran.
Falk says that any science and technol
ogy is "oppressive."

Washington Star
prints the truth
In an amazing, t hough brief, moment of
sanity, t he editors of the Washington
Star allowed an op- ed to be printed in
their newspaper which candidly stated
the fundamental dilemma facing Amer
ica's ruling families today. The author
of t he article, one Carl Strass, described
as "an attorney working in the field of
natural resources, " states that no matter
how muc h the American "Olympians"
may wish to lower U.S. living standards,
they are faced with the dilemma that if
they do so, t hey will be ensuring t he
rapid emergenc e of Soviet superiorit y in
economic and military affairs globally.
Strass explains it t hus:
"There is a real constit uenc y in t he
United States which is opposed to eco
nomic growt h and is in favor of reduc
ing the general American standard of
living. This constituency consists of sev
eral diverse groups.
"First there are those people who for
essentially religious reasons believe that
a person is better off without large
q uant it ies of material posses sions.
...Gov. Edmund G. Brown, Jr. is often
thought of as a member of this group....
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Briefly
"An other group interested in low
ering living standards are environmental
elitists . These people have the time,
money and equipment to spend weeks
each year exploring woods, mountains,
. . . etc. They are oppo sed to any eco nom
ic development which will reduce the
size of their playground.
"They are also in favor of reducing
the general national standard o f living
because there are too many people who
use our woods and rivers . . . .
" A third group interested i n a lower
general standard o f living . . . [complains]
that there was little benefit to being rich
because you could not escape from or
di nary people . . . .
"These groups are politically pow
erful and are well repesented in the
Carter administration . Their po licies ar
gue for a red uced industrial and eco
nomic base. We will produce less and
consume less."
Here Strass introduces the kicker.
"The trouble with this view is that it
leads to national weakness . History
teaches that large industrial b ases pro
duce economic power, and economic
power translates to military and political
power . . .
"We really have only two choices.
We can pursue tech nological and indus
trial power, or we m ust accept both
economic and po litical weakness . . . .
"If w e red uce our economic base
for whatever reason-and allow others
to be the economic powers of the future,
we will also cease to be a power politi
cally or militarily . New technology will
mean new weapons, too .
"There is no reason to believe that
we will be safe in a world where we are
a full generation behind in any arm of
technology . "

Will Europe buy
Ronald Reagan?
GOP presidential candi date Ronald
Reagan has sent his top foreign policy
adviser, Richard Allen, to Europe in an
attempt to convince allied leaders that
he won ' t launch a third world war if
elected President .
The Jesuit-trained Allen, who has
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been zealo usly boosting Christian Social
Union leader Franz Josef Strauss' s cam
paign to unseat West German Chancel
lor Helmut Schmidt in the upcoming
general electi ons, is hardly helping to
modify Reaga n ' s hard-line image. Ac
cording to confidental so urces, Allen
stun ned an audience of West German
foreign p olicy experts in a private speech
to the Ko nrad Adenauer Stiftung . Allen
not only dem a n ded that Europe imme
diately embark upon a m aj o r arms
build up-so it can "bargain with the
Soviets from a position of strength ,"
but also called on Europe to j oin the
United States in fully exploiting the
China card.
Both o f these positio n s are viewed
with great dismay in Europe. They could
easily provoke the Soviets into a maj or
m ilitary action .
Allen concluded his speech by b last
ing France ' s Mideast peace initiative,
b l u nt l y s t a t i ng t h a t E u r o pe s h o u l d
meekly support any a n d all U . S . efforts
in the Mideast.
Even before his arrival, Allen ' s mis
sion was being greeted with great s kep
ticism by m o st Europeans. As the June
9 edition of Time magazine reported:
"A senior West German diplomat says
that his govern ment, while nearly fed up
with the Carter administratio n ' s blun
ders and mixed signals, is 'apprehensive,
to put it mil dly' about the GOP leader ."
Opposition to Mr. Reagan runs deep
in West Germany. Although Helmut
Schmidt has privately made m a ny con
temptuous rem ark s about James Earl
Carter, he and m o st other politicians in
Bon n , according to one source, "prefer
the devil they k n ow to the one they
don't"-M r . Reaga n .
Allen's reception elsewhere is n o t
ex�cted to b e m uch better . L e Canard
Enchaine, the French satirical newspa
per , recently carried a cartoon co nsisting
of a cutaway d rawing o f Mr. Reagan's
and Mr. Carter' s heads. M r . Carter ' s
head contains a peanut; M r . Reagan's
head is empty.
One indication of how Europe is
reacting to Allen ' s tour: French state
radio is giving big p lay to Reagan ' s
latest blooper-a call for France t o re
join NATO .

• THE COMMITTEE o n the
Present Danger, at its next meet
ing in W ashington, will reportedly
discuss the strategic im plications
of recent U . S . breakthroughs in
research in thermon uclear fusion
p o w e r . A c c o r d i n g to C P O
sources, the group will also ana
lyze how the U . S . should respond
to the evi dence o f overwhelming
Soviet s uperiority in mathematics
and science educatio n laid out in
a j ust-reIeased study by U niversity
of Chicago mathematician Isaac
Wirsz up. It should be an interest
ing debate. The group is largely
restricted to persons who are Mal
thusian in outlook-opposing sci
ence and tech nology o n princi
ple-but equally arduous i n seek
ing military superiority o ver the
Soviet U n ion . . . somehow.
• MARY CRISP the Republican
N a t i o n a l C o m m i t tee c o - c h a i r
m an, has bolted the Republican
Party and is throwing her weight
behind the cam paign o f John An
derso n . Crisp ch arged that "ideo
l ogues" were running the Reagan
campaign . She stated that an An
derson victory in November is not
"so far-fetched" because "this
year is so volatile, so fluid, you
can ' t predi ct."
• REP. JOHN W. JENRETTE
(D-S . D . ) is suing the Justi ce De
partment for $ 1 1 million, charg
ing the Department with "con
spiring" to ruin his career with
investigations including the so
c a l l e d " A b sc a m " u n d e r c o v e r
probe. T h e Jenrette s u i t also ac
cuses the Federal Bureau of I n
vestigation of "m alice and reck
lessness" in its undercover activi
ties . So urces on Capital HiII have
evaluated that Jenrette was hit by
the Abscam scandal because of
his pro-labor voting record and
his stau nch opposition to severe
"energy conservation" legislati o n .
His is t h e fi r s t real s i g n of fight
against the A b scam/ Brilab witch
hunt that entrapped Co ngression
al leaders opposing administra
tion policies .
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Oil import drop : has conservation won?
U. S. oil imports have dropped to their lowest level since

before 1 9 76; Carter claims a victory for conservation, wh ile,
the A merican economy is crumbling.

T he

Carter White House is re
porting with some glee the latest
official figures o n the decline in
U . S . oil imports as evidence that
the President's "moral equivalent
of war" is finally being taken se
riously by Americans. I think the
situation warrants closer examin
ation. M ost Americans are still
much too rational to believe with
the President that the solution to
a "shortage" of oil supplies is to
cut off our oil supplies .
It is a fact that U . S . crude oil
imports hit their lowest level sin ce
before Jimmy Carter darkened the
White House door . Total U . S . oil
imports for the week ending May
16 fell to j ust over 4.7 million
barrels per day. Only a year ago
the level was 6.3 million-an incre
dible near 25 percent fall in import
v o l u m e . M e a nw h i le , d o m e s t i c
crude oil inventories are a t record
high levels.
Imports of refined products,
largely from Caribbean refineries,
also dropped dramatically to 1 .2
million barrels per day, or more
than a 3 3 percent drop from last
year. Even a week ago, it was 1 . 8
million barrels. Most of the plunge
here can be accounted for by the
sharp drop in so-called residual
fuel imports. Residual , the bulk of
refined imports, is used primaril j
by electric utilities and manufctc
turing industries . In short, Jimmy
Carter' s election-year glee at the
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"success" of his "conservation"
program is a pyrric victory: it
comes at the expense o f collapsing
the industrial economy in a deep
rece s s i o n . T h e i m p o r t fig u r e s ,
when combined with the i nventory
stocks, confi rm that maj or oil
company economists are in fact
betting that the bottom is not yet
in sight for this downward spiral .
The government' s inflation and
interest rate policy has ensured that
no recovery is possible. A victim is
the nation ' s electric power grid.
For example, the Nuclear Regu
latory Commission, that bastion of
"participatory democracy, " h as
voted unanimously in favor of a
1 9 7 9 p e t i t i o n b ro u g ht b y t h e
Union o f Concerned Scientists that
could result in the shutdown of
m any of the nation's 70 operating
nuclear power stations. The end
re s u lt w o u l d be r o l l i n g p o w e r
brownouts or even blackouts.
The Union of Concerned Sci
entists were the "technical" advis
ers for Jane Fonda' s "China Syn
drome" m ovie. Their spokesman,
Robert Pollard, who said he was
"gratified" by the latest NRC rul
ing, is a documented kook who
made his dramatic conversio n sev
eral years ago after he attended
sensitivity sessions at a quasi-reli
gious consciousness-raising retreat
in California.
The Union of Concerned Sci
entists had demanded that I n dian

Point and other reactors within a
30-mile radius o f urban areas be
immediately shut down while the
"effects" of a nuclear accident, a
core-meltdown, are weighed . The
"China Syndrome" m ade this im
possibility popularly credible l ast
year , with a n assist fro m the Fed
eral E m e r g e n c y M an ag e m e n t
Agency that turned a documented
act of sabotage at the Three Mile
Island n uclear plant in Pennsylva
nia into a core-meltdown scare.
Starting with the Indian Point
nuclear plant n orth of New York
City , reactors m ay now be shut
down because of the psychological
effect of a population's fear that a
s t at i s ti c a l i m p o s s i bi l i ty m i g ht
occur .
Meanwhile, t h e Department o f
Energy has been busy unveiling a
new solar heating system in its
Forrestal headquarters. The instal
lation, whose cost i s li kely to ex
ceed a million dollars, will be suf
fi cient to "provi de some of the
space heat, hot water and process
heat . . . " for the cafeteria! Orange
and white flags are being unfurled
acro ss the 50 states on federal
buildings that are switching to the
solar source. The largest user? The
Defense Department.
Some o fficials at the Dallas ,
Texas Fire Department are report
ed to be considering suing the De
partment of Energy and the White
House for consumer fraud. A so lar
device they installed on a new fire
station has sent electric costs soar
ing by 1 50 percent. The govern
ment even admits its new program
is media hype to prom ote the
grossly inefficient and prohibitive
ly expensive technology that is
supposed to replace our n uclear
industry , oil imports and produc
tio n .
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